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The Crisis of Capitalism: Keynes Versus Marx

Robert Skidelsky

Marx believed that the Ricardian
class struggle for shares of the
national product would be settled
decisively in favour of labour:
capitalism would be abolished, and
with it the profits of capitalists and
rents of landlords. But Marx missed
the growth of a social balance be-
tween the ‘countervailing powers’
of business, labour, and govern-
ment, which put the revolution off
the agenda. Since the business
class lost its ability to enforce the
real wage reductions necessary to
its continued profitability, mass
unemployment became endemic in
the developed world. This was the
setting in which Keynes’ analysis
in terms of ‘under-employment
equilibrium’ could gain traction. It
promised to break the social stasis
by invoking the economic power of
the state, argues the author.

Return of the Master

John Maynard Keynes keeps return-
ing, like the ageing diva who goes on
giving farewell performances. What does
this tell us? First, it tells us that in eco-
nomics there are no final victories and
defeats. Rather, economic doctrines ebb
and flow, obedient to changes in
consciousness and in the world. But, sec-
ondly, it tells us that as the world
changes, so do its structures of power.
The rise and fall of different schools of
economics is related to shifts in the
balance of social and economic power.
Marx understood this, hence his place
in my title.

The rise and fall of different schools
of economics is related to shifts in
the balance of social and economic
power.

My purpose here is not to make the
case for Keynes, but to consider the
passage of his ideas from acceptance to
rejection in the context of changing
preoccupations and conditions. In this I
follow the lead of the eminent Indian
economist Amir Kumar Dasgupta, who
wrote ‘A system of economic theory
evolves in response to questions that are

Robert Skidelsky is Emeritus Professor at University
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provoked by a given set of circumstances
in the economy. As circumstances
change, or people’s attitude to them
changes, questions are revised, and a
new system springs up’ (Dasgupta
1985:4). Dasgupta is right to distinguish
between changes in circumstances and
changes in people’s attitudes to these
changes. There is a large gap between
the two. This approach will give us some
sense of how durable the modest resur-
gence of Keynes’s economics today will
prove to be.

Keynes ended The General Theory
of Employment, Interest, and Money
with the famous words: ‘But soon or late,
it is ideas, not vested interests which are
dangerous for good or evil’ (Keynes
1936: 383-4). Anyone involved in the
production of ideas has to believe this,
unless he is being paid by someone to
produce the ideas. In today’s world, the
chief manufactory of ideas is the Acad-
emy. Pure research has long been
recognised as an independent intellec-
tual pursuit; its hallmark, disinterested-
ness. Its purpose is the search for truth.
The pecuniary interest of scholars is not
directly involved in either the direction
of their enquiry or its results (Collini
2009).

Sociology of Success

At the same time, there is what
Schumpeter called the ‘sociology of suc-
cess.’ Put crudely, why are some ideas
acceptable, and others rejected or
marginalised? In the natural sciences this
question is relatively easy to answer:
newer ideas bring us closer to reality

than the older ones. For this reason,
quantum physics replaced classical
physics (Cartwright 1999:2). Reality is
unchanging, only the theory changes as
it improves our understanding of real-
ity. Predictive power is the ultimate test
of the truth of a scientific hypothesis.1

The natural world does not inter-
fere with one’s observation of it; the
social world does.

In social sciences this is much less
true. The natural world does not inter-
fere with one’s observation of it; the
social world does. It is the changeabil-
ity of the object being studied which
demarcates social sciences from natural
sciences. Social reality is constantly
shifting, problems crucial at one time
become irrelevant at another. As a result,
propositions in social science do not sat-
isfy the ‘universality criterion’. They are
limited in time and place. As Dasgupta
(1985:1-2) points out, theories in eco-
nomics are independent of each other,
they do not supersede each other. Theo-
ries in the social sciences can rarely be
successfully confirmed or falsified, ex-
cept briefly. Progress in economics con-
sists of greater precision in stating ideas,

1 Even in the physical sciences, the battle of ideas
has a sociological dimension: old professors
resist, and delay the encroachment of new ideas.
But as told by sociologists of science like Thomas
Kuhn and Imre Lakatos the agenda of science is
internalist. No changes in the world outside serve
to explain changes in scientific theory. The vested
interests which the progress of science encounters
are those from within the scientific community,
not from outside.
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not the greater explanatory power of the
ideas themselves; and the precision may
be at the expense of the explanation. In
economics, much more than in physics,
the research agenda and structure of
power within the profession reflect the
structure of power outside it. They have
the character of ideologies. And this, of
course, was precisely Marx’s contention,
when he wrote “What else does the
history of ideas prove, than that intel-
lectual production changes in proportion
as material production is changed? The
ruling ideas of each age have ever been
the ideas of its ruling class.’ (Marx-
Engels, Selected Works 1962,1,:52)

Power & Ideas

The relationship between power and
ideas is not a simple base-superstructure
one. Ideas are not at the mercy of events
in any straightforward way. The disci-
plines which produce theories exhibit
stability through time, in their concepts,
techniques, and language. That is why
paradigm shifts are rare. It is true that
disciplines turn to new topics. But there
is no need to relate all new topics to
changes in the world. Theorists might
simply get bored with the old topics,
feeling that debate about them has
reached a dead end. Change of topic is
also connected with generational change
within a discipline. It is nearer to our
theme to say that ideas change when the
facts change. (Keynes is supposed to
have said, but probably didn’t - ‘When
the facts change, I change my mind.
What do you do, sir?’). Up to a point this
must be true. But it presupposes a direct
relationship between ideas and reality

which is plainly false. Facts can be in-
terpreted in different ways. He who con-
trols the interpretation controls the ideas.
This brings us to the question of power.

 He who controls the interpretation
controls the ideas. power.

Adapting Steven Lukes (1974), one
may think of ideas as a form of ‘soft
power’, which structures our debates
about reality. Alternatively, and more
comprehensively, they may be seen as
shaping our consciousness –the way we
interpret our world.2  But just because
ideas are produced in institutions, we
cannot ignore questions about the hard
power behind the soft power. Who fi-
nances the institutions from which ideas
spring? Who finances the dissemination
of ideas in popular form –media, think
tanks? What are the incentives facing the
producers, disseminators, and popular-
isers of ideas even in a society in which
discussion is ‘free’? In short, what is the
agenda of business? It is reasonable to
see business as the hard power behind
the soft power of ideas, not because the
business community speaks with one
voice, or because there are not other cen-

2  Lukes structures power along three dimensions.
In the first, A’s preferences are made to prevail
over B’s, usually by coercion; in the second, A
structures the political (or professional) debate
so as to exclude topics which are detrimental to
A’s preferences; in the third dimension, A
influences B by shaping his wants, with thought
control being exercised through control of
information, mass media, and the socialisation
process. The supreme exercise of power is in
preventing grievances arising by shaping
perceptions.
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tres of hard power (e.g. government) but
because it is the main source of the
money without which the intellectual
estate would wither and die.

Ideas are  thus an independent
source of authority. Practical men –
politicians, businessmen, civil servants
–are consumers, not producers, of
ideas. This gives the producers of ideas
considerable latitude vis-à-vis their
users. The vested interests are in no
position –even were they capable of it
- to dictate the precise form of the in-
tellectual defence offered for their
preferences. Thus the economist’s jus-
tification of the free market is likely
to be both more general and also more
circumscribed than that offered by the
business class. For example, econo-
mists have almost always opposed pro-
tectionism and monopoly.3  Ideas are
thus capable of making self-interest
seem more enlightened.

Ultimately the ideas in power serve
the interests of the class in power;
under capitalism, this is the capital-
ist class.

Assertion of the independence of
ideas is a necessary modification of

crude Marxism, which I dare say Marx
himself would have accepted. Neverthe-
less, in the Marxist scheme, the intellec-
tual class, like the state, attains only
‘relative autonomy’; and ideas rarely
overturn the perception or promotion of
self-interest, however much they may
modify its expression. Practical men like
nothing better than to have their preju-
dices dressed up in scientific language.
Ultimately the ideas in power serve the
interests of the class in power; under
capitalism, this is the capitalist class.

Ricardian Foundations

Keynes strongly believed in the au-
tonomy of ideas; he saw his own mission
as being to correct ‘intellectual
error’. On 1 January 1935, he wrote to
Bernard Shaw “To understand my state
of mind you have to know that I believe
myself to be writing a book on economic
theory, which will largely revolution-
ise…the way the world thinks about eco-
nomic problems…In particular, the
Ricardian foundations of Marxism will be
knocked away” (Skidelsky 2003: 528).

What did he mean by knocking away
the ‘Ricardian foundations of Marxism?’
Ricardian economics was famously ‘an
inquiry into the laws which determine
the division of the produce of industry
among the classes who concur in its for-
mation’. The force of these laws was
considered to be on a par with the laws
of nature, immune to modification - ex-
cept temporarily - by public action:
hence the case for laissez-faire .
Ricardo’s ‘iron law of wages’ –which
held that wages could never rise above

3 It is true that there are conflicts of interest between
different sections of capital –between exporting
industries and those producing for the home
market; between big businessmen and small
businessmen. But it is usually the case that some
of these interests are dominant in some periods,
enabling one to speak, without too much
distortion in the appropriate context, of a single
‘capitalist’ interest.
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subsistence – was based on Mathus’s law
of population. Marx substituted surplus
value for surplus population. Malthusian
population cycles became Marxist em-
ployment cycles: capitalist profits could
be maintained only by constantly creat-
ing and re-creating a ‘reserve army of
the unemployed’. For Marx, ‘bourgeois
economics’ simply provided a protective
belt for exploitation, by proving that
wages were bound to be forced down to
subsistence.4  For Marxist –and perhaps
for most socialists of Keynes’s age, it
was the encroachment of wages on prof-
its which explained the mass unemploy-
ment of the interwar years. Keynes’s
overthrow of the ‘Ricardian foundations’
consisted in the claim that production
and employment could be limited by lack
of effective demand; and that in most
circumstances, and particularly when
unemployment was heavy, could be
boosted by government action to in-
crease effective demand.

Keynes’s overthrow of the ‘Ricard-
ian foundations’ consisted in the
claim that production and employ-
ment could be limited by lack of
effective demand.

In making this claim, Keynes did not
so much controvert the logic of classi-

cal reasoning, as to limit its domain of
applicability. It applied only to the ‘spe-
cial case’ of full employment. The
‘general case’ was one in which full
employment was only one of a number
of possible positions of equilibrium, and
not the most likely. In the ‘special case’,
the unfettered market economy was nor-
mally at full employment; in the ‘gen-
eral’ case, there is no such presumption,
full employment being attained only in
moments of excitement, and by a chance
conjuncture of favourable conditions.

Profit drives Keynes’s capitalist en-
gine just as much as it does Marx’s. But
whereas for Marx, and the Ricardians,
profits are determined by the business
class’s share of a fixed cake, for Keynes
they depend on business expectations of
the future size of the cake. For Keynes
the class struggle over division of the
cake affects profit expectations only at
full employment; for Marx the class
struggle determined the profit share at
all times. For Marx, a ‘reserve army of
the unemployed’ has to be created when-
ever wages encroached on profits; for
Keynes heavy unemployment dampens
profit expectations by reducing the ex-
pected demand for goods.

Marx believed that the Ricardian
class struggle for shares of the national
product would be settled decisively in
favour of labour: capitalism would be
abolished, and with it the profits of
capitalists and rents of landlords. But
Marx failed to see the unavoidable con-
sequences of the economic and techno-
logical revolution which was going on
before his eyes. These consequences, as

4 The marginalist revolution associated with
Jevons and Menger can also be seen as offering
a protective cover for the business system of the
day. On the one side, it unified value theory by
rooting the rewards to the factors of production
in subjective utility; but this was at the same time
a way of finessing the distributional problem
inherent in the labour theory of value.
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summarized by Lowe (1965:192), were
“the shift of political power to the
middle classes and the rise of strong
labour unions…capable of making their
growing aspirations felt under a system
of widening franchise…This not only
democratized the spirit of modern gov-
ernment but created the new adminis-
trative key position for a progressive
control  of  economic by poli t ical
forces”. In other words, Marx missed
the growth of a social balance between
[omit] business, labour, and govern-
ment, which put the revolution off the
agenda.5  At the same time, the business
class lost its ability to enforce the real
wage reductions necessary to its con-
tinued profitability, except in the ex-
treme cases of Germany and Italy. As a
result mass unemployment became en-
demic in the developed world. This was
the setting in which Keynes’s analysis
of the economic problem in terms of
‘under-employment equilibrium’ could
gain traction. It promised to break the
social stasis by invoking the economic
power of the state.

Non-Marxist Explanation

In presenting the unemployment
problem as one of insufficient demand,
rather than struggle over supply, Keynes
was giving a non-Marxist explanation
of mass unemployment. To say that a
market economy had no internal ten-
dency to full employment was to make
the case for government action to se-
cure full employment. Although his

theory undercut the case for socialism,
it opened up the road for government
‘management’ of the macro-economy to
ensure a quasi-optimal equilibrium.
There would be no government inter-
ference with managerial prerogatives or
decision-making; the government’s task
was to guarantee full employment. The
attainment of full employment of poten-
tial resources would be good for both
profits and wages.

Keynes’s economics was the eco-
nomics of the middle way; the best
deal that liberal capitalism could
expect in a world veering towards
the political extremes.

Such a theory, I suggest, could only
have become the basis of policy under
conditions of social balance. Keynes’s
economics was the economics of the
middle way; the best deal that liberal capi-
talism could expect in a world veering
towards the political extremes. Keynes
thought of his economics as the econom-
ics of the general interest, for it encom-
passed, while transcending, the sectional
interests of both capital and labour. I be-
lieve this to be true: it was the least ideo-
logical, the least politicised, of all eco-
nomic doctrines. His political genius was
to see that when the problem was one of
unused capacity, redistribution was a mi-
nor question, which could be postponed
till later. But by the same token, his eco-
nomics threw little light on what would
happen to class shares of wages and prof-
its when his own policies achieved full
employment in conditions of strong union
organisation. In such a situation, would

5 The phrase (and concept) comes from Galbraith
(1952).
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the government need to recreate Marx’s
‘reserve army of the unemployed’ to re-
strain wage demands? Or would it be
forced to inflate to keep profits racing
ahead of wages? The latter is what Jacob
Viner assumed would happen when soci-
ety got accustomed to full employment.6

Keynes himself admitted that he had “no
solution…to the wages problem in a
full employment economy” (Keynes
1945:385) Marxists, too, believed that at-
tempts to overcome the class struggle by
inflation would bring only temporary re-
lief.

To emphasise the political work
which Keynes’s economics did should
not lead one to underestimate its theo-
retical originality. It was not intended to
explain just the Great Depression. It was
intended to explain why a decentralised
market economy was unable to exploit
the full potentialities of production ex-
cept in ‘moments of excitement’. His
original contribution was to demonstrate
that it lacked any internal mechanism for
the maintenance of full employment. Be-
hind this lay a profound insight: that the
classical theory of the self-regulating
market was true only when market par-
ticipants had reliable knowledge of fu-
ture events. Classical models were in-
applicable to situations of uncertainty.
But Keynes claimed that uncertainty was
the typical situation facing the investor.
“The whole object of the accumulation

of wealth”, Keynes wrote, “ is to pro-
duce results, or potential results, at a
comparatively distant, and sometimes at
an indefinitely distant, date. Thus the
fact that our knowledge of the future is
fluctuating, vague and uncertain, renders
wealth a peculiarly unsuitable subject for
the methods of the classical economic
theory”. Over a large swathe of our for-
ward-pointing decisions, we have “no
scientific basis on which to form any
calculable probability whatever”
(Keynes 1937:113). Models which as-
sumed that we had calculable probabili-
ties abstracted from the problem of
breakdown caused by not knowing what
tomorrow would bring.

Risk &Uncertainty

To translate into today’s language:
central to Keynes’s epistemology is the
distinction between risk and uncertainty.
Risk is when probabilities can be mea-
sured; uncertainty exists when no such
measure is possible. The existence of
irreduceable uncertainty is Keynes’s
explanation for the mediocre secular per-
formance and periodic breakdowns of a
decentralised economy. By contrast, all
the mathematical models underlying our
recently-crashed financial system as-
sumed that it was possible to measure
risk and therefore insure or hedge against

6 In John Cunningham Wood (1983, ii:83) Viner
wrote: there  would then be “a constant race
between the printing press and  the trade unions,
with the problem of unemployment largely solved
if the printing press could maintain a constant
lead…”

Central to Keynes’s epistemology is
the distinction between risk and
uncertainty. Risk is when probabili-
ties can be measured; uncertainty
exists when no such measure is
possible.
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loss. Individuals could miscalculate the
odds, but, given the assumption of ra-
tionality, their mistakes would be
randomised. Keynes’s theory explains
why such models were bound to prom-
ise much more than they could deliver.

What was it that rendered large parts
of the future impervious to probabilistic
calculation? Keynes gave the example
of an apple endowed with ‘human’ char-
acteristics. Newtonian physics tells us
that it will always fall to the ground, at
a speed dictated by the force exerted on
it divided by its mass. But no such pre-
diction can be made about the ‘human’
apple. “It is as though the fall of the
apple to the ground depended on the
apple’s motives, on whether it is worth
while falling to the ground, and whether
the ground wanted the apple to fall, and
on mistaken calculations on the part of
the apple on how far it was from the cen-
tre of the earth (Keynes 1938:303)

Some part of the uncertainty attached
to the speed of the apple’s fall can be put
down to mistakes on the apple’s part.
However, the main ‘human’ characteris-
tic with which Keynes equips his apple
is ‘motives’ and ‘intentions’. It is these
which break the link between economics
and physics, and which make economics
a ‘moral’ and not a ‘natural’ science.
Keynes’s point is that economics “deals
with introspection and values….with
motives, expectations, psychological un-
certainties”. The future can’t be pre-
dicted, because the future is changeable.
It is changeable, in large part, because it
is what we choose to make it. As Paul
Davidson (2007:33) puts it, the economic

world is ‘non-ergodic’.7  This view im-
plies a large restriction on the applicabil-
ity of econometrics. Basically Keynes
believed it could be applied only to those
fields in which risk is measurable. This
excluded most of the risks incurred in
investment markets.

The main technique we adopt to cope
with a ‘non-ergodic’ universe is to trans-
form uncertainty into calculable risk by
giving it numbers. This is what math-
ematical forecasting models do, using
some version of Bayes theorem to trans-
form prior into posterior probabilities.
This gives us the assurance we need to
invest. But it is a fake assurance. While
repeated betting on horses allows you to
update your ‘priors’ to match the ‘true’
merits of the horses, no amount of data
on past economic events brings you any
closer to their true probabilities in the
future because the future is bound to be
different from the past. What we do is
to use mathematics to invent a world of
calculable probabilities which we take
to be an accurate reflection of the real
world.

Thinking about the future as risky
rather than uncertain is not foolish. In
fact it is the only rational basis of indi-
vidual action. It is also compatible, as
Keynes notes, with a considerable mea-
sure of stability. Mathematical forecasts
can shape the future they claim to pre-

7 The “ergodic axiom…presumes that all future
events have  already been  determined, and cannot
subsequently be modified by human action, i.e.,
the future outcome of any decision made today
can be predicted with a high degree of statistical
accuracy”.
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dict, by shaping our expectations. They
may produce what economists call ‘boot-
strap’ paths or equilibria, paths which are
what they are not because the world is
what it is, but because beliefs about the
world are what they are. They tell a story
about the future which gives confidence,
as long as nothing happens to shake con-
fidence in the story. But prices thus
formed are liable to ‘sudden and violent
change’, precisely because there is no
firm basis of conviction to hold them
steady (Keynes 1937:114-5)

Keynes puts uncertainty to work to
explain three leading features of eco-
nomic life: the frequent breakdowns in
the investment machine, the persistence
of poverty in large parts of the world,
and the possibility of ‘under-employ-
ment equilibrium’. Let me just say a few
words about the last two.

Both the persistence of poverty and
the failure of a market economy to
regain full employment quickly
after a shock were connected in
Keynes’s mind with the role of
money as a store of value.

Poverty & Market Economy

Both the persistence of poverty and
the failure of a market economy to regain
full employment quickly after a shock
were connected in Keynes’s mind with
the role of money as a store of value. He
thought that throughout history the desire
to hoard savings had been stronger than
the desire to invest them, because at all
times vague panic fears lay below the

surface, denting our optimism in the fu-
ture, and creating a permanent bias to-
wards preserving existing value rather
than creating new value. Keynes believed
that investment came in bursts of opti-
mism which he called ‘animal spirits’. We
can trace these investment upsurges in
history –from the railway boom of the 19th

century to the dot. com boom which
ended in 2000. But normally people pre-
ferred to hoard rather than invest their
money, that is to say, there was a perma-
nently high level of liquidity preference
which exerted a permanent upward pres-
sure on interest rates. Hence, Keynes’s
support for the medieval usury laws
which he saw as an attempt to prevent
people making money by hoarding money.

Keynes’s theory of economic history
was influenced, perhaps over influenced,
by Jevons’s famous description of India
as the ‘sink of the precious metals’. “The
history of India at all times”, he wrote in
the General Theory “has provided an ex-
ample of a country impoverished by a
preference for liquidity amounting to so
strong a passion that even an enormous
and chronic influx of the precious metals
has been insufficient to bring down the
rate of interest to a level which was com-
patible with the growth of real wealth”
(Keynes 1936:385). Keynes believed that
from ancient times onwards, the Orient’s
propensity to hoard influxes of precious
metals had set the Occident a permanent
deflationary problem. Shortage of gold in
the west had been relieved from time to
time by discoveries of gold and silver in
the New World, and by Western seizure
of Oriental temple and palace hoards. He
would thus have seen the global imbal-
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ances of today as the reappearance of an
ancient pattern.

Uncertainty also lies at the heart of
Keynes’s theory of persisting unemploy-
ment, though this was less developed. As
Axel Leijonhufvud (1969) has pointed
out, the main innovation of the General
Theory was to create a model in which
the system reacts to a disturbance by
quantity not wage level or price level ad-
justments. Following a shock, output and
prices both adjust. But prices adjust
slower than output because people don’t
know what the disequilibrium price is. So
they trade at disequilibrium prices. There
is no auctioneer to establish a ‘vector of
market clearing prices’ before trade starts.
Further, only in the very long term need
long-run interest rates conform to under-
lying physical transformation possibilities
and inter-temporal household prefer-
ences. In the short run, speculation, in
security markets will make them diverge
from levels that obtain under full infor-
mation about transformation possibilities
and ‘tastes’. Hoarding and dis-hoarding
are a concomitant of this speculative ac-
tivity. Uncertainty may thus cause the real
wage and long term rate of interest to re-
main for years above the rates needed for
full employment. In short, uncertainty not
only brings about periodic collapses; it
removes the economy’s postulated ‘self-
adjustment’ mechanisms. The listing ship
does not automatically right itself.

Uncertainty not only brings about
periodic collapses; it removes the
economy’s postulated ‘self-adjust-
ment’ mechanisms.

Public Investment & Full
Employment

Keynes’s answer –the only logical
one following from his analysis – is for
the state to ensure enough investment
and/or consumption in the economy to
maintain continuous full employment. A
steady stream of public investment
would, in particular, reduce the domain
of uncertainty to modest dimensions.
Such investment would not necessarily
be profit-maximising. But provided it
yielded positive returns, there would be
a gain. If markets had perfect informa-
tion, public investment would be ineffi-
cient. But with uncertainty, there is a
gain as against having no state invest-
ment at all, because of the losses due to
uncertainty.

Note here that it was essential to
Keynes’s purpose to establish the possi-
bility of under-employment equilibrium,
in both the long and the short run, to jus-
tify a role for government to improve the
equilibrium. A theory of cycles, even of
deep cycles, would not have done the
job, since it was always open to busi-
ness-cycle theorists to argue that cycles
were part of the normal mechanism of
economic progress and that therefore
government action to dampen or prevent
cycles was a sin against progress itself.
Schumpeter’s theory ‘of creative de-
struction’ did amount to exactly this. An
economy stuck for decades, even centu-
ries, in an under-employment equilib-
rium was much more plausibly an ob-
ject of special government attention than
one whose dynamic exuberance occa-
sionally brought about a collapse.
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Keynes claimed his theory was more
‘general’ than classical economics be-
cause it encompassed a variety of eco-
nomic situations exhibiting different
states of knowledge. The question is:
how central is the Keynes case? If the
capitalist growth engine is subject to
genuine ontological indeterminacy then
its mediocre performance and frequent
breakdowns are explained. If, on the
other hand, uncertainty can be plausibly
modelled as an information problem, to
be overcome by learning and by more
efficient data processing, then Keynes’s
case is marginalised, and the classical
theory is reinstated as the central case.
The comeback of classical economics
consisted in marginalising the Keynes
case, and reinserting its own theory of
the self-regulating market based on ‘per-
fect information’ as the ‘general case’.

Keynesianism dominated the politi-
cal economy of developed economies
from the 1950s through to the mid 1970s.
As Thomas Palley (2009:3-4) argues,
‘economic policy was designed to
achieve full  employment, and the
economy was characterized by a system
in which wages grew with productivity.
This configuration created a virtuous
circle of growth. Rising wages meant
robust aggregate demand, which contrib-
uted to full employment. Full employ-
ment in turn provided an incentive to
invest, which raised productivity, there-
fore supporting higher wages’.

The New Economic Paradigm

After 1980, a new economic para-
digm established itself based on ‘asset

price inflation (equities and housing);
widening income inequality; detachment
of worker wages from productivity
growth; rising household and corporate
leverage ratios measured respectively in
debt/income and debt/equity ratios; a
strong dollar; trade deficits; disinflation
or low inflation; and manufacturing job
losses’. Workers were pressured on four
sides: by globalization, reduction in the
size of government, increase of labour
market flexibility and retreat from full
employment (Palley 2009:4-5). With the
membership and influence of trade
unions sharply reduced and government
weakened, business became the sole pre-
vailing power. This brings one close to
the conditions of the Industrial Revolu-
tion, analysed by Marx.8

This meant shifting attention from
the problem of insufficient demand
to the problem of inefficient supply
– a return, that is, to the classical
agenda of economics.

What accounts for this radical shift
in ideas and policies? Part of the ex-
planation is almost too easy. We are
never content with what we’ve got.
With the achievement of full employ-
ment and vigorous growth under the
Keynesian aegis it became easy to for-
get what life had been like before
Keynes. It became natural to assume
that full employment was the normal
state, and forget that it was achieved by
conscious design. The ills of the mar-

8 This and the following para are indebted to a  note
by Vladimir Masch (2010) (forthcoming).
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ket were forgotten: it was the ills of
government which commanded atten-
tion. In economic theory terms this
meant shifting attention from the prob-
lem of insufficient demand to the prob-
lem of inefficient supply – a return, that
is, to the classical agenda of econom-
ics. More specifically, the key reasons
for the shift (though not, exhaustive,
and not in isolation from each other) are
the following:

On the intellectual side, the rehabili-
tation of the market and the denigra-
tion of the state. One can tell the fall
of Keynesianism as a purely intel-
lectual story, a counter-revolution in
economics, starting with Friedman
and adaptive expectations and end-
ing with the new classicals and ra-
tional expectations, real business
theory, efficient market theory, etc.
A major casualty on the way was
Keynes’s fundamental insight of un-
certainty, and the associated role of
money as a store of value. The up-
shot was a mathematical reinstate-
ment of the classical theory of the
self-regulating market. The rehabili-
tation of market didn’t entirely de-
pend on new classical models. There
has been a notable revival of
Schumpeterian models –capitalism
depended on creative destruction,
heroic entrepreneurs. In this
Promethean perspective, too much
stability destroys capitalism’s dy-
namic, so we must, in Meghnad
Desai’s graphic phrase ‘ride the surf
and learn to enjoy it’. Coupled with
this was the justification of super-
profits as reward for super-enter-

prise. Right-wing think tanks and
journalists simplified and popular-
ised the academic celebration of
markets and revulsion against big
government.9

Keynesianism’s failure to solve the
Ricardo/Marx problem. Keynesian
policy had created the full employ-
ment economy which the classical
economists had assumed was ‘natu-
ral’. And in such an economy, as
both Ricardo and Marx had pointed
out, there was a unique rate of profit
compatible with equilibrium. The
Ricardians had explained inter-war
unemployment by the encroachment
of wages on profits. In the 1970s,
Keynesian governments used infla-
tion to suppress a rise in the ‘natu-
ral rate’ of unemployment, and then
resorted to incomes policy to sup-
press inflation. From this perspec-
tive, inflation was a ‘vent for social
conflict’: behind the increase in the
quantity of money was the conflict
between classes for income shares;
behind incomes policy the aim of

9 It could be argued that the intellectual counter-
revolution was facilitated by the truncated version
of Keynesianism –in the form of the neoclassical
synthesis –which prevailed in the American
academy after the War. This, the achievement of
Paul Samuelson, mathematicised the classical
model of the self-regulating, but bolted on
downwardly rigid nominal wages to justify
government intervention to improve the
equilibrium. Economists do not like ad hoc
theorising and, failing to find any sufficient
theoretical justification for rigid wages, dropped
it from their models. Keynes himself did not
assume rigid wages and prices. They adjusted as
the classics said, but output effects swamped price
adjustment because of uncertainty.
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restoring the profit share. There is
some evidence of a “fundamental
decline in profitability which oc-
curred in several countries in the
1970s, itself a reflection of grow-
ing labour strength at a time of
heightened international competi-
tion” (Gough 1975:87). The failure
of the Keynesian managers to pre-
vent the encroachment of wages on
capital in the full employment,
unionised economy they had cre-
ated, destroyed the political utility
of Keynesian economics and paved
the way for the counter-revolution
in policy. The theoretical language
of monetarism provided anti-
Keynesians with the intellectual
cover to pursue a policy of destroy-
ing union control over the wage bar-
gain by creating mass unemploy-
ment.

The political shift against trade
unionism. The lack of a good theory
relating employment to prices, the
big weakness in the Keynesian po-
litical economy, meant that govern-
ments in 1960s-70s relied on in-
comes policy to achieve their
overfull employment targets. This
not only led to stagflation as de-
scribed by Friedman, but by increas-
ing the monopoly power of orga-
nized labour, turned people against
trade unions, even their own mem-
bers. Trade unions, in Great Britain
at least, threatened to become the
prevailing power. Labour Govern-
ment programmes in early 1970s
envisaged an economy run by the
government and the trade unions,

with only a minor role for private
business. Thatcherism was the politi-
cal reaction to this.

The change in the structure of the
economy. How much of this was
due to autonomous technological
innovation, and how much due to
policies to restore profits? I know
of no good theory which endo-
genises technological change. But
two structural changes seem to be
key:

o Consolidation of big business and
banking, and shift to a service
economy. In the much enlarged fi-
nancial sector, the degree of concen-
tration has increased-e.g 5 banks
control 80% of UK lending. The
drive to increase competitive mar-
kets created a global network of
interlinked oligopolies.

o Globalization may be interpreted as
the effort of business to escape na-
tional regulation. It was based on
the export of manufacturing jobs
where unions were strong, and re-
building the economy on the basis
of the service industry where they
were weak. Globalization was the
business response to the declining
rate of profit which Marx predicted.
It was seen as the master key to
overall improvement in the position
of the business class. It increased
corporate profits, reduced prices of
consumer goods, and brought a big
influx of outside money into the
western banking system. But, most
important, it was used as a bludgeon
to frighten workers and to emascu-
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late their economic and political
power.

Globalization was the business
response to the declining rate of
profit which Marx predicted.

One consequence of the new paradigm
is that the welfare state as the basis of the
social contract was replaced by access to
credit. “Maintaining growth of spending
on consumption requires continued exces-
sive borrowing and continued reduction in
savings rates. Continued excessive bor-
rowing requires ever increasing asset
prices and debt/income ratios; hence the
systematic need for bubbles (which even-
tually burst). Meanwhile, when the sav-
ings rate hits zero, little further reduction
is possible. Consequently, both drivers of
demand eventually exhaust themselves”.
And “the policy triumph of corporate glo-
balization accelerated the process and
transformed it into a financial crash”
(Palley 2009:14, 16). In my book, Keynes-
The Return of the Master, I took seriously
Keynes’s well-known remark about prac-
tical men being the slaves of some defunct
economist. Chicago doctrines in the name
of which markets were largely de-regu-
lated were an updated, super mathe-
maticised version of the ideas Keynes had
challenged seventy years earlier. Politi-
cians, regulators, bankers, asset managers,
financial journalists became slaves not to
defunct economists but to a cluster of
Nobel prize winning economists who held
chairs in the vicinity of Chicago Univer-
sity. Today I would attach more importance
than I did when writing the book to the
fact that the separation between the aca-

demic producers of ideas and the world
of money-making has narrowed enor-
mously since Keynes’s day, and mainly
because of the dominance of finance in
today’s economies and the dependence of
financial intermediation on mathematical
forecasting models. Financial academics,
particularly in the United States, are now
in a position to profit directly from their
theories. Many are involved in the finan-
cial sector, as hedge fund managers, con-
sultants, analysts, or strategists. It should
not strain credulity to assert that they pro-
mote ideas which favour their financial
interests.

Prospects of Keynesianism

What then are the prospects of a re-
vival of Keynesianism? To be sure
Keynes enjoyed a remarkable second
coming in the immediate aftermath of the
financial crash. In confirmation of Rob-
ert Lucas’s admission “I guess everyone
is a Keynesian in the foxhole”, govern-
ments the world over instituted stimu-
lus policies to stop the slide into depres-
sion. This is in marked contrast to what
happened in the 1930s, and testifies to
the enduring power of Keynes’s com-
monsense. So far, so Keynes.

The question is whether we can afford
to go along with a system which crashes
every few years, with increasingly serious
social consequences. It is probably impos-
sible, as well as undesirable, to restore the
trade unions as a ‘countervailing power’
in the Anglo-American type of economies
dominated by the service sector and high
tech manufacture. The liberal solution of
breaking up concentrations of big business
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(‘trust busting’ as the Americans used to
call it) is probably unavailable in the in-
creasingly integrated global market. The
key to any restoration of a Keynesian po-
litical economy is thus the rehabilitation
of the state as an instrument of the public
interest. It can be argued that national
states cannot control global capital and that
a world state is unavailable. But a ‘single
world’ model of globalization is not the
only one. It is far more plausible to think
of global integration developing via re-
gional integration. This offers a more fea-
sible route to reinserting democratic over-
sight of the economy. However, this is a
huge question which I cannot address to-
day. Meanwhile, I wonder how many more
crashes there will have to be before ideas
about the future of society more sensible
than those put forward by today’s ‘market
sentiment’ win a sufficient hearing to in-
fluence the course of events.

The key to any restoration of a
Keynesian political economy is thus
the rehabilitation of the state as an
instrument of the public interest.
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Global Financial Crisis: Impact, Challenges & Way-out

Nand Dhameja

The financial crisis, in a way, is a
reflection of the imbalance between
the growth of real and financial
sectors. Easy availability of hous-
ing loan led to unprecedented
levels of debt, three times the GDP
in the US and Europe. Repayment
defaults due to bubble burst added
illiquidity and caused bankruptcy
and closure of banks and financial
institutions. The crisis is estimated
to have wiped out about one-third
of the value of world’s companies,
and millions of employees lost their
jobs or were pushed to extreme
poverty. Measures to overcome the
slowdown included stimulus pack-
ages of about ten trillion US$ for
banks and guarantees to deposi-
tors; and also enhanced public
spending. The downfall has stopped
with a ‘V’ shape recovery. Is the
short-term recovery sustainable?

Earlier Crises

Growth of real and financial sectors
is essential for economic development.
The financial sector has claimed an
ever-growing share of the nations’
income over the past generation. The
financial sector comprises institutions
which promote savings on the one side
and investment on the other and also in-
cludes facilitators like, stock exchanges
and merchant bankers. Any imbalance
in the growth of the two sectors is a
cause of concern. Over the years, the
financial sector has gained prominence
and is a prime mover for every economy.
Financial crisis, in a way, is a reflec-
tion of the imbalance between the
growths of the two sectors. The present
study gives, in brief, an overview of the
financial crises over the years; and the
origin and features of the current cri-
sis. Way-out measures- both stimulus
packages and structural policy pro-
cesses- are discussed. The paper also
highlights the concern arising from
excessive enthusiasm of the financial
sector as compared to that of the real
sector and examines whether the ‘V’
shape recovery over the short period is
sustainable.

Nand Dhameja is professor, Indian Institute of
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The current financial crisis started
in mid- 2007. It is global, has engulfed
almost every country and is stronger in
intensity and coverage than of earlier
crises. Earlier financial crises included:

– Great Depression of 1930s

– South East Asian countries of 1997,

– Harshad Mehta financial crisis of
1990s

Charles Kindleberger, US economist
& historian listed 38 major financial
crises between 1800 and 2000, i.e. one
in every five years and three months on
an average with a tendency to come at a
much faster pace over the last 50 years.
(Kindleberger 2005)

South East Asian Financial Crisis
(1997)

During the financial crisis in South
East Asian countries, the currency and
equity markets recorded a fall of 30-50
percent in the second half of 1997. These
economies had earlier recorded excep-
tionally high economic growth rates
savings and investment rates and disci-
plined fiscal position. They were viewed
by the lenders to be the most attractive
sovereign borrowers among emerging
markets and were addressed as ‘Asian
Tigers’. They experienced credit boom
in the 1990s; growth of the bank and
non-bank credit to the private sector
exceeded the growth in GDP. Credit
boom was directed in a good measure to
the real estate and equities, exposure to
property sector accounted for about 25-
40 percent of total bank loan. It was a

neglect of financial sector reform that
got these countries into trouble; liquid-
ity crunch was caused by heavy reliance
on foreign debt, primarily short term
debt, for meeting the industrial expan-
sion requirements and even it was not
possible to have estimates of the extent
of short-term debt.

Great Depression of 1930s

During the Great Depression of
1930s, measures were introduced to
regulate financial sector by the US Presi-
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt. Commercial
banking was separated from Investment
banking under Glass-Steagall Act, e.g.
the House of Morgan was broken into
two halves:

– Morgan Stanley, an investment bank;
and

– J P Morgan, a commercial bank.

Investment banking covered: capital
market funding of businesses, financial
products and instruments, brokers and
dealers in equity, debt and derivatives;
while commercial banks, relied on pub-
lic deposits and primarily had lending for
working capital requirements i.e. in
short-term operations and money market
instruments.

Bubble Burst 2007

In 1999, key parts of the Glass-
Steagall Act were repealed by the Finan-
cial Services Modernisation Act (or the
Gramm Leach-Billey Act and also called
Sandy’s Law). As a result, commercial
banks could also take up investment
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business and financial advisory business.
This led to competition between com-
mercial banks and investment banking
institutions resulting in to cuts in busi-
ness-margin and broadening of the prod-
ucts base. With low rate of interest on
housing loans, and galloping housing
prices, investors found house properties
attractive. Housing prices subsequently
crashed. This probably was the prime
reason for Sub-prime crisis. Thus, repeal
of Glass-Steagall Act was an important
contributor to the bubble; it added to the
frenzy, it also added to the amount of
money staked on this. In other words,
banks used usual deposits and even the
borrowings from other banks to advance
housing loans, considering that earnings
on lending was higher than the interest
on borrowed funds. Since loans ad-
vanced were for longer period and were
less liquid, e.g. home loans, liquidity was
introduced by repackaging the cash
flows arising from EMIs as newer instru-
ments like securitization, to be off-
loaded into different markets. The buy-
ers of the securities were assured of regu-
lar payment and any default in the EMI
created liquidity crunch in the banking
system which in turn affected the return
on the securities. Such securities, invari-
ably, got good rating by the rating agen-
cies who were paid to rate these prod-
ucts. Bankers and investment banks like,
Lehman Brothers, got into mortgagees

not only from usual deposits, but also
from the borrowings from other banks,
as bad loans were construed into repos-
sessing of high valued house properties.
This way they could create more
securitization (Shah 2009).

This extension (low rate interest
lending) created sub-prime loans, where
households could borrow even if they
had no income, no papers, no credit
rating, or payment record. They only
needed to use money to buy a house,
whose price went up. Housing loans
were available even to the persons with
no-income-no-job-no-assets (the so
called NINJA loans); or the housing
loans to people with poor creditworthi-
ness ballooned, creating excess supply
of credit to housing sector (Tiwari
2008).Thus the households borrowed
more than they needed, banks lent more
than they could; the banks held and
traded more of the tradable securities
created. At the peak of the boom, many
of the households had $40 of borrow-
ings for every dollar of capital, and
when the value of the assets fell off,
there was no money to repay
(Shashikant 2008). For the banks, this
resulted in mismatch due to use of
short-term deposits for long-term loans,
and subsequently led to l iquidi ty
crunch, and property prices went crash-
ing. The bubble burst led to illiquidity
in the investment banking, market got
panicky, banks lacked security for the
loans advanced, and borrowers could
not honour their commitment for repay-
ments or payments of EMIs. Sub-prime
and ‘self-certified’ loans’ (sometimes
dubbed liar’s share) created financial

Repeal of Glass-Steagall Act was an
important contributor to the
bubble; it added to the frenzy, it
also added to the amount of money
staked on this.
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crisis of defaults with the banks, lack
of liquidity, and shrinking of the size
of financial markets.

The bubble burst led to illiquidity
in the investment banking, market
got panicky, banks lacked security
for the loans advanced, and bor-
rowers could not honour their
commitment for repayments or
payments of EMIs.

‘The problem was so large that banks
even with large capital reserves ran out.
So they had to turn to governments to
bail out. New capital was injected into
banks to, in effect; allowed them to lose
more money without going bust. That
still was not enough and the confidence
was not restored.’ ‘Derivatives, financial
futures, credit default swaps, and related
instruments came out of the turmoil from
the 1970s. The oil shock, the double-
digit inflation in the US, and a drop of
50 percent in the US stock market made
business look harder for ways to
manage risk and insure themselves more
effectively. As people became success-
ful quickly, they used derivatives not to
reduce their risk, but to take on more risk
to make more money. Greed started to
kick in. Businesses started to go into ar-
eas that were not necessarily part of their
underlying business (Shah 2009). It is
said “If finance is the grease that moves
the wheel of global commerce that
grease has congealed: the system is
stuck, and we have crisis of confidence
as no financial institution is willing to
lend because of the risk of not being re-
paid”. This accompanied by inflation,

rise of interest rate; billions of dollars
sunk into sub-prime mortgage in Wall
Street and other financial institutions
disappeared. It is estimated that the New
York Stock Exchange alone lost about
$1.2 trillion in value and the financial
crisis affected economies the world over
and led to bankruptcy/closure of num-
ber of banks. Some of the world’s larg-
est financial institutions like, Lehman
Bros, Bear Stern collapsed or were
bought by their competitors at low price.

The global financial crisis 2007 is
not different from the earlier ones, as two
mutually negative trends, namely finan-
cial system crisis and global economic
slowdown, reinforced each other lead-
ing to severe economic contraction. The
financial system crisis was reflected by
unprecedented level of debt, three times
the GDP in the US and Europe. This led
to additional requirement of capital for
banks to cover losses. All developed
economies (e.g. the US, European
Union, Japan) faced major economic
slowdown due to decline in consump-
tion, a sharp decline in export demand,
and a slowdown in investment due to
credit crunch.

Bail out packages were announced by
governments. As per one estimate, while
only 11 banks have failed since the be-
ginning of the crisis, the number on the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s
watch list has grown to 117. Global
financial crisis started to show its effects
by the middle of 2007; stock markets had
fallen world-wide; large financial insti-
tutions collapsed or were bought out;
governments even in the wealthiest
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nations came up with rescue packages to
bail out their financial systems. Collapse
of the US sub-prime mortgage and the
reversal of the housing boom in other in-
dustrialized economies had a ripple
effect around the world. In addition, some
financial products and instruments
became complex and twisted and that
affected the whole system.

Some financial products and instru-
ments became complex and twisted
and that affected the whole system.

Estimates of Loss

As per Bank of England estimates,
world’s financial firms lost in October
2008, $ 2.8 trillion as a result of the con-
tinuing credit crisis. Global tax payers
have spent around $ 8 trillion to shore
up the world’s banks and these amounts
increased as the crisis spread into the
real economy. To quote the Trade and
Development Report 2008 of the United
Nations (as summarised by Raja 2008),
“the global economy is teetering on the

Bail-out Packages

Governments the world over intro-
duced relief or bail-out packages. Accord-
ing to Bloomberg, by February 2009, the
total US bailout was $ 9.7 trillion; enough
to pay off more than 90 per cent of
America’s home mortgage and was about
70 percent of US GDP (Table I). The bail
out package, in one view, was doling out
funds to those responsible for financial
problems. As per one estimate, the total
amounts that governments have spent on
bailout have skyrocketed. From a world
credit loss of $ 2.8 trillion in October 2008,
US taxpayers alone would spend some
$ 9.7 trillion in bailout packages. The UK
and other European countries have also
spent some $ 2 trillion on rescue and bail-
out packages. In addition, proposals for
injecting money into banks included:

• buying shares of banks, or

• purchase of convertible bonds of
banks, in which the government
would be paid interest and the
government will have the option to
convert these bonds into equity.

Table 1: Global Financial Crisis: Losses & Bailout for US
& the European Countries

 ($ trillion)

Value of World’s Companies wiped-out 14.5
US bailout
(including US Congress Package $ 700 bn) 9.7
US GDP 13.8
European bailout 1.4
UK bailout 0.9
UK GDP 2.5
Total US Home Mortgages 10.5
World’s Military spending in 2007 1.3
US cost of war in Iraq & Afghanistan since 2001 0.7

Source: BBC. Bloomberg.UPI,globalissues.org.Feb 2009

brink of recession. The down-
turn after four years of rela-
tively fast growth is due to a
number of factors: the global
fallout from the financial cri-
sis in the United States, the
bursting of the housing
bubbles in the US and in other
large economies, soaring
commodity prices, increas-
ingly restrictive monetary
policies in a number of coun-
tries, and stock market vola-
tility”.
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The bail-out package by the Bush
Administration offering $ 700 billion
plan for the US financial system was
controversial because it was unpopular
with the public, seen as a bail-out for the
culprits while the ordinary person would
be left to pay for their folly. Nobel lau-
reate Joseph Stiglitz argued: “I think it
remains a very bad bill. It is a disappoint-
ment, but not a surprise, that the admin-
istration came up with a bill that is again
based on trickle-down economics. You
know enough money at Wall Street, and
some of it will trickle down to the rest
of the economy. It’s like a patient suf-
fering from giving a massive blood trans-
fusion while there’s internal bleeding; it
doesn’t do anything about the basic
source of the haemorrhaging, the fore-
closure problem. But….it is better than
doing nothing…..” Stiglitz (2008 c). He
added “In environmental economics,
there is a basic concept called the
polluter pays principle. It is a matter of
fairness, but also of efficiency. Wall
Street has polluted our economy with
toxic mortgages. It should pay for the
cleanup” (Stiglitz 2008 b). Some other
governments tried to reassure investors
and savers that their money was safe. In
a number of European countries, for
example, governments tried to increase
protection or gave full guarantee for
depositors’ savings. In a way, banks were
nationalized (socializing profits as well
as costs, potentially).

World being inter-connected, things
like a credit crunch rippled through the
entire world. Financial crisis was viewed
to affect the US’s superpower status and
it would be harder for the US to argue in

favour of its free market ideas, once its
own markets have collapsed. Ha Joon
Chang of Cambridge University sug-
gested “a charge by many developing
countries that rich countries are often
quite protectionist themselves but
demand free markets from others at all
times” (Chang 2009).

In Europe, major financial institu-
tions also failed, while others needed
rescuing. As such, European countries
attempted different measures e.g. some
nations stepped in to nationalize, or in
some way attempted to provide assur-
ance for people. This included guaran-
teeing 100 percent of people’s savings
or helping broker deals between large
banks to ensure there is a no failure. The
European Union was planning increase
in expenditure and tax cuts worth Euro
200 bn over two years to help restore
consumer and business confidence,
shore up employment, getting the banks
lending again and promoting green
technologies.

Financial crisis also affected coun-
tries in Asia. Asian products and services
were global, and a slowdown in wealthy
countries meant increased chance of a
slowdown in Asia and the risk of job
losses and associated problems such as
social unrest. China and India, the two
largest economies in Asia, experienced
sharp slowdown. Japan, which had
suffered its own crisis in the 1990’s also
faced trouble, as it was dependent on
exports. As per ILO Report 2009 (Glo-
bal Employment Trend 2009): with the
global deteriorating economic situation,
over 50 million workers could lose their
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jobs by the end of 2009 and about 200
million workers mostly in developing
countries could be pushed into extreme
poverty. This was reflected by the higher
fuel prices; soaring commodity prices;
crash in the stock markets; and down-
ward trend in currency values.

Nations having heavy dependence
on export earnings or countries like,
China having higher trade links with the
US experienced greater impact of glo-
bal financial crisis. Japanese companies
adopted “work-sharing” to ride out of the
global slump. Work-sharing involved
slashing employees pay and hours
instead of firing people outright. Two or
three people share what previously was
one person’s job. The idea is that em-
ployees are required to share the pain of
coping with hard times while everyone
gets to keep their job- even if they are
paid less. Japan is known for its policy
of lifetime employment and work-shar-
ing is another form of providing employ-
ment for life. Critics describe it a fancy
way to disguise wage cut. The Japanese
government was considering earmarking
public money for companies that took up
work sharing to curb surging joblessness
as the world’s second largest economy
slid into what authorities were calling
Japan’s worst recession since World
War II.

Social Sector

Financial crisis has social impact as
it puts upward pressure on inequality,
richer investors and householders are
better off, they tend to receive compen-
sation as bank bails out occur; wealth

transfer takes place not only between
rich and poor and also between domes-
tic and foreign investors. (The World
Bank 2008). Financial crisis hampers
investment in social services such as
health and education as well. According
to United Nations, international donor
assistance for population related activi-
ties including family planning for the
years 2006 and 2007 were $ 7.4 bn & $
8.1 bn, respectively. These were esti-
mated to increase to $ 11.1 bn & 11.2 bn
for the next two years, i.e. 2008 & 2009,
respectively. The global financial crisis
was likely to decrease the financial
assistance drastically. For instance, the
donor assistance for family planning
alone as a percentage of all population
assistance decreased from 55 % in 1995,
totalling $ 723 m to mere five percent in
2007, totalling only $ 338m (Deen
2008).

Indian Economy

Indian economy, which had envis-
aged to grow at around 9 percent during
2008-09 and subsequent years scaled
down its growth rate to below 7 percent.
Challenge for India was to achieve a
growth rate of 8 % or more. India’s
priority to reduce poverty through rapid
economic growth would become more
challenging.

India’s priority to reduce poverty
through rapid economic growth
would become more challenging.

Global financial crisis did not have
a direct impact on Indian economy
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because of its highly regulated financial
system and moderate dependence on
exports. However, it has implications on
Indian banks. “The overall stability and
solvency of the banking system masks
banks that have barely sufficient capital
adequacy, reliance on high cost depos-
its, and pressure on profitability. For
example, 12 out of 40 Indian banks
analysed representing around 20 percent
of total bank credit, have a capital
adequacy ratio less than 12.5 per cent,
cost of funds higher than 6.5 percent,
non-performing assets amounting to
more than 2 percent of loans, and fee
income contributing less than 15 percent
of total income. For such banks, urgent
steps are required to weather the crisis”
(Sengupta 2009)

Business enterprises in India were
reporting high slide down in their finan-
cial results. There were cases of lay-off;
closures of some of the units. Automo-
bile and real estate sectors had been ad-
versely affected. Approximately 11 lakh
were job losses, mainly in textiles, min-
erals, marine products and gems &
jewellery, mostly the sectors which were
dependent on orders from abroad. Banks’
liquidity was adversely affected, though
not so much as in other countries be-
cause of strong monetary policy of RBI.
India’s stock market crashed, losing 60%
of its value during 2008, rupee lost some
20% of its value against the dollar;
foreign exchange reserves dropped by
nearly $ 63 bn from a high of $316 bn in
May 2008, due to selling of dollar $ 2 b
a day by the RBI to Indian companies to
finance their foreign operations. (The
Economist 2008). Government in India

plans to invest in infrastructure about
Rs. 20 lakh crore during the Eleventh
Plan i.e. 2006-7 to 2011-12 or about 6.8
% of GDP a year, increase from 4.6 %
of GDP at present. The government
expects private investment to contribute
approximately one-third of the total, but
it appears to be a daunting task to see
from where approximately Rs. one thou-
sand crore a day would be found for
investment in infrastructure.

Industrial sector also reported slow-
down; the core sector - crude oil, petro-
leum refinery products, coal, electricity,
cement, and finished (carbon) steel
reported slower growth rate. Ratan Tata,
Tata Group Chairman of 96 companies
having 3.5 lakh of workforce, said “The
global financial crisis, non-availability
of credit at reasonable rates and conse-
quential drop in demand in most sectors
had severely impacted most of our com-
panies. This economic crisis might well
be the worst we had faced in our living
history and this economic downturn
would continue through most of 2009
and we should brace ourselves for hard
decisions”. Tata Motors (consolidated),
India’s largest makers of trucks and
buses reported a loss of Rs. 2505 crore
for the year ending March 31, 2009. Its
losses for the quarter ending June, 2009
stood at Rs. 329 crore as against profit
of Rs. 720 crore a year earlier. We list
below some of the examples of the
impact of financial crisis in India:
(Business Standard 2009)

• Mind Tree Consulting decided to
restructure salary offers to its train-
ees during 2009 over the 18 months
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of training. After restructuring, the
payment would be 75 percent of the
monthly wages over the first seven
months, 85 percent over the next six
months and the balance over the last
five months. In company view, “The
idea is to start them off at a lower
monthly salary and increase it pro-
gressively over an 18-month period
till it matches the initial offer”

• Redeployment of employees by
Infosys and WIPRO are other indi-
cators of economic slowdown.
Infosys Ltd, India’s second largest
information technology (IT) services
provider, urged 3,500-odd employ-
ees currently ‘on the bench’ (with-
out any project to work on) to move
to its business process outsourcing
(BPO). There will be no change in
salaries and remuneration of these
employees. It will give its employ-
ees an opportunity to be productive,
rather than do nothing.

• Similarly, WIPRO offered in 2008
jobs in the BPO business to about
2,000 campus recruits, till they could
be absorbed in the company’s IT
business.

• DLF, India’s largest property devel-
oper, citing economic slowdown and
lack of demand for IT space had

sought de-notification of four IT
Special Economic Zones (SEZs)
planned in Sonepat, Gandhinagar,
Bhubaneswar and Kolkata.

• Similarly, DLF stalled a quarter of
its total projects (residential as well
as commercial) due to lack of
demand and liquidity crunch. The
company halted the construction
work on nearly 16 million sq. ft
office and retail mall space out of the
62 million sq. ft of planned construc-
tion. In the office space, the devel-
oper has stalled construction on
nearly 12 million sq. ft of office
space out of the 36 million sq. ft of
office space being planned.

• Unitech Ltd, the country’s second
largest real estate developer was
faced with liquidity problem and
shifted from a lease model to a sale
model, to generate immediate cash
that will help it repay debt.

Financial crisis also adversely
impacted the capital market operations
and these are detailed as under: (Tables
2 &3 present details of funds raised from
the capital market, domestic as well as
overseas by the types of securities
during 2007- 08 & 2008-09).

Table 2: Resources Raised from the Capital Market- Domestic & Overseas

(Rs. Crore)

Public Issue Right Issue PPL Total Domestic Overseas Total

2007-08 50261 26365 101733 178359 31877 210237
2008-09 3527 9483 85964 98974 1131 100106

Source: Capital Market Monthly Review, CMIE, May, 2009, Mumbai
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Table 3: Resources Raised from the Capital Market- Domestic by Types of Securities: Shares
and Debt

(Rs. Crore)

Domestic Shares Domestic Debt Total Domestic

2007-08 130,866 47,539 178359
2008-09 29,231 69,743 98974

Source: Capital Market Monthly Review, CMIE, May, 2009, Mumbai

During 2008-09, funds raised from
the domestic market were Rs. 98,984
crore, which was 52.4 percent lower than
in the previous year.

• Resources raised via the domestic
issuance of debt and equity out
weighed the fund raised from over-
seas flotation.

• The resources raised from the inter-
national markets during 2008-09
was merely Rs 1132 crore as against
Rs 31,877 crore in the year 2007-
08.

• There were public issues only of Rs.
3527 crore during 2008-08 as against
the corresponding figure of Rs.
50261 crore during the year 2007-
08.

• Right issues reduced from Rs 26,365
crore in 2007-08 to Rs. 9,483 crore
in 2008-09

• Bulk of the money raised from the
primary market was through private
placement of shares and debt.

Challenges & Way-out

As we know, the crisis did not arise
from a single source, and there is no one

single silver fix it; it was the neglect of
financial sector reform, poor or weak
financial regulatory mechanism that got
these countries into trouble. Such re-
form had to be the centre piece of a re-
covery package; financial crisis seldom
die of old age and they reoccur at much
faster pace. This problem could have
been averted, at least in theory, as
people had been pointing to these is-
sues for decades, yet during periods of
boom none heeded or listened. To sug-
gest any regulation had been branded
as anti-capitalism or socialism or by
some other label. “We had become
accustomed to hypocrisy. The banks
reject any suggestion they should face
regulation, rebuff any move towards
anti-trust measures – yet when trouble
strikes, all of a sudden, they demand
state intervention: they must be bailed
out, too important to be allowed to
fail…..America’s financial system
failed in its two crucial responsibilities:
managing risk and allocating capital.
The industry as a whole has not been
doing what it should be doing… and it
must now face change in its regulatory
structure. Regrettably, many of the
worst elements of the US financial
system…. were exported to the rest of
the world” (Stiglitz 2008 a)
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To suggest any regulation had been
branded as anti-capitalism or
socialism or by some other label.

Financial regulatory system has been
reported to be poor and weak because
the regulators:

• were poorly paid or not of best
talent

• lacked independence or are cor-
rupted by industries lobbying for
favours

• lacked courage in the face of hostile
and a politically hostile climate to
regulation (Shah 2009)

Recovery packages discussed above
can be put under two categories:

• stimulus package and

• structural policy process

 The former has been, as discussed
earlier, in the form of infusion of funds
or enhancing the credit facility of banks
and financial institutions or guarantee of
protection to depositors. On the other
hand, the structural policy process
included, measures adopted by govern-
ments to cushion the slump in private
spending. For example, around 75 per-
cent of China’s growth during 2009 will
be state-directed, either through public
spending or officially induced lending
(The Economist 2009). Similarly, in
India measures adopted to increase the
government employees salaries, waiver
of farmer loans, or National Rural Em-

ployment Guarantee (NREG) have been
reported to be more effective as these
have led to putting funds with the con-
sumers, and increased their purchasing
power as reflected by the increased
demand for automobiles by government
employees. In other words, recovery
process would entail: strengthening of
the real sector and the financial system
covering both the capital market and
money market. The measures suggested
would include policies to

Recovery process would entail:
strengthening of the real sector and
the financial system covering both
the capital market and money
market.

• increase borrowing,

• reduce interest rates, reduce taxes
and

• increase spending by the government
on public goods including infrastruc-
ture- the goods that the private
market would not supply like, roads,
communication networks, sewage
system & so on.

There was a need to call for reforms
in the financial system-including in
international banks. Failure in financial
markets, according to Joseph Stiglitz,
has come about because of poorly
designed incentive structures, inad-
equate competition, and inadequate
transparency. This is partly because
larger institutions have been resistant
to changes that would create more
healthy competition; regulatory frame
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work has been cumbersome with gaps
and lacking strong enforcement. This at
micro level would involve increasing
capital and liquidity requirements of in-
stitutions with restraint on the build up
of risk. Measures suggested by Ha-Joon
Chang, Professor of economics at Cam-
bridge, include:

– Introduce bankruptcy code that will
enable orderly sovereign debt re-
structuring.

– Enforce capital adequacy require-
ment norm and make credit a bit
harder to get during good times.

– Strict regulations of tax havens and
private equity funds, which greatly
contribute to increasing opacity in
the financial market.

– Credit rating plays critical role, has
inflicted heavily the financial dam-
ages, these agencies need to be
heavily regulated (Chang 2009).

Y.V. Reddy, former Governor RBI is
of the view that financial sector is in the
nature of public utility, and there are
only two ways in which it can function
in the interest of the society. It should
be publicly owned; otherwise it should
be intensely regulated. If it is intensely
regulated, then excess profitability
should not be allowed. Lack of focus on
the real sector and excessive enthusiasm
for the financial sector are responsible
for the crisis (Reddy 2009).

World’s financial break down has
proved the need for (The Economist
2008):

• Public ownership of banks

• Limits on borrowing abroad

• Strict prudential rules at home

• Develop a reliable credit rating
system

• Tap larger pool of savings through
financial inclusion

This is particularly so as 53% of
India’s household savings are in physi-
cal assets rather than financial form; and
deposit to GDP ratio in India is 65 % as
compared to approximately 165 to 170
% in the US & China, respectively.

Stock market recovery during the
last few months may be an indicator that
worst is over and that a ‘V’ shape recov-
ery is being talked about as against ‘U’
shape one which is going to take long.
No doubt, massive liquidity has been
injected into the system, the downfall
has stopped with a ‘V’ shape recovery,
the question raised is whether short-term
recovery is sustainable? Or is the recov-
ery durable? On the other hand, it is said
that “there is absence of knowledge in
the short run”. Old will not do and some
new knowledge is needed to predict for
the future. Japan which injected enough
liquidity for a decade lowered the inter-
est rate to zero to bail out banks; the
investment and consumption did not
pick-up and Japan experienced a low
growth trap well for a decade.

At the macro level, reform process
would involve sharing of powers by the
developed countries with the developing
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countries. “The most powerful institu-
tions tend to have the worst democratic
credentials: the power distribution
among countries is more unequal, and
the transparency, and hence democratic
control, is worse” (Vandaele 2008). Said
Miguel D’Escoto, President of the UN
General Assembly, “Only full participa-
tion within a truly representative frame-
work will restore the confidence of citi-
zens in our governments and financial
institutions... Solutions must involve all
countries in a democratic process”
(D’Escoto 2008).

Reform process is not one time
exercise, rather it is a continuous
process involving all sectors; it
should not be initiated only during
period of crisis but also during
period of plenty.

Further, reform process is not one
time exercise, rather it is a continuous
process involving all sectors; it should
not be initiated only during period of
crisis but also during period of plenty.
During periods of boom, people do not
want to hear criticisms of the forms of
economics they benefit from, especially
when it brings immense wealth and
power, regardless of whether it is good
for everyone or not. It may be that dur-
ing periods of crisis such as of now, they
rethink economics in some way. Even
mainstream media, usually quite sup-
portive of dominant neo-liberal eco-
nomic ideology entertains thoughts that
economic policies and ideas need
rethinking.

Lastly, with the financial crisis
and economic slowdown, job losses
mount and bailout costs run into tril-
lions of dollars and everyone suffers
adversely; the poor countries suffer
the most. For the affluent ones, no
doubt they lose pay cheques, there is
a brighter side, they improve their
physical  heal th with the t ime for
exercise, sleep and more of social in-
teractive activities.
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Labour productivity and wage
rates have recorded varying rates
of growth in different sub-sectors
of the Indian industry during
different phases of time. Over a
period of time the share of wages
in labour productivity has declined
due to relatively higher growth in
labour productivity. The rise in
labour productivity coupled with
the competitive product and labour
markets has led to the rise in wage
disparities among the workers
within and across the sub-sectors.
The study revealed that the wages
are closely linked to the labour
productivity in the industrial
sector in India.

Wage Productivity Linkages

Wages are closely linked to labour
productivity. Rise in productivity acts as
the deciding factor for the expansion of
capacity and the adoption of improved
technology. The implementation of
advanced technology necessitates re-
cruitment of skilled workers and
impart of training to the existing work-
ers. However, experienced and skilled
workers are available at relatively higher
wages in competitive labour markets.
The studies by Dickens and Katz (1986),
Krueger and Summers (1986), Holzer,
et. al. (1988), Katz and Summers (1988),
Katz and Murphy (1991), Krueger
(1991), Krugman (1994), Lowe (1995),
Murphy, et. al. (1998), Krueger (1999),
Jean and Nicolettiacts (2002) and Virén
(2005) have been widely referred by the
researchers while examining the wage
structure in industries. This study em-
pirically examines the impact of
productivity as well as technology on the
determination of wages in different
sub-sectors of the Indian industry.

Data Source & Sectoral
Classification

Data for the study were sourced from
the Annual Surveys of Industries (ASI).
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ASI statistics classify the factories into
six sub-sectors, viz. (1) Un-incorporated
enterprises, (2) Corporate Sector (3)
Co-operative Societies, (4) Khadi and
Village Industries, (5) Handloom Indus-
tries and (6) Others (including N.R.)
activities. The Un-incorporated Sector
comprised three sub-sectors viz. (i) In-
dividual Proprietorship units (ii) Joint
Family (HUF) establishments and (iii)
Partnership firms while the Corporate
Sector comprised four sub-sectors viz.
(i) Public Limited Companies, (ii) Pri-
vate Limited Companies, (iii) Govern-
ment Department Enterprises and (iv)
Public Corporations. Since Khadi and
Village industries, Handloom industries
and Others (including N.R) activities
constitute very small proportion of the
total ASI sample population, the data
pertaining to these three sub-sectors
were clubbed together and analyzed
under the label KVHO in this study.

The design of data collection for
the ASI classifies the industries into
two categories viz. (i) the census sec-
tor units and (ii) the sample sector
units. Over a period of time the defi-
nition of the census sector has been
revised several times in order to alter
its coverage. For example, prior to
1987-88 the census sector covered all
the units employing 50 or more work-
ers operating with power and 100 or
more workers operating without power.
As per the 1987-88 definitions, the
census sector covered all the units
employing 100 or more workers irre-
spective of being operated with or
without power. In 1998-99, the census
sector was redefined to include all the

units, which employed 200 or more
workers and also those units, which
contributed significantly to the gross
output even if they employed less than
200 workers. In addition to the public
sector undertakings (PSUs), the 1998-
99 definition of the census sector also
included all the factories located in the
12 industrially backward states and
Union Territories (UTs) viz., Goa,
Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kash-
mir, Manipur, Meghalaya, Nagaland,
Tripura, Andaman and Nicobar Islands,
Chandigarh, Dadra and Nagar Haveli,
Daman and Diu and Pondicherry. In
2004-05 the definition of the census
sector was again revised to cover all
the factories employing 100 or more
workers in the industrially progressive
states and UTs and all the factories that
were located in the five industrially
backward states and UTs. It is impor-
tant to note that the revision in the defi-
nition of the census sector in 2004-05
brought the public sector undertakings
into the general scheme in order to
cover only those units, which were
employing 100 or more workers. Thus,
registered factories, which remained
outside the purview of ASI census sec-
tor, formed the population for ASI
sample sector. For selection of sample
units, some specific method has been
applied to determine the sample size
for individual states and UTs. It has
been claimed that the revision of the
definition of census sector, and identi-
fication of sample size for ASI, has been
done meticulously in order to obtain the
precise estimates up to state level (ASI
2002-03). The same is expected to hold
true for the sectoral level estimates.
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Since there is considerable diversity
in the characteristics of different sub-
sectors, the sectoral study is expected
to provide a true picture of wage pro-
ductivity relationship in the Indian
industry.

Since there is considerable diversity
in the characteristics of different
sub-sectors, the sectoral study is
expected to provide a true picture
of wage productivity relationship in
the Indian industry.

Frequent revisions in the sample
design coupled with year-to-year fluc-
tuations in coverage of industries from

different activities in different states
and UTs have caused considerable con-
straints in the analysis of ASI statistics.
In spite of the limitations, ASI is the
only reliable source of time series data
for Indian industry. Table 1 shows the
sub-sectorwise coverage of industries in
the ASI factory sector during some
selected years. It is apparent from the
table that the total number of factories
as well as the representation of each
sub-sector in the ASI sample population
has been fluctuating. Table 1 also
reveals that the representation of Indi-
vidual Proprietorship and Private Lim-
ited Companies has increased while that
of KVHO has declined over a period of
time.

Table 1: Sub-sector wise Coverage of Factories in the ASI (%)

Sl. No.   Sector 1981-82 1985-86 1991-92 1995-96 2001-02 2005-06

1 Individual Proprietorship 18.88 17.55 19.14 20.15 24.75 27.75

2 Joint Family HUF 0.00 0.00 6.68 4.67 2.41 2.04

3 Partnership 47.20 53.95 40.16 37.44 35.38 33.02

4 Unincorporated Enterprises
(1+2+3) 66.08 71.50 65.97 62.26 62.54 62.81

5 Public Limited Company
Corrected 7.19 7.82 10.65 10.66 10.77 9.01

6 Private Limited Company 9.72 14.81 17.01 18.82 23.52 25.64

7 Govt. Dept. Enterprises 0.00 0.00 2.35 2.31 0.33 0.13

8 Public Corporation 1.77 2.10 1.69 3.87 0.53 0.29

9 Corporate Sector (5+6+7+8) 18.68 24.73 31.70 35.66 35.15 35.08

10 Co-operative Societies 1.90 1.95 1.99 1.65 1.59 1.46

11 KVHO * 13.34 1.83 0.34 0.43 0.72 0.65

ASI Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

ASI Total (Number) 105037 101016 112286 134571 128550 140161

*Khadi & Village, Handloom and Others (incl. NR)
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ASI data considered for the present
study pertained to (i) number of factories
covered in ASI, (ii) number of workers
and employees, (iii) payment of wages,
salaries, provident fund, bonus, etc. (iv)
value of fixed capital and (v) net value
added. ASI data are available at current
prices. For comparative analysis the time
series financial data available at current
prices were converted into constant prices
though the application of appropriate
price indices. As different price indices
were considered for different purposes,
the appropriate price index used for
specific purpose would be mentioned at
the appropriate place. It may be noted that
all the financial data were measured at
1993-94 prices. It is also important to
mention that due to significant rise and
fall in the number factories covered in
ASI during different years, the time se-
ries data pertaining to various parameters
fluctuated significantly. Therefore, the
time series data were first transformed
into the averages of factories in order to
generate a reliable set of data for the
analysis. Thus analysis of factory aver-
ages would provide realistic estimates for
the study.

Wage Disparities

ASI data  on employment  and
payment of wages and salaries was
considered to examine wage disparities
among the workers and non-workers
categories of employees within and
across  the  sub-sectors .  The term
‘worker’ means permanent as well as
contract workers. The term non-worker
in this study would refer to group of
personnel  who were employed as

managers, supervisors and office or
field staff. All India consumer price
index (CPI) for industrial workers was
used to deflate wages and salaries data.
CPI translated the year-to-year wages
and salaries data at current prices in
to constant prices.

Time series analysis revealed that
the Public Limited Companies were
the high paymasters prior to the
announcement of economic re-
forms.

Average monthly payments  of
wages and salaries, their growth rates
and coefficients of variations within
and across the sub-sectors were calcu-
lated to examine the wage disparities.
Time series analysis revealed that Pub-
lic Limited Companies were high pay-
masters prior to the announcement of
economic reforms. Initial years of eco-
nomic reforms from 1992-93 to 1997-
98 may be considered as the phase of
restructuring as the industry adopted
various measures to insulate from in-
creasing global competition. The wage
structure also underwent considerable
changes in different sub-sectors during
this period. During the 1991-98 period
wages were relatively high in Govern-
ment Department Enterprises. Since
1998-99 Public Corporations have
emerged as the high paymasters. Table
2a and Table 2b show the average
monthly payments (exclusive of non-
wage benefits like bonus, provident
fund, etc.), to workers and non-work-
ers during some selected years. It is im-
portant to mention that wherever con
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venient, either the term ‘wage’ or ‘pay-
ment’ would be used at different places
of data analysis.

Table 2a and Table 2b reveal con-
siderable inter-sectoral wage differen-
tials in the Indian industry. In 1981-82
average wage was highest in Public
Limited companies  and lowest  in
Individual Proprietor units. Individual
Proprietor units paid only 23 percent
of the average wage received by work-
ers in Public Limited Companies while
non-workers including paid family
members in Individual Proprietorship
units received only 40 percent of the

salaries paid by Public Limited Com-
panies. Similarly in 2005-06, average
wage was the highest in Public Corpo-
rations and lowest in Individual Pro-
prietorship units. In 2005-06 Indi-
vidual Proprietor units paid only a
little over 16 percent of the average
wage paid by Public Corporations
while non-workers including paid
family members in Individual Propri-
etorship units received only a little
over 18 percent of the salaries paid by
Public Corporations. Likewise calcu-
lat ions for  other  sub-sectors  also
revealed the widening of wage dispari-
ties over a period of time.

Table 2 (a): Average Monthly Wage and Salary at Current Prices ( Rs.)

Sector               1981-82                 1991-92               2001-02            2005-06
                     

Worker Non- Worker Non- Worker Non- Worker Non-
Worker Worker Worker Worker

Individual Proprietorship 197 638 728 1480 1897 2926 2138 4710

Joint Family HUF NA NA 845 1429 1945 3431 2400 5918

Partnership 262 520 845 1503 2143 4110 2646 7013

Public Limited Company 851 1597 2476 4422 5510 14090 6228 21270

Private Limited Company 497 1032 1263 2550 3092 8582 3927 15195

Govt. Dept. Enterprises NA NA 2422 3594 5957 11113 8102 16902

Public Corporation 689 1109 2083 4782 10126 17614 13150 25652

Co-operative Societies 340 470 1838 2986 4431 8080 4833 11663

KVHO  * 798 1266 1587 2917 3372 9956 3050 8890

Coef. of Variation (%) 51 44 44 44 62 56 69 56

ASI Total 600 1188 1806 3196 4058 10251 4398 15331

*Khadi & Village, Handloom and Others (incl. NR)
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Table 2 (b): Average Monthly Wage and Salary at 1993-94 Prices ( Rs.)

Sector               1981-82                 1991-92               2001-02            2005-06
                     

Worker Non- Worker Non- Worker Non- Worker Non-
Worker Worker Worker Worker

Individual Proprietorship 547 1775 858 1743 1057 1631 1018 2242
Joint Family HUF NA NA 995 1683 1084 1912 1142 2817
Partnership 728 1447 995 1770 1194 2290 1259 3338
Public Limited Company 2367 4441 2917 5209 3070 7851 2964 10125
Private Limited Company 1382 2868 1488 3004 1723 4782 1869 7233
Govt. Dept. Enterprises NA NA 2854 4234 3319 6192 3857 8046
Public Corporation 1914 3082 2454 5634 5642 9815 6260 12211
Co-operative Societies 945 1306 2165 3518 2469 4502 2301 5552
KVHO  * 2220 3521 1870 3436 1879 5548 1452 4232
Coef. of Variation (%) 51 44 44 44 62 56 69 56

ASI Total 1667 3303 2128 3765 2261 5712 2094 7298

*Khadi & Village, Handloom and Others (incl. NR)

disparities have widened in almost all the
sub-sectors.

The average salary of non-workers
was nearly four times more than the
average wages of workers during
2005-06.

Table 3 shows the disparities in
payment within each sub-sector during
different years. In 2005-06 the salary to
wage ratio was 3.9 in Private Limited
Companies, which was followed by 3.4
in Public Limited Companies, 2.9 in
KVHO establishments, 2.7 in Partner-
ship firms, 2.5 in Joint Family HUF, 2.4
in Cooperative Societies, 2.2 in Govern-
ment Department Enterprises and 1.9 in
Public Corpora-
tions. On the
whole average
salary of non-
workers was
nearly four
times more than
the average
wages of work-
ers during 2005-
06. It is appar-
ent from Table-
3 that the wage

Table 3: Sub-sector wise Ratio of Average Salary to Average Wage

Year 1981-82 1985-86 1991-92 1995-96 2001-02 2005-06

Individual Proprietorship 3.25 2.01 2.03 2.44 1.54 2.20
Joint Family HUF NA NA 1.69 2.08 1.76 2.47
Partnership 1.99 1.82 1.78 2.11 1.92 2.65
Public Limited Company 1.88 1.82 1.79 1.85 2.56 3.42
Private Limited Company 2.08 2.01 2.02 2.20 2.78 3.87
Govt. Dept. Enterprises NA NA 1.48 1.49 1.87 2.09
Public Corporation 1.61 1.74 2.30 1.55 1.74 1.95
Co-operative Societies 1.38 1.73 1.63 1.59 1.82 2.41
KVHO  * 1.59 1.57 1.84 2.54 2.95 2.92

ASI Total 1.98 1.98 1.77 1.94 2.53 3.49

*Khadi & Village, Handloom and Others (incl. NR)
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Coefficients of variation were cal-
culated to examine the wages differen-
tials across different sub-sectors. Table
4 shows that over the period of 25 years
from 1981-82 to 2005-06, coefficient of
variation in the wages of workers
fluctuated in the range of 43 percent to
73 percent. Similarly coefficient of
variation in the salaries of non-workers
ranged from 32 percent to 58 percent.
High values of the coefficient of varia-
tion are an indicator of substantial wage
and salary differentials across the
sub-sectors.

Table 4: Coefficient of Variation in Wages and
Salaries across the Sectors (%)

Year Wage Salary

1981-82 51 44
1982-83 49 39
1983-84 47 32
1984-85 47 48
1985-86 47 44
1986-87 49 43
1987-88 49 43
1988-89 43 36
1989-90 46 44
1990-91 48 45
1991-92 44 44
1992-93 47 37
1993-94 44 58
1994-95 50 44
1995-96 46 32
1996-97 55 41
1997-98 52 48
1998-99 51 44
1999-2K 56 51
2000-01 58 47
2001-02 62 56
2002-03 66 54
2003-04 73 57
2004-05 69 54
2005-06 69 56

To understand whether the disparities
have widened or declined over the period,
growth rates analysis is the appropriate
measure. An inference from Table 3 is that
the growth rates for different phases
would show substantial disparities. It is
also expected that the growth in the sala-
ries of non-workers would be relatively
higher than the growth in wages of work-
ers because changes in technology are
biased towards skilled professionals.
Studies by Dickens and Katz (1986),
Krueger (1991), Krugman (1994),
Murphy et. al. (1998) and Virén (2005)
have established that implementation of
skill biased technologies have widened
the wage disparities among workers due
to increase in demand for professional
and technical skills.

To estimate the growth in real wages,
data pertaining to wage payments were
deflated by Consumer Price Index of
industrial workers. Least-squares method
was used to calculate the growth rates in
real wages and salaries. To estimate the
least-squares growth rate, a linear
regression trend line was fitted to the loga-
rithmic values of the variable in the
relevant period. The regression equation
to estimate the growth rate is given below:

Ln Wt = a + r t

where

Wt is the average wage rate during
the relevant year,
t       represents time or the relevant year,
a      is the intercept or constant,
r      is the growth rate,  and
Ln   is the natural log.
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Table 5 shows that wages and sala-
ries increased at different rates in
different sub-sectors during different
phases of time. Positive growth indicates
rise of real wages and vice versa.  Dur-
ing 1981-91 real wages of workers
recorded the highest growth in Co-op-
erative Societies. But during 1991-01 to
2001-06, growth in real wages was rela-
tively high in Public Corporations. On
the other hand, real wages had fallen in
KVHO units during 1981-91, 1991-01
and 2001-06. Public Limited Companies
recorded a decline in real wages during

1991-01and 2001-06. Real wages had
declined during 2001-06 in Co-operative
Societies and Individual Proprietorship
units. Similarly in the case of non-work-
ers, relatively high growth in salaries
was recorded in Co-operative Societies
during the 1981-91period, Government
Department Enterprises during 1991-01
and Private Limited Companies during
the 2001-06 periods. On the other hand
real wages of non-workers had declined
in Individual Proprietorship units during
1981-91and in KVHO establishments
during 2001-06.

Table 5: Intra-sector Growth of Wage Payments ( % per annum)

Sector                           1981-91            1991-01              2001-06                   1981-06
                                                           

Worker Non- Worker Non- Worker Non- Worker Non-
Worker Worker Worker Worker

Individual Proprietorship 6.18 -7.69 1.81 3.44 -0.39 6.62 2.42 0.06
Joint Family HUF NA NA 1.12 0.45 0.25 6.87 NA NA
Partnership 3.68 1.84 1.07 2.71 1.43 8.65 1.92 2.85
Public Limited Company 3.09 2.31 -0.26 2.62 -0.89 6.15 0.47 2.81
Private Limited Company 2.34 1.21 0.24 3.14 2.26 9.29 0.24 2.67
Govt. Dept. Enterprises NA NA 2.93 6.74 2.46 7.52 NA NA
Public Corporation 6.32 6.51 5.90 5.59 2.57 4.45 4.54 5.04
Co-operative Societies 7.97 8.54 0.17 1.85 -1.39 5.20 2.50 3.57
KVHO  * -0.38 1.26 -0.84 0.51 -6.25 -4.75 -2.16 1.46

ASI Total 3.69 2.94 -0.35 2.78 -1.74 5.59 0.61 2.58

*Khadi & Village, Handloom and Others (incl. NR)

With the implementation of economic
reforms, Government of India enacted
some changes in labour laws to facilitate
the industry reduce surplus labour
through the ‘voluntary retirement
scheme’. This helped the industry to
restructure and insulate from global com-
petitors. However, the process of restruc-

turing emphasized on professional man-
agement and labour efficiency. As a re-
sult demand for skilled workers and pro-
fessional managers increased which led
to the widening of wage disparities within
and across the sub-sectors. Relative varia-
tions in the growth of wages vis-à-vis
salaries measure the shift in the wage
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disparities. Lower growth of wages com-
pared to the growth of salaries is an indi-
cator of the increase in wage disparities
and vice-versa. The wage disparities,
estimated for different periods of time in
different sub-sectors are presented in
Table 6. During 1981-91, wage dispari-
ties had declined in Individual Proprietor-
ship units, Partnership firms, Private
Limited Companies and Public Limited
Companies. During 1991-01, only two
sub-sectors viz., Joint Family HUF and
Public Corporations recoded some fall in
wage disparities, while in the remaining
sub-sectors, wage disparities had wid-
ened. During 2001-06 wage disparities
had widened in every sub-sector. For the
overall industry, wage disparities, after a
fall of 0.76 percent per annum during
1981-91, increased at 3.13 percent per
annum during 1991-01 and 7.33 percent
per annum during 2001-06.

During 2001-06 wage disparities
had widened in every sub-sector.

Table 6: Sub-sector wise Growth of Wage Disparities ( % per annum)

Sector                                                  Shift in Wage Disparity
                                            

1981-91 1991-01 2001-06 1981-06

Individual Proprietorship -13.87 1.63 7.00 -2.36
Joint Family HUF NA -0.67 6.62 NA
Partnership -1.83 1.64 7.22 0.93
Public Limited Company -0.78 2.88 7.04 2.35
Private Limited Company -1.13 2.90 7.03 2.42
Govt. Dept. Enterprises NA 3.80 5.06 NA
Public Corporation 0.19 -0.32 1.88 0.50
Co-operative Societies 0.57 1.68 6.60 1.07
KVHO  * 1.64 1.35 1.51 3.62

ASI Total -0.76 3.13 7.33 1.97

*Khadi & Village, Handloom and Others (incl. NR)

Share of Wages in Productivity

With the assumption that the
employer has the ability to make opti-
mal use of labour and capital, an attempt
is made in this section to examine the
linkage between payment of wages and
labour productivity. In the context of
wage payments, i t  is important to
mention that the fringe benefits received
by workers in the factory sector vary
from one unit to another due to varia-
tions in payment policies influenced by
the labour productivity. Therefore, while
analyzing the wage and productivity
relationship, it is important to take into
account fringe benefits also. As per the
definitions used for data collection in
ASI, the term ‘emoluments’ comprises
wages and salaries together with fringe
benefits and other non-cash payments
like provident fund, etc. Data on the
nominal emoluments and nominal net
value added were converted to real val-
ues with the Wholesale Price
Index of Manufactured Products. The
wages and productivity relationship

explains the distri-
bution of income
between labour and
capital.  For ex-
ample, if wages rise
at the same pace as
productivity, the
share of labour in
net value added
would remain un-
changed. Net value
added is the surplus
of earnings, which
is available for dis-
tribution between
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the factors of production i.e. labour and capital. The
following equations establish the linkage between wages
and labour productivity:

Average  Wage = Total Emoluments /
Total Number of Employees … (1)

Labour Productivity = Net Value Added /
Total Number of Employees … (2)

Since the denominator in both the equations is the
same i.e. total number of employees, the division of equa-
tion (1) by equation (2) would generate the share of wages
in labour productivity. That is

Share of wages = Total Emoluments /
Net Value Added

= Average Wage /
Labour Productivity …  (3)

Equation (3) implies that

Ä  Share of Wage = Ä Average Wage –
Ä Labour Productivity … (4)

Equation (4) shows that a change in the share of wages
is measured by the difference in the rate of growth of wages
and labour productivity. For example, if average wage rises
by 8 per cent and labour productivity increases by 5 per
cent, then the share of wages will increase by 3 per cent. On
the other hand if average wage rises by 5 per cent and labour
productivity increases by 8 per cent, then the share of wages
will decrease by 3 per cent.  Thus, the share of wages will
remain unchanged so long the rise in wages and growth in
labour productivity remain unaffected. The above associa-
tion clearly shows that rise in productivity provides some
cushion for increase in wages without causing any
deviation in the share of capital in productivity.

Growth in net value added is influenced by the in-
ternal as well as external factors. Therefore, during the

year of  low perfor-
mance,  net  value
added would decline
causing an increase in
the share of wages in
productivity. This is
also an indicator of the
weakening of  the
financial strength of
industry. If wages con-
tinue to increase faster
than rise in labour pro-
ductivity for unreason-
able span of  years ,
then the management
would have to take
necessary measures to
enhance labour pro-
ductivity in order to
check the depletion of
liquid capital or finan-
cial reserves. On the
other hand, if rise in
wages is  relat ively
lower than the growth
in labour productivity,
then the employer ’s
margins would swell.
As per  the general
practice, some propor-
tion of the increased
margins would be
transferred to reserve
funds while the re-
maining surplus would
be allocated for invest-
ments in production
and marketing related
activities.

Table 7 shows that
during 1981-91 rise in
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real wages was relatively high in Coop-
erative Societies while labour productiv-
ity recorded relatively high growth in
Individual Proprietorship units. As per
equation-4 this means that share of
wages in labour productivity was the
highest in Cooperative Societies and the
lowest in Individual Proprietorship units.
In Cooperative Societies, a 9.3 percent
per annum rise in real wages and 7.5
percent per annum growth in labour
productivity led to about 1.8 percent per
annum increase in share of wages in
labour productivity during 1981-91. On
the other hand, in the case of Individual
Proprietorship units, the 4.3 percent per
annum rise in real wages was lower than
the 9.6 percent per annum increase in
labour productivity due to which the
share of wages in labour productivity
declined by 5.3 percent per annum. Like-
wise, the share of wages in labour
productivity declined by 2.6 percent per
annum in Private Limited Companies,
2.2 percent per annum in Public Limited
Companies, 1.4 percent per annum in
Partnership firms, 0.4 percent per annum
in KVHO establishments and 0.04 per-
cent per annum in Public Corporations.

During 1991-01 annual growth in the
share of wages in labour productivity
was 2.3 percent in Individual Proprietor-
ship units, 1.8 percent in Private Lim-
ited Companies, 0.6 percent in Joint
Family HUF units and 0.02 percent in
Partnership firms. On the other hand the
share of wages in labour productivity
declined by 4.9 percent per annum in
Government Department Enterprise, 3.1
percent per annum in Cooperative Soci-
eties, 2.0 percent per annum in Public

Corporations, nearly 2.0 percent per an-
num in KVHO establishments and 1.5
percent per annum in Public Limited
Companies.

During 2001-06 share of wages in
labour productivity increased in only two
sub-sectors viz. KVHO and Individual
Proprietorship units. In KVHO establish-
ments share of wages had increased by
4.8 percent per annum while in Individual
Proprietorship units the increase was 0.2
percent per annum. In the remaining sub-
sectors share of wages recorded a decline;
35.3 percent per annum in Public Corpo-
rations, followed by 10.8 percent per
annum in Public Limited Companies, 7.6
percent per annum in Private Limited
Companies, 5.7 percent per annum in
Cooperative Societies, 2.1 percent per
annum in Partnership firms, 2.0 percent
per annum in Government Department
Enterprises and 1.8 percent per annum in
Joint Family HUF units.

For the whole of industrial sector
share of wages in labour productiv-
ity recorded a decline of 1.44 per-
cent per annum during 1981-91,
1.37 percent per annum during
1991-01 and 10.55 percent per
annum during 2001-06.

For the whole of industrial sector
share of wages in labour productivity
recorded a decline of 1.44 percent per
annum during 1981-91, 1.37 percent per
annum during 1991-01 and 10.55 percent
per annum during 2001-06. A decline in
the share of wages in labour productivity
strengthens the confidence of investors
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in the working of industries because when industry
moves on the trajectory of growth, labour produc-
tivity increases faster than the rise in wages. A de-
cline in the share of wages also means an increased
share of capital in value added which could be al-
located for further investments in expansion of ca-
pacities, up-gradation of technologies, improvement
of product qualities, strengthening of marketing
activities and expansion of markets.

Table 7: Growth in the Share of Wages in Labour
Productivity (% per annum)

Sector 1981-91 1991-01 2001-06

A. Growth of Wages
Individual Proprietorship 4.29 2.86 -2.56
Joint Family HUF NA 1.47 -1.30
Partnership 4.39 2.10 -0.02
Public Limited Company 4.24 1.59 -1.46
Private Limited Company 3.23 1.72 1.60
Govt. Dept. Enterprises NA 4.52 0.65
Public Corporation 7.77 5.76 -0.08
Co-operative Societies 9.30 1.62 -2.60
KVHO  * 1.42 -0.81 -9.63
ASI Total 4.83 1.29 -2.57

B. Growth of Labour Productivity
Individual Proprietorship 9.62 0.56 -2.80
Joint Family HUF NA 0.85 0.54
Partnership 5.78 2.08 2.07
Public Limited Company 6.44 3.11 9.29
Private Limited Company 5.79 -0.07 9.22
Govt. Dept. Enterprises NA 9.37 2.67
Public Corporation 7.81 7.76 35.18
Co-operative Societies 7.51 4.72 3.05
KVHO  * 1.79 1.18 -14.46
ASI Total 6.27 2.66 7.97
C. Growth in the Share of Wages in Labour Productivity
Individual Proprietorship -5.32 2.30 0.24
Joint Family HUF NA 0.63 -1.84
Partnership -1.39 0.02 -2.10
Public Limited Company -2.20 -1.51 -10.76
Private Limited Company -2.55 1.79 -7.62
Govt. Dept. Enterprises NA -4.85 -2.02
Public Corporation -0.04 -2.00 -35.27
Co-operative Societies 1.79 -3.10 -5.66
KVHO  * -0.37 -1.99 4.83
ASI Total -1.44 -1.37 -10.55

*Khadi & Village, Handloom and Others (incl. NR)

Wage Productivity
Relationship

It is important to mention
that in the estimation of wage
productivity relationship, the
use of two different deflators -
one for measuring real wages
and the other for measuring
productivity - would provide a
misleading picture. This neces-
sitates the use of only one
deflator for Emoluments and
Value Added. Therefore, the
Wholesale Price Index (WPI)
of Manufactured Products was
used to convert the nominal
‘Emoluments’ and nominal
‘Net Value Added’ into real
values before examining the
wage productivity relationship.
In the context of selecting a
common deflator, it may be
noted that any consistent defla-
tor would show similar trends
in the wages, productivity and
their relationship.

In India, it is generally
believed that the wage rates
are not determined by the mar-
ket conditions due to stringent
labour laws and government
policies biased towards the
welfare of the workers. Statu-
tory fixation of the minimum
wages for unskilled workers,
periodical revision of ‘Dear-
ness Allowance’ linked to rise
in the ‘Cost of Living Index’,
and the revision of pay scales
and other benefits of govern
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ment employees based on the Pay Com-
mission recommendations, also have
considerable impact on wages in private
and corporate sectors. The aforesaid
situations do not support any linkage
between the wages and productivity.
Studies by Lowe (1995), Verlinden
(1997), Carruth et. al. (1999) and Felipe
(2005) have established that industrial
wages are determined by the productiv-
ity of labour. In the previous section,
the growth rate analysis also revealed
some consistency in growth of wages
and labour productivity. Since the
growth rate analysis revealed substan-
tial variations in wages as well as labour
productivity across different sub-sec-
tors during different time periods, it is
important to examine their linear rela-
tionship through the regression analy-
sis.

The ability to pay hypothesis states
that labour productivity is an im-
portant determinant of wage rates.

The ability to pay hypothesis states
that labour productivity is an important
determinant of wage rates. Assuming
competitive market conditions, the
theory of productivity states that aver-
age wage would be equal to the marginal
product of labour. Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function equates the marginal
product of labour to the average prod-
uct of labour. Thus the linear relation-
ship between wages and labour produc-
tivity can be examined through the
following regression equation:

 Ln Wi = a + b Ln PLi

where

Wi   is average wage paid in sub-sector i,

PLi   is labour productivity in sub-sector i,

a is constant or intercept of the regres-
sion line,

b is the elasticity of wage with respect
to labour productivity,

Ln is the natural log.

Regression results for the wage pro-
ductivity relationships are presented in
Table 8. The F-test statistic was signifi-
cant at 5 percent for every sub-sector,
which strengthens the explanatory power
of the regression equations for the respec-
tive sub-sectors. Value of R2 was 0.38 for
KVHO units, which means that only 38
percent of the variations of wages around
its mean were explained by labour produc-
tivity. Another sub-sector for which the
regression revealed weaker relationship
between the wage and labour productivity
is the Joint Family HUF establishments.
For the remaining sub-sectors, values of
R2 varied in the range of 0.65 to 0.83. This
indicates that labour productivity has sig-
nificant influence on the determination of
wage rates. R2 was 0.79 for the aggregated
industry in India. Statistical significance
of regression equations and significantly
high values of R2 for most of the sub-
sectors, states that labour productivity is
an important determinant of wage rates in
the Indian industry.

Labour productivity is an impor-
tant determinant of wage rates in
the Indian industry.
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Table 8: Regression Results for Wage-Productivity Relationship (1981-06 )

Sector Constant Coefficient b  t - Statistic R 2 d.f. F

Individual Proprietorship -1.5451 0.4297 6.5250*** 0.65 24 42.57

Joint Family HUF  # -1.4892 0.3691 3.2620*** 0.40 17 10.64
Partnership -1.2834 0.6679 10.5420*** 0.83 24 111.13
Public Limited Company -0.9014 0.3398 9.1750*** 0.79 24 84.18

Private Limited Company -1.1903 0.4628 7.3392*** 0.70 24 53.86
Govt. Dept. Enterprises # -0.7189 0.3635 6.3014*** 0.71 17 39.71
Public Corporation -0.8214 0.4908 10.4260*** 0.83 24 108.70

Co-operative Societies -0.8500 0.6722 7.2474*** 0.70 24 52.52
KVHO @ -1.0334 0.3544 3.7704*** 0.38 24 14.22
ASI Total -1.0726 0.3887 9.2023*** 0.79 24 84.68

# ASI data Available since 1988-89 ***  significant at 1%
@ Khadi & Village, Handloom and Others (incl. NR)

In the regression equation, b is the
coefficient of labour productivity, which
represents the elasticity of wages with
respect to labour productivity.  The value
of coefficient b was positive and statis-
tically significant in the regression equa-
tion of every sub-sector. This means that
an increase in labour productivity leads
to the rise in wages in every sub-sector
of the Industry. However, the extent of
rise in wages due to the increase in
labour productivity would vary from one
sub-sector to another depending on the
value of the coefficient, b. The value of
coefficient b ranged from 0.33 to 0.67.
For the aggregated industry, the value of
b was 0.39 which means that one
percent increase in labour productivity
would lead to about 0.39 percent
increase in wage rates in the industrial
sector in India. Thus the regression re-
sults support the hypothesis that labour
productivity has strong influence on the
determination of wages in the Indian in-
dustry.

one percent increase in labour
productivity would lead to about
0.39 percent increase in wage rates
in the industrial sector in India.

Impact of Technology on Wages

Technology plays an important role
in the rise of labour productivity. Dickens
and Katz (1986), Krugman, (1994),
Murphy et. al. (1998), and Jean and
Nicoletti (2002) conducted exhaustive
studies to examine the role of technology
in the determination of wages. In the con-
text of Indian industry, some important
studies, which examined the relationship
between technology and wage rates were
by Papola (1972), Dholakia (1976),
Verma and Subbayamma (1985),
Bhatnagar (1988), Singh  (1991), Sidhu
(1997), and Bhandari and Heshmati
(2006). To examine the importance of
technology in the determination of wages,
capital-labour ratio was used as the proxy
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for technology. Investment of capital for
installation of advanced technology or
up-gradation of existing machinery leads
to rise in capital-labour ratio. Highly
skilled workers and competent supervi-
sors are required to operate modern and
complex machineries. This necessitates
the impart of training to the already em-
ployed workers and recruitment of skilled
workers and supervisors. However, expe-
rienced and skilled labour is available at
relatively higher wages in the competent
labour markets. Therefore, capital inten-
sity and wage rates are expected to have
linear relationship. The impact of tech-
nology on wage in different sub-sectors
of the industry was examined through the
following regression equation:

Ln Wi = a + b Ln Ki/Li

where

Wi  is average wage paid in sub-
sector i,

Ki/Li is capital-labour ratio in sub-
sector i,

a is constant or intercept of the
regression line,

b is the elasticity of wage with
respect to capital intensity, and

Ln is the natural log.

Table 9 shows that the values of
F-test were significant at 5 percent for
all the sub-sectors except KVHO. This
indicates that the regression equation
explains the linear relationship between
wages and technology in al l  the
sub-sectors except the units in KVHO
sub-sector. Relatively high value of R2

for Partnership firms (0.89) implies that
technology was an important determi-
nant of wage rates in this sector. On the
other hand negligible value of R2

(0.001) for KVHO sector indicates the
absence of wages and technology link-
age. For the whole of industry, value of
R2 was 0.74 which means that around
74 percent of the variations of wages
around its mean were explained by the
technology.

Table 9 : Regression Results for Wage-Technology Relationship (1981-06)

Sector Constant Coefficient b  t - Statistic R 2 d.f. F

Individual Proprietorship 12.2091 6.4123 7.9631*** 0.734 24 63.41
Joint Family HUF  # 9.4367 5.2769 2.3551** 0.257 17 5.55
Partnership 12.2641 6.8233 13.9076*** 0.894 24 193.42
Public Limited Company 9.4365 10.3523 8.9986*** 0.779 24 80.98
Private Limited Company 13.0927 9.2892 6.1443*** 0.621 24 37.75
Govt. Dept. Enterprises # 6.1901 6.0033 4.6084*** 0.570 17 21.24
Public Corporation 4.0266 3.5475 12.7551*** 0.876 24 162.69
Co-operative Societies 5.1682 3.8942 7.5110*** 0.710 24 56.41
KVHO @ 0.4245 0.2052 0.1789 0.001 24 0.03
ASI Total 10.5829 8.7010 8.0580*** 0.738 24 64.93

***  significant at 1% **  significant at 5%
# ASI data available since 1988-89
@ Khadi & Village, Handloom and Others (incl. NR)
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The value of coefficient b ranged
from 3.55 to 10.35 for different sub-sec-
tors other than KVHO. For KVHO sub-
sector the value of coefficient b was
very low (0.21) and statistically insig-
nificant. It appears that technology has
strong influence on the determination
of wages in Public Limited Companies
as well as Private Limited Companies.
On the other hand the technology did
not influence wage rates in KVHO
units. In the remaining sub-sectors, in-
fluence of technology on the wage rates
is either medium or low. For the aggre-
gated industries value of coefficient b
was 8.7 which means that an increase
of one percent in capital-labour ratio
would lead to about 9 percent rise in
wage rates in the industrial sector in
India.

It appears that technology has
strong influence on the determina-
tion of wages in Public Limited
Companies as well as Private Lim-
ited Companies.

An important observation from
Tables 8 and 9 is that wage rates are
influenced by both labour productiv-
ity as well as technology. But, it is
difficult to say whether labour pro-
duct ivi ty or  technology has more
influence on the determination of
wage rates. However, considering the
sequence of relationships, it may be
concluded that the adoption of im-
proved technology enhances labour
productivity, which leads to rise in
wage rates.

Conclusion

Wage structure in Indian industry has
undergone considerable changes over the
years. The process of economic reforms
and globalisation of the Indian economy
have led to restructuring of the indus-
trial sector in India. Presently the domes-
tic industries in India are competing with
the multinationals in the labour as well
as product markets. The process of mod-
ernization coupled with the induction of
skilled workers and professional manag-
ers in the system has led to rise in labour
productivity as well as wage rates.
Considerable variations in labour pro-
ductivity have led to the widening of
wage disparities within and across the
sub-sectors over the period of time. The
study concludes that wages in the
industrial sector in India are determined
by the labour productivity.
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This article provides an overview
of the consequences of technology
change on employment relationship
in India. New technologies opened
up employment opportunities in
new and emerging sectors. Skills
needed have undergone a change
from that of manual dexterity and
physical strength to those of trouble
shooting and process handling.
Group based incentivization and
company specific bargaining are
becoming more common. Unions
no longer resist technology change
but are concerned with the impli-
cations on the number of jobs, their
content and earnings. It’s also
argued that subjective norms need
to be considered as a variable
influencing the behavioural inten-
tions of workers with respect to
acceptance of technology change.
Implications for practice and future
research directions are also dis-
cussed.

Three Transformation Stages

The technological progress over the
last century has undergone a slow but
definite transformation. This can be cat-
egorized into three different stages viz.
craftsmanship, mechanization and auto-
mation (Datta 1990). Each of the stages
had an influence on the nature of work
and the skill level required to perform a
job. The early craftsmanship was char-
acterized by the worker/craftsman hav-
ing control over the entire production
process, from procuring the raw materi-
als to the finished goods. This required
end-to-end knowledge, where the worker
got involved in activities right from
pitching to potential customers to deliv-
ering the final produce/service. Each
product/service could be characteristi-
cally unique as each reflected the skills
of the employee. This model of opera-
tion can still be found in some of the
present day service firms, what are
termed as Service Complexes and Ser-
vice Shops (Davis 1999). The second
stage of mechanization was brought
about by the application of principles of
scientific management where tasks were
broken down to simpler and specialized
ones for large-scale production of stan-
dard goods, and methods of estimating
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a ‘proper day’s work’ for the worker
were developed. This required a com-
plete reorganization of the methods of
production. The role of the individual
worker transitioned from a highly skilled
one in the craftsmanship era to being
considered one of the ‘factors of produc-
tion’. Mechanization also created a new
portfolio of occupations such as engi-
neers to design and produce the mass
production machinery, the machine
builders and tool makers and a wide
range of skilled machine operators. The
third stage of automation not only
carried forward many of the features of
mechanization but also qualitatively
changed the way the worker undertook
his/her job. The worker no longer
directly got involved in the production
process but monitored and maintained
machines and helped in trouble shoot-
ing. This necessitated the worker under-
stand the production process and the
machinery rather than using his skill to
turn out a product.

Technological change especially
through automation has both advantages
and disadvantages (Datta 1990, Datta
1996). Automated systems allow few
skilled individuals to do the work, which
previously required numerous unskilled
and semi-skilled workers. They also
allow tasks that are beyond human
capabilities or those dangerous or mo-
notonous jobs that would be considered
inhuman for people to perform. Further
the labour intensive ways of production
are expensive and restrict the market for
the product, which has a negative effect
on the employment in the long run.
Automated systems tolerate few or no

errors and hence lack the inherent
human flexibility in production.

Technology need not be restricted to
just technical automation but can also
involve a whole package of resources
like capital, entrepreneurship and man-
agement (Virmani 1990). Further, tech-
nology as such is not quantified but what
is quantified are those relating to its
manifestations like a particular tech-
nique of production, productivity of a
particular input, scale economics etc
(Majumder 2001), e.g. in Singh &
Nandini (1999) technological change at
the firm level is operationalized in terms
of R& D expenditure, technical collabo-
rations and quality certifications, while
Dhanaraj (2001) has taken gross fixed
assets and value of plant and machinery
to assess the impact of technology on
worker wages.

With the liberalization of Indian
economy in 1991 a number of private
players started carving a major role in the
economic output and simultaneously
governments both at the centre and state
levels started assuming a smaller role in
running businesses. Increased domestic
and foreign competition resulting from
the economic reforms induced domestic
manufacturers to improve efficiency and
bring into use advanced technologies on
a larger scale (Goldar & Kumari 1999).
This is supported by the fact that during
the period 1991-98 there were about 3250
technical approvals in India with the top
five technical collaborators (Kumar Ajay
1999:1001). The subsequent break down
of trade barriers, globalization, advance-
ments in Information and Communica-
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tions Technology (ICT) and well accepted
management ideas such as TQM on
quality, JIT, Computer Integrated Manu-
facturing(CIM) & Lean Production(LP)
have served to magnify the impact of
technology on employment relationship
globally and India in particular.

Technological Change &
Employment

Labour employment is affected by
many factors, two major directly rel-
evant factors are per unit labour require-
ment for a product (man hours per unit)
and the total demand for the product
(Kumar Arun 1999:806). It is likely that
technological improvement leads to
reduction in per unit labour requirement
but at the same time because of the
increased demand made possible by the
lesser cost of the technologically
advanced product, it can lead to rise in

overall demand for labour. This expected
rise in demand for labour has however
not been equally true for all sectors/
industries. In a study of employment in
organized manufacturing sector in India,
it was found that even though real gross
value added has grown at 7.4 percent per
year during 1981-2002, employment of
workers increased only by 4.3 and most
of this growth happened in the early part
of the 90s while the latter half of 90s
and early part of the current decade have
shown a reducing trend in organized
manufacturing sector employment
(Nagaraj 2004). At the same time, em-
ployment in Organized Services sector

Figure 1: Employment in the Organized Manufacturing Sector
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Employment in Organized Services
sector has been picking up in the
latter half of last decade and early
part of this decade.

has been picking
up in the latter
half of last decade
and early part of
this decade. As
could be seen in
figures 1-3, orga-
nized manufac-
turing sector
seems to have
shown a sharp de-
cline in employ-
ment post 1996
while services
have gained dur-
ing this period.

Further even
within the same
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industry, there seems to be a shift in the
occupational and work profile of the em-
ployees. As a consequence of techno-
logical modernization of banks it was
found that though there was an overall
increase in employment, this growth has
been made possible by an emerging vol-
ume of employment in hitherto new ar-
eas such as systems analysts, console
operators etc (Datta 1990). In a case of
technology transfer to an Indian engi-
neering MNC from its foreign parent
company during the period 1974-1984,
even though the fixed capital increased
by about 400 percent, the number of

This growth has been made possible
by an emerging volume of employ-
ment in hitherto new areas such as
systems analysts, console operators
etc.

workers actually
decreased by 8 per-
cent whereas the
total employment
increased by 35
percent, indicating
a shifting of work-
force from workers
to supervisory and
executive cadres
and a correspond-
ing shift in the skill
requirements (Vir-
mani 1990). In an
aggregate study of
the organized man-
ufacturing sector
for the period
1982-2002, it was
found that the in-

crease in gross value added is accompa-
nied by greater employment of employ-
ees in the supervisory cadre as against
the worker cadre (Nagaraj 2004). Fur-
ther there has been a change in demand
for the type of employees within the
same occupational group, from opera-
tives and labourers to professional and
technical workers in many of the indus-
tries such as Banking (Datta 1990,
1996), Software Services (Singh &
Nandini 1999) and Textiles (Chakravarty
2002, 2006, Dhanaraj 2001).

Impact on Skill Profile

As the manufacturing and service
technologies continuously develop like
in the case of just-in-time inventory,
manufacturing cells, robotics and service
quality concepts etc, there is an increas-
ing pressure on the organizations to

Figure 2: Employment in the Organized Services Sector
(Finance, Insurance, Real Estate etc)
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Source: CME Database Org. sector employment in finance, insurance, real estate, etc.
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Figure 3: Employment in the Organized Services Sector
(Community, Social & Personal Services)
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Source: CME Database
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implement team based work designs.
Hence the technological changes almost
always are followed by a corresponding
change in the essential work structure of
the organization. Organizations have be-
come increasingly flatter and work unit
in most organizations is no longer an
individual but is a team. Hence there is
an increasingly felt need to foster the
skills and attitudes to function as an ef-
fective team player.

The impact of new technology on
skill requirement in the textile industry
has been widely reported. Textile indus-
try in India has a special place with 4
percent contribution to the GDP and 12
percent of the world’s textile production
(GOI 2009). The cotton mill workers ac-
count for 20 percent of the total employ-
ment in the manufacturing sector (Chow-
dhury 1996) and the textile industry is

the largest con-
tributor after agri-
culture to the em-
ployment provid-
ing jobs to about
21 million people.
When new types
of technologically
advanced looms
were introduced in
textile firms, the
skill requirements
changed to those
of monitoring and
troubleshooting of
the production
process instead of
directly getting in-
volved in the pro-
duction (Chak-

ravarty 2002, 2006, Datta 1996). This is
because with the introduction of new
automated machinery, the technologies
are no more separate from each other and
detection of faults requires a thorough
understanding of the production process
and familiarity with different equip-
ments used (Chakravarty 2006). Hence
the skill required for the job, which pre-
viously emphasized manual dexterity,
physical strength in manual and repeti-
tive tasks has been taken over by the
need for machine trouble shooting and
process handling skills. The roles and re-
sponsibilities of the senior workers were
more flexible in the modernized mills
and they were expected to handle a
higher number of departments compared
to rigid and specific allocations along
different categories of work within a
department in the non-modernized mills.
This change is just not restricted to in
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troduction of new production processes
but may be related to even initiation of
new management ideas. For instance, at
the beginning of the nineties, when
Motorola started measuring workers’
performance against quality & outputs
instead of measuring against a time
clock, it became necessary for its work-
ers to know their equipment and produc-
tion process, and be able to initiate any
trouble shooting process themselves
which were previously not in their ambit
(Wiggenhorn 1990). This required the
worker to unlearn deeply held attitudes
and values when they were just respon-
sible for working on individual machines
to those of understanding the production
process as a whole.

Impact on Wages

The impact of technological change
on wages has been mixed. Budhwar
(2003) in his study of 137 Indian firms
in six manufacturing sectors in India
found that collective bargaining and pro-
visions of labour laws have a significant
influence in determining the basic wages
and bonuses of blue-collared employees,
hence indicating that the wages are still
determined by factors not directly re-
lated to individual/firm performance and
technological change. However, this is
also sector specific. In a study by Singh
& Nandini (1999) in the software indus-
try, it was found that technological
change does have a significant effect on
salaries paid to employees. Chakravarty
(2002) in her study of spinning mill
workers found that the modernized mills
required ‘unusual skills’ from workers
compared to the traditional ones and they

also had higher wages due to the greater
dependence of the organisation on these
workers. However, the effect of in-
creased investment in technology on
wages has not always been positive.
Virmani (1990) in his study of the In-
dian subsidiary of a MNC found that the
wages as a proportion to value-added re-
mained at about twelve percent and has
not changed significantly with the intro-
duction of new technology over the
years. Further, Ajay Kumar (1999) in a
study of sixty select MNCs, found that
the aggregate rise in wages and salaries,
was much lower than the aggregate in-
crease in operational expenses, suggest-
ing that the growth rate of wage bills has
not kept pace with investment in opera-
tions.

The impact on wages because of
technology change is also influenced by
the political process. Betcherman (1991)
argues that there is a positive correla-
tion between wage levels and introduc-
tion of advanced technology but how the
pie is distributed will depend on the bal-
ance of power between the negotiating
parties. In the Canadian context, he
found that skilled blue-collared workers,
both unionized and non-unionised, could
bargain a higher pay compared to those
doing manual work. Further, the union’s
bargaining power was lower for technol-
ogy innovators than among non-innova-
tors. In a similar vein, in the case of
modernized textile mills in India there
is an emergence of distinct and firm spe-
cific skills which require higher cost and
time investments (Chakravarty 2002).
Hence companies are willing to pay
higher wages in these mills as contrasted
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to non-modernised mills. This necessi-
tated decentralized bargaining in the
case of modernized firms while the non-
modernised ones went in for industry
wide bargaining. In the latter case since
the skills are not specific to an organi-
zation but rather are generic to the
industry they required support of the
wider political base. Nagaraj (2004) in
his study of employment in organized
manufacturing sector notes that while
real wages of workers have roughly stag-
nated during 1981-2002, the real emolu-
ments of supervisors have gone up by
77 percent during the same period
indicating that the increase in wages due
to technology change has not been so
favourable to the workers in general.

Worker Acceptance

The reasons for introducing new
technology vary from one organisation
to another. New production system in a
plant is brought in by the management
typically in response to the change in
market conditions, which require more
‘efficient’ technologies to be adopted
(Datta 1996). Studies have indicated that
the technological improvements/changes
lead to improved productivity, lower
costs and better work environment (eg:
Virmani 1990, Datta 1990). The im-
provement in productivity seems to hold
for varied sectors from Heavy Electricals
(Virmani 1990), Software (Singh &
Nandini 1999), Textiles (Chakravarty
2002, 2006, Dhanaraj 2001) and Bank-
ing (Datta 1990, 1996). Studies indicate
that after a time lag major technological
changes have always induced significant
changes in the organisation processes

(Gurtoo & Tripathy 2000) and the suc-
cess of new technology is dependent on
the extent to which the workforce is will-
ing to adapt to the technological and
organisational changes (Dayal &
Aggarwal 1995, Gurtoo & Tripathy
2000:520).

Davis, Bagozzi & Warshaw (1989)
have proposed a theoretical model for a
better prediction and explanation of end-
user acceptance of technology and is
called Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM). This proposes that one can pre-
dict technology acceptance of employ-
ees by knowing their behavioural inten-
tions, which in turn are influenced by
attitudes, perceived usefulness of the
technology and ease of use of the same.
In their longitudinal study of 107 users
to predict computer acceptance, it was
found that perceived usefulness was able
to explain more than half of the variance
of behavioural intentions after 14 weeks
and perceived ease of use though small,
was significant enough to explain the
behavioural intentions.

A key factor in the acceptability is
by taking the unions and the
employees into confidence before
introduction of automation.

The importance of employee accep-
tance of new technology and also the
adaptability to change has been high-
lighted in the study by Datta (1990) on
the introduction of computers in the In-
dian Banking Sector in the 1970s and
1980s. The study indicates that a key
factor in the acceptability is by taking
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the unions and the employees into con-
fidence before introduction of automa-
tion. This was done through a free flow
of information, education and training of
employees in terms of what computer-
ization means and what changes it can
bring in. The transformation of Bank of
Baroda from a large public sector bank
with a legacy culture to a highly cus-
tomer centric, technology driven bank
through a variety of initiatives includ-
ing implementation of Core Banking
solutions is credited to clear and trans-
parent communication with the employ-
ees (Khandelwal 2007). Studies in the
Indian context have shown that attitudes
in terms of job satisfaction and freedom
and autonomy at the work place were
found to be significantly positively re-
lated to technology acceptance (Gurtoo
& Tripathy 2000, Venkatachalam &
Velayudhan 1999). Venkatachalam &
Velayudhan (1999) in their study of a
steel plant found significant and positive
correlation between meaningful, inter-
esting job and technology, indicating that
new technology introduction does have
an influence on how the employees feel
at work.

Unlike in the West Indian employ-
ees rarely differentiate the work and
social roles and it would be possible to
develop a feeling of “we-ness” if poli-
cies and practices instil among employ-
ees the feeling of ‘acceptance and
belonging’ (Dayal 1999:220). As
Khandelwal (2007: 210) observes “I al-
ways felt that employees were equally
concerned as stakeholders about declin-
ing business at the bank. I also felt that
they did not exactly endorse the attempts

of trade unions to stymie technology or
other customer-centric initiatives. It was
with this belief that we reached out to
40,000 employees directly through a
monthly letter and numerous employee
meetings across the country sharing
problems of bank business and seeking
their engagement.” However this belief
and actions associated with it seems to
be an exception rather than the norm.
Budhwar (2003) found that strategic and
financial information are comparatively
less shared with the blue-collared work-
ers than with the white-collared work-
ers, due to low faith of management in
their subordinates, preference of manag-
ers for centralized decision making and
control, and lack of awareness by the
employees. Further, it is found that 87%
of the employees communicate through
their immediate supervisors and also that
most of the communication is done
through staff bodies. Such results sug-
gest that any successful technological
change has to be accompanied by a con-
tinuous and consistent communication
with the employees, sharing both devel-
opments and concerns on the business
front and the need for new technology
implementation and its implications for
employees. Further engaging supervisors
and staff unions in the communication
process are likely to bolster efforts of
management.

Union Response

In the British context Manwaring
(1981) found that the union response to
introduction of new technology varies as
per the likely effects of the new tech-
nology, the importance of the new skills
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introduced by the technology and the
impact on bargaining power previously
established. For the unions the new tech-
nology has implications for the number
of jobs, their content and the earnings
that it is going to affect. In the Indian
context, in a study of ‘unusual’ collec-
tive agreements in the public and private
sectors Ratnam (1991:17) found that
unions no longer resist changes in work
practices resulting from modernization
or computerization except in the case of
employment of contract workers and re-
strictions on subcontracting. In the case
of Indian Aluminium Company Limited,
Belur, “It is agreed that the right to plan,
direct and control operations of the plant,
to introduce new or improved produc-
tion methods, to expand production fa-
cilities and to establish production
schedules and quality standards are
solely and exclusively the responsibili-
ties of the management. The manage-
ment’s authority to perform these and
other duties will be respected in every
case” (Ratnam 1991:32). In the case of
modernization of Indian Iron and Steel
Company, Burnpur, thirty options were
considered and discussed with all the
unions through extensive sharing of in-
formation and the option adopted was to
close down six plants and retrain and
redeploy five thousand surplus workers
instead of retrenching them. Even though
there were no discussions on the specific
technology to be used, the consequences
of modernizations were discussed in de-
tail with the unions. With respect to the
introduction of computers in the banks,
the initial agreement between the Indian
Banks Association and the employee as-
sociations such as AIBEA and NCBE

signed in 1983 defined the extent, the
purpose, the branches and the allowance
to employees because of computeriza-
tion, while the second one signed in 1987
extended the first one in defining the
type of technology that is to be used,
guarantee of no redundancies and even
unusual clauses such as pregnant women
can refuse to work in new computer work
stations. In the case of Minerals and
Metals Trading Corporation Ltd it was
agreed that if the unions resist implemen-
tation of the program of computeriza-
tion, the benefits flowing under the
settlement shall not be considered for
these members.

Subjective norms need to be consid-
ered as a variable influencing the
behavioural intentions of the work-
ers with respect to acceptance of
technology.

The influence of trade unions on
blue collared worker behaviour is also
significant. For example, Datta (1996)
in his study of the introduction of
advanced looms in a textile factory in
Bombay found that the union had a say
on who would work on the new technol-
ogy and even the number of machines
that are to be handled by a worker.
Although subjective norms were not
included in TAM, in order to study tech-
nology acceptance by workers especially
in the Indian context, subjective norms
need to be considered as a variable in-
fluencing the behavioural intentions of
the workers with respect to acceptance
of technology. Subjective norm here re-
fers to “the person’s perception that most
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people who are important to him think
he should or should not perform the
behaviour in question” (Fishbein &
Ajzen 1975:302 as in Davis et al 1989).
Since in the Indian context, trade unions
do have an influence on the individual’s
behaviour manifested as peer influence
and superior influence (Mathieson
1991), it would be necessary to consider
subjective norms as well.  Further,
another important consideration in ac-
cepting new technology is the perceived
behavioural control which is the belief
that the employee has access to and con-
trol of resources for the running of the
technology/machinery. In the worker
context, these are essentially external
factors that get manifested in terms of
colleague cooperation to get a job done,
access to commonly shared resources
etc. Depending on the importance that
an employee attaches to the opinions of
his colleagues as a consequence of his
common group membership or other-
wise, the views of the group/union, he/
she is part of, would matter as well.

Implications for Practice

The above mentioned literature re-
view throws open quite a few practical
implications. To begin with, there would
be a need for anticipating and planning
the skill needs because of introduction
of new technology. The issue of retrain-
ing, necessitated by the introduction of
new technology had not been sufficiently
addressed. Although the government had
instituted National Renewal Fund (NRF)
as a social safety net with one of the
purpose being to retrain the workers with
obsolete skills in both private and pub-

lic sectors, most of the money was spent
in compensating the public sector work-
ers through the voluntary retirement
schemes (Chowdhury 1996). People
with obsolete skills would need to be
retrained and accordingly the training
department would have to be equipped.
This would impact not only the number
of training programs undertaken but also
the content of these programmes. Over
the years there has been increasing
money spent on training and develop-
ment of the organized workforce in
India (Budhwar 2003). Two focus of the
training programs for the workers to
cope with the changing technologies are
in the areas of skill and attitude train-
ing.

With technological modernization,
not only have the quantum of routine,
repetitive jobs reduced but also the dif-
ferent units and jobs associated with pro-
duction have become more integrated
and more complex (Chakravarthy 2006).
Detection of a source of fault requires a
more thorough understanding of the pro-
duction process and familiarity with the
different machines used. Hence the line
of duties between the different catego-
ries of workers has become blurred.
Because of this varied and unspecified
nature of skills, development of these
skills are mainly through long on-the-job
training like mentoring, learning by do-
ing and advice from more experienced
colleagues with short off-the-job train-
ing (Chakravarty 2002, 2006). Since the
‘standardized’ part of the skill content
is low, a large part of the training pro-
cess becomes intangible and hard to
measure and monitor. The time intensive
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nature of training coupled with its intan-
gibility places high importance on reten-
tion of the permanent workforce to the
firm and this is corroborated by empiri-
cal evidence. The process of skill for-
mation has become internalized and both
the management and the workers have a
valuable stake in developing a long-term
relationship.

In attitude training the focus is on
developing a mind-set of mutual inter-
dependence and co-operation. With the
increasing non-separability of the ma-
chinery and introduction of management
ideas such as TQM, the organization’s
performance has become increasingly
reliant on interdependent and co-opera-
tive performance of its workforce.
Participative requirement was not such
a necessity in the pre-reform days as
increase in productivity was not at a
premium (Ghose 1994). This has
changed in the past two decades in In-
dia. In the 1990s, because of liberaliza-
tion not only have new players entered
various markets but they brought with
them new technology and way of work.
This placed a premium on existing play-
ers to focus on cost and quality to com-
pete effectively. TQM was one such ef-
fort. In TQM, employees are provided
with business information on perfor-
mance and environment with the neces-
sary training so that they can understand
the information and are empowered to
act on it. Employees can then relate their
work to job security, customer satisfac-
tion and market share. These connec-
tions contributed to cooperation in qual-
ity improvement initiatives. In the past
one decade, because of globalization,

reduction in trade barriers and advance-
ments in Information and Communica-
tion Technology, firms have increasingly
woken up to realize that their competi-
tion is not just restricted to their imme-
diate neighbour but is global. All these
have placed more emphasis on co-opera-
tive and interdependent efforts.

Further, prior to the introduction of
a new system, it would be helpful to un-
derstand the acceptability of the system
to the end-users and the key variables
provided by Davis et al, (1989) would
help in this regard. In the case of a union
set-up at the workplace a sound relation-
ship between the union and the manage-
ment based on acceptance of legitimacy
of each other is a base condition before
engaging each other in discussing the
introduction of a new technology. As is
seen in the Eicher restructuring experi-
ence, with conducive industrial relations
climate and trade union involvement, it
is possible to have distinct changes in
the production system without retrench-
ment or lay-off of workers (Ghosh
1995:212). Further educational pro-
grams designed to persuade workers of
the positive fallout of introduction of a
new technology does directly influence
the perceived usefulness and indirectly
help workers through ease of system use.
(Davis et al 1989, Wiggenhorn 1990).

Group payment schemes are increas-
ingly becoming common and would have
to be considered for ensuring fair re-
wards. The study of the workload distri-
bution and duties amongst the textile
workers found lot of overlaps of duties
between the workers, jobbers, supervi
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sors and the management (Chakravarthy
2002) in automated textile mills and this
was reflected in a higher emphasis on
group based incentive pay in these auto-
mated mills. Also because of the previ-
ously cited time intensive and intangible
nature of skill development, seniority is
likely to be rewarded with skill premium.
Traditional industry based trade union-
ism would lose relevance and company
specific unions which are more focused
on the productivity wage gains are
becoming more prevalent. Hence the pay
needs to be aligned to this changed real-
ity where it would become more and
more difficult to have only individual
pay and incentives and these become
more group based and organization
specific in characteristics.

Due to the changing profile of the
workforce towards technical and skilled
manpower because of changing tech-
nologies (Datta 1990, Chakravarty 2002,
Virmani 1990), the expectations of the
employees are also likely to change
(Dayal 1999). Apart from ‘hard’ issues
like salary/wages and service conditions
which have been a major part of the
union/management negotiations, ‘softer’
issues like job satisfaction, job progres-
sion, work autonomy etc would gain in-
creasing prominence.

‘Softer’ issues like job satisfaction,
job progression, work autonomy etc
would gain increasing prominence.

Employee discipline in terms of
 attendance and regularity of the worker
is also another crucial factor in the intro-

duction of automated technology. Eco-
nomic viability of capital-intensive tech-
nology requires that they be run at high
capacity levels. As was found by Datta
(1996) the introduction of the micropro-
cessor based looms required them to be
run at 90-92 percent capacities. With the
changing technologies it is expected to
change the workload distribution, duties
and responsibilities. In a typical organi-
sation with union presence, handling
employee discipline is mediated by the
mechanism of collective bargaining.
Hence the change in technology will have
the effect of change in contractual rela-
tionship between work unions and the
management and managers need to be
geared to meet this situation.

Directions for Future Research

Many studies in the Indian context
have adopted a case study approach in
identifying the issues related to indus-
trial relations due to technological
changes, and even amongst these textile
sector predominates in their analysis.
Chakravarty (2002), Chowdhury (1996),
Dhanaraj (2001), Datta (1996) have all
focused on the textile workers. Few case
studies Virmani(1990), Venkatachalam
& Velayudhan(1999), Singh and Nandini
(1999) have focused on impact of tech-
nology on employment and employee
relations in other contexts. It is sug-
gested that the level of automation in
continuous process industries is much
higher compared to those in mass pro-
duction and craft based industries.
Hence generalising the results obtained
in a mass production context like those
of textiles to continuous process
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industries like chemicals, refineries, liq-
uid food processing etc may not be prac-
tical. Further the level of unionization
in the textile industry is much higher
compared to other sectors.

Conclusions

Introduction of new technology has
been mandated by the need to respond
to competitive market conditions. Indian
industry has in the last couple of decades
been able to proactively respond to mar-
ket demands and introduce significant
changes. Co-opting the workforce in this
change has borne fruit for many compa-
nies while some have faltered on this
ground. There also is a social cost to
these change efforts and management
may be best advised to consider these
aspects for the future.
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Against the background of a
changing business environment,
the psychological contract between
the employer and the employee is
susceptible to be broken. It is
important for managers and
supervisors in organizations to
have a proper appreciation of the
nature and dynamics of the
psychological contract and its
implications on employee behavior
and attitudes. This paper examines
the theoretical underpinnings of the
concept of psychological contract
and the effects of its breach or
violation. The implications on
organizations and on the employer-
employee relationship are also
discussed. The paper also proposes
a framework for further investi-
gation of the transactional and
relational elements of psycho-
logical contract construct.

Changing Employment Relationship

Today, we are living in a transition
period, a chaotic period of a new age
defined by global competition, rampant
change, faster flow of information and
communication, increasing business
complexity, and pervasive globalization.
This new environment is characterized
by “more far-reaching technological ad-
vances and a consumer who has adjusted
to this quicker pace and whose fickle
preferences are revised with the speed
of a television commercial” (Pasternack
& Viscio 1999). With these rapid
changes, new dimensions in business
space are constantly created, while some
are destroyed. Forces such as technologi-
cal breakthroughs, economic growth,
market evolution, and shifts in customer
tastes, social changes, and political
events can expand or shrink business
space. The change creates great oppor-
tunities, as well as competition and
chances of failures. As a consequence of
the pace and the nature of changes and
evolutions in the economic and social
environment in which organizations op-
erate, the nature of the employment re-
lationship is undergoing fundamental
changes. Changing technologies,
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reengineering, shifting markets, global
expansion, downsizing and many other
factors have contributed to rapid changes
in existing jobs and the creation of new
ones. The role and composition of teams
has expanded. Organizations are increas-
ingly using contract labour and tempo-
rary staffing as a strategy to cope with
cyclical changes as well as to manage
costs and efficiencies. There are no fixed
job definitions. Functional flexibility is
the rule of the game. Project based teams
are often the basic building blocks of the
organizational structure and new meth-
ods of managing multiple generations
are required.

These changes have implications in
human resource management, both for
the organization as well as for the em-
ployees. Companies no longer assure
lifetime employment to their employees;
neither do employees profess complete
loyalty to the employer. In this context,
considering that a talented and commit-
ted human resource base can be a com-
petitive advantage, organizations must
increasingly focus on designing policies
and programmes to retain and motivate
the workforce. They need to invest in
talent knowing fully well that it could
be the riskiest of investments. In the pro-
cess of managing this risky investment,
employers often make promises that are
likely to be met only if the pace of
growth in the business continues steadily

(Roehling et.al 2000, Schalk & Freese
1995). Expected growth in profitability
and in opportunities is the fuel that feed
the deal that employers might be able to
offer employees. Yet recent economic
downturns have evidenced the fact that
growth may not be uninterrupted or
steady, and managing of human re-
sources may have to re-adjust to satisfy
other stakeholders, particularly share-
holders, by cutting down on promises
made earlier. As a consequence, the na-
ture of relationships between the em-
ployee and the employer is impacted.

In this scenario, managing changing
employer-employee relationships has
become one of the critical challenges
facing organizations. Psychological con-
tract presents an opportunity to exam-
ine the fundamental aspect of this em-
ployee-employer relationship. Interest in
understanding the implications of psy-
chological contract has blossomed due
to its potential to describe, understand
and predict the organizational implica-
tions flowing from employer-employee
relationships. Research on the anteced-
ents of psychological contracts has dem-
onstrated that promises can come from
a variety of sources, including organi-
zational agents (e.g., recruiters, manag-
ers), actions (e.g., training, praise), and
documents (Rousseau & Greller 1994,
Rousseau & McLean-Parks 1993, Shore
& Tetrick 1994). This paper seeks to
examine the emerging employment re-
lationships in organizations. Specifi-
cally, it seeks to elaborate upon and
discuss the issues and concerns in psy-
chological contract.

There are no fixed job definitions.
Functional flexibility is the rule of
the game.
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Psychological Contract: Definition
& Dynamics

Psychological contract is playing an
increasingly important role in helping to
define and understand the contemporary
employment relationship (Millward &
Brewerton 2000, Schalk & Freese 1995,
Turnley & Feldman 2000). Psychologi-
cal contracts involve beliefs about
obligations that are “predicated on the
perception that a promise has been
made” (Rousseau & Tijoriwala 1998:
679). Researches have noted that the
psychological contract is dynamic and
that it naturally changes over time as a
result of changing needs and relation-
ships (Smithson & Lewis 2003). It re-
fers to the way the employment contract
is interpreted, understood and enacted by
employees at the interface between
themselves and their employing organi-
zation (Millward & Brewerton 2000).
Psychological contracts emerge when
individuals believe that their organiza-
tion has promised to provide them with
certain rewards in return for the contri-
butions that they make to the organiza-
tion (Turnley & Feldman 2000).

Psychological contract was first re-
ferred to by Argyris in 1960 in terms of
the relationship between employer and
employee. The term psychological con-
tract (Argyris 1960, Schein 1980,
Rousseau 1989) refers to a commonly
used exchange concept providing a
framework for understanding the ‘hid-
den’ aspects of the relationship between
organizations and their employees
(Shore & Tetrick 1994). Psychological
contracts are dynamic, once formed they

do not remain static but are constantly
evolving through organizational experi-
ence. Rousseau, for example, who has
been influential in psychological con-
tract research, provides a much narrower
definition, “The psychological contract
is the employees’ perception of the mu-
tual obligations existing with their em-
ployer” (Rousseau 1990:391). Accord-
ing to Rousseau (1995), psychological
contracts can change without any formal
effort to alter their terms. Contract ‘drift’
refers to internal changes, which happen
naturally over time as part of the matu-
ration process, personal development,
ageing and the contract’s duration.

Basically, psychological contract of-
fers a metaphor, or representation, of
what goes on in the workplace and high-
lights important but often neglected fea-
tures. It offers a framework for address-
ing ‘soft’ issues about managing perfor-
mance; it focuses on people, rather than
technology; and it draws attention to
some important shifts in the relationship
between people and organizations. It
helps build the people dimension into
thinking about organizational strategy. If
people are bottom-line business drivers,
their capabilities and needs should be
fully integrated into the business process
and planning. The purpose of business
strategy becomes how to get the best re-
turn from employees’ energies, knowl-
edge and creativity (CIPD 2009).

The purpose of business strategy
becomes how to get the best return
from employees’ energies, knowl-
edge and creativity.
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Trust as Integral to Psychological
Contract

Valuing psychological contract im-
plies that both employers and employ-
ees should value trust in the relation-
ships. Trust can be conceptualized as a
‘psychological state comprising the
intention to accept vulnerability based
upon positive expectations of the inten-
tions or behaviour of another’ (Rousseau
et al. 1998: 395). Specifically, employ-
ers should pay attention in building
employees’ trust in their organizations.
This means clarifying what is on offer,
meeting commitments, or if necessary,
explaining what has gone wrong and
monitoring employee attitudes on a regu-
lar basis. Non-fulfillment of perceived
obligations diminishes trust by compro-
mising the values of integrity and
benevolence which are important build-
ing blocks of trust (Mayer et al.1995).
Congruence between what has been
promised and what the employees re-
ceive from the organization strengthens
trust in the employee–organization rela-
tionship (Rousseau 1995).

Social Exchange in Psychological
Contract

While reviewing and understanding
the psychological exchange model and
discussing trust, it is important to under-
stand the role of social exchange. Ac-
cording to the social exchange theory, a
precursor for the development of posi-
tive employment relationships is that
parties abide by certain rules of
exchange (Blau 1964). The content of
the exchange process can be purely eco-

nomic (e.g. money, goods and services)
or more social in nature (e.g. informa-
tion, advice and positive regard). If em-
ployees feel as though their outcomes are
less than what they were promised (or
that they are giving more than they are
getting from the organization), they will
restore equity by engaging in negative,
withdrawn and/or counterproductive
behaviors (Restubog et al.  2008).
Research in organizational citizenship
behavior (OCB) suggests that employ-
ees, when treated positively, do more
than what is expected of them through
the formal contractual relationship and
engage in positive acts beneficial to the
organization. For example, Organ’s
(1990: 63), “social exchange interpreta-
tion of organizational OCB”, suggests
that OCB’s provide employees a means
through which they might reciprocate the
positive actions of employers who treat
them well. In other words, social ex-
change theory suggests that employees
are motivated to engage in extra-role
behaviors when they perceive that their
employment relationship is based upon
the foundation of a fair social exchange
(Moorman 1991, Organ 1988, 1990).

Psychological Contract Typology

Transactional Contract vs Rela-
tional Contract: Psychological contracts
can be categorized as either transactional
or relational (Macneil 1985, Rousseau
1995). Transactional contracts are struc-
tured with emphasis on material rewards
that have a short-term duration and rela-
tively narrow in scope. Transactional
contracts contain terms of exchange that
can be given a monetary value, are spe-
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cific, and exist for a limited duration of
time. The essence of the transactional
component of psychological contract can
be expressed as ‘a fair day’s work for a
fair day’s pay’ (Rousseau & Wade-
Benzoni 1994) or as the ‘effort
exchange/effort bargain’, that is, the re-
ciprocal process of exchanging effort for
reward (Marks et al 1998)

Relational contracts are structured
around less tangible rewards. These have
a significant duration often without an
implied end-date and are subject to the
individual party’s beliefs. Relational
contracts contain terms that may not be
easily monetisable, and broadly concern
the relationship between the individual
employee and the organization (Guzzo
& Noonan 1994). This type of contract
can be characterized by a focus on open-
ended relationships and involve consid-
erable investments by employees and
employers.

The relational contract is seen as
more valuable for firms dependent on
employees for their future sustainability
as they are encouraged to contribute their
commitment and loyalty to the
organisation in exchange for their pro-
fessional development (Rousseau &
McLean Parks 1993, Flood et al 2001,
Thompson & Bunderson 2003). Accord-
ing to Sarantinos (2007), organizations
need to strengthen their credibility in
holding a sound transactional deal be-
fore attempting to establish a more long-
term relational deal that requires consid-
erable higher investments in trust and
loyalty. Guzzo and Noonan (1994) sug-
gest a hybrid combination of psychologi-

cal contracts, with both transactional and
relational elements, as it is difficult to
comprehend the employees’ needs many
times. Employees’ needs tend to differ
with the changing times. To avoid con-
flict and confusion, it is pertinent that
the employer is able to understand the
desirable kind of psychological contract
being offered to the employees.

Organizations need to strengthen
their credibility in holding a sound
transactional deal before attempt-
ing to establish a more long-term
relational deal that requires consid-
erable higher investments in trust
and loyalty.

Psychological Contract Breach
(PCB): An important attribute of the
psychological contract is that it is in-
herently perceptual and “exists in the
eye of the beholder” (Rousseau 1995:
6).  Hence i t  becomes essential  to
understand the individual reciprocal ob-
ligation felt and understood by each in-
dividual. Psychological contract breach
occurs when the employee perceives
that the organization has failed to meet
its obligations towards the employee
(Conway & Briner 2005, Rousseau
1995). Breach is a cognitive experience
where employees form judgments re-
garding the level of psychological con-
tract fulfillment. Contract fulfillment is
the opposite of contract breach; a ful-
filled psychological contract indicates
absence of contract breach.

Psychological Contract Violation
(PCV): Psychological contract violation
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refers to ‘the emotional and affective
state that may under certain conditions
follow from the belief that one’s organi-
zation has failed to adequately maintain
the psychological contract’ (Robinson &
Morrison 2000: 230). Psychological
contract violation consists of various
emotions resulting from the fact that
expected outcomes did not eventuate
(e.g., disappointment and frustration)
and, at a deeper level, feelings of be-
trayal, anger, and bitterness due to bro-
ken promises (Morrison & Robinson
1997, Robinson & Morrison 2000).

Psychological contract breach does
not necessarily lead to psychological
contract violation (Morrison & Robinson
1997). Although psychological contract
breach and psychological contract vio-
lation are correlated, previous studies
have shown statistical evidence for the
conceptual distinction (Robinson &
Morrison 2000, Zhao et al. 2007). Re-
searchers have identified two basic
causes of psychological contract viola-
tions: reneging and incongruence
(Morrison & Robinson 1997, Rousseau
1995). Reneging occurs when the orga-
nization knowingly breaks a promise to
the employee, either on purpose or be-
cause of unforeseen circumstances. In
contrast, incongruence occurs when the
employee and the organization have dif-
ferent understandings regarding what the
employee has been promised. Thus, in
violations resulting from incongruence,
the organization believes that it has lived
up to its commitments, but the individual
perceives that the organization has failed
to keep one or more of its promises
(Turnley & Feldman 1999).

Organizational Consequences

Psychological Contract Breach can
seriously damage the employment rela-
tionship. According to Rousseau (1989),
the perception of PCB not only leads to
negative feelings about the unmet expec-
tations associated with specific prom-
ises, but also to more general feelings
about the employee-employer relation-
ship in terms of not being valued and
respected by the employing organization.
The perception of PCB signals to the
employee that the employer is not com-
mitted to him/her, does not value the
employee’s contribution, and may not
intend to continue the employment rela-
tionship (Coyle-Shapiro & Conway
2005). Although it may not be possible
always to avoid breach of the psycho-
logical contract, employees are more
likely to be forgiving when managers
explain what has gone wrong and how
they intend to deal with it. Here, the con-
tract might need to be renegotiated.

The organization believes that it has
lived up to its commitments, but the
individual perceives that the orga-
nization has failed to keep one or
more of its promises.

Psychological contract breach has
been found to be negatively related to a
wide variety of employee workplace at-
titudes and behaviors. For example, PCB
has been found to be negatively related
to job satisfaction (e.g. Robinson &
Rousseau 1994, Tekleab et al. 2005,
Turnley & Feldman 1998), commitment
(e.g. Bunderson 2001, Coyle-Shapiro &
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Kessler 2000, Lester et al. 2002, Raja et
al. 2004), trust (e.g. Robinson 1996), in-
role performance (e.g. Robinson 1996,
Turnley & Feldman 1999), and organi-
zational citizenship behaviors (e.g.
Robinson & Morrison 1995, Turnley &
Feldman 2000, Suazo et al. 2005).
Turnley et al. (2003) found that PCB was
negatively related to two forms of OCB:
(i) OCBs directed at the organization,
and (ii) OCBs directed at individuals in
the organization. PCB has also been
found to lead to increased cynicism (e.g.
Johnson & O’Leary-Kelly 2003), turn-
over (e.g. Bunderson 2001), and inten-
tions to quit (e.g. Raja et al. 2004, Suazo
et al. 2005).

Zhao et al. (2007), in a recent meta-
analysis, employed affective events
theory to explain the relations between
psychological contracts and attitudes
and behaviors. According to affective
events theory, a negative event at the
workplace causes negative emotional
reactions, such as anger or frustration
(Morrison & Robinson 1997, Weiss &
Cropanzano 1996). These emotions
color the cognitive evaluations of one’s
job in such a way that experience of
negative emotions will cause more nega-
tive job attitudes (Thoresen et al. 2003).

Consequences of Psychological
Contract Violation

Studies have also reported negative
effects of psychological contract viola-
tions. Violation of the transactional ob-
ligations of the psychological contract
(e.g., pay, benefits and promotion) re-
sults in a decrease in job satisfaction,

while violation of relational obligations
(e.g. loyalty and support) result in a low-
ering of organizational commitment
(Anderson & Schalk 1998, Guzzo &
Noonan 1994, Robinson et al. 1994,
Rousseau 1990). Low levels of commit-
ment have been associated with in-
creased incidences of absenteeism, tar-
diness and turnover which elevate ex-
penses and lower productivity (Cooper-
Hakim & Viswesvaran 2005, Farrell &
Stamm 1988, Mathieu & Zajac 1990). It
is interesting to note that an empirical
study (Raja et al. 2004) has examined
whether the relationship between psy-
chological contract breach and work-re-
lated outcomes might be mediated by the
employees’ experience of psychological
contract violation. The study found that
psychological contract violation fully
mediated the relationship between psy-
chological contract breach and job sat-
isfaction and intent to quit and partially
mediated the relationship between psy-
chological contract breach and affective
organizational commitment. Morrison
and Robinson (1997) argued that psy-
chological contract violation mediates
the relationship between perceptions of
breach and attitudinal and behavioral
outcomes. The mediating role of viola-
tion can be explained using affective
events theory (Weiss & Cropanzano
1996, Zhao et al. 2007), wherein expe-
riences at work are supposed to evoke
affective reactions that, in turn, influence
attitudes and behaviors.

A major research was conducted
recently in six European countries and
Israel, with data collected from 5288
employees (1981 temporaries and 3307
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permanent employees) working in 202
companies of education, industries and
retail sectors. Results of the study have
shown that some variables had an
important influence on workers’ job sat-
isfaction. Feelings of violation of prom-
ises made by the company reduced the
job satisfaction. Other variables showed
a moderate relationship with job satis-
faction. Workers receiving support from
their supervisor, having high autonomy
at work and promising and fulfilling
more promises to their company show
higher satisfaction. The more promises
made and fulfilled by the employee to
the company, the more committed was
the worker. Intention to quit was strongly
related to violation of employer obliga-
tions and employee prospect variables
(PSYCONES 2006).

Implications for Organizations

Psychological contract breach and
psychological contract violation have
dysfunctional implications for organiza-
tions. Both contract breach and violation
have negative influences on the work
processes which, in turn, can result in
an increase of the number of employees
quitting, a higher staff absence and a
reduced loyalty to the organization
(Turnley & Feldman 2000). Rousseau
(1995) has mentioned four principal
reactions by employees to a perceived
violation:

• Exit implies voluntary termination of
the working relationship either from
the employer who lays off under-per-
forming employees or from employ-
ees who prefer to leave an unreliable
organization.

• Employees and employers can voice
their opinions pertaining to violation
of the contract, which may lead to
an effort to negotiate the violated
parts of the agreement and resolve
potential problems that have arisen
in a constructive fashion.

• Silence signifies a passive response
with no reaction with the hope that
conditions will change to more
favorable terms in the future. How-
ever, in essence, it often ends in per-
petuating the existing relationship.

• Destruction/ Neglect entails either
passive indifference to ones duties
in detriment to the interests of the
organization, or even further, more
active counterproductive behavior.

How an employee actually responds
to a psychological contract violation is
likely to be strongly influenced by the
situational context surrounding that
violation (Turnley & Feldman 1999). An
individual’s response to PCV is likely to
be affected by the quality of the job al-
ternatives available (Rusbult et al. 1998,
Withey & Cooper 1989). Individuals
who can easily find similar employment
elsewhere may be less willing to con-
tinue working for an organization that
cannot be trusted to keep its promises.
In contrast, workers without attractive
alternatives may feel that they have no

Psychological contract breach and
psychological contract violation
have dysfunctional implications for
organizations.
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option but to maintain the existing rela-
tionships with their employers despite
the psychological contract violations
(Rousseau 1995). Robinson & Morrison
(2000) also examine psychological con-
tract violation through the lens of con-
textual influences; they find a significant
increase in violation reports in instances
of low organizational performance, lack
of formal socialization process, lack of
or inappropriate job previews, increased
number of job options/offers (before
choosing the job studied) and in in-
stances where the employee has a his-
tory of psychological contract violation
in previous employments.

Trust in management tends to get
weaker or even lost when psycho-
logical contract is violated.

Another related issue is that of em-
ployees’ trust in the organization and in
organizational leadership. Trust in man-
agement tends to get weaker or even lost
when psychological contract is violated.
Employees feel a sense of betrayal and
anger if they feel their organization has
failed to keep its promises. Thus, the
social exchange between employer and
employee is no longer based on a solid
foundation of trust, which has been
shown to have a number of benefits for
organizations, including positive effects
on attitudes, perceptions, behaviors, and
performance outcomes (Dirks & Ferrin
2001). Social fabric of the organization
gets impacted by the negative behavior
of its employees. It is perhaps due to this
reason that OCB of the employees is
negatively impacted (Suazo et al 2005,

Turnley et al 2003). Empirical evidence
suggests that when employees perceive
an imbalance in the exchange relation-
ship with the employer, wherein the
employee feels that he/she is giving more
than he/she is receiving from the orga-
nization, the employee will reduce his
organizational citizenship behaviors
(Organ 1988, 1990, Organ et al. 2006).

In addition, non-committed employ-
ees may describe the organisation in
negative terms to outsiders, inhibiting
the organisation’s ability to recruit high-
quality employees (Mowday et al. 1982).
It is important to note that transactional
breach was not related to feelings of vio-
lation. In a qualitative study by Herriot,
Manning, and Kidd (1997) it was found
that the relational component of psycho-
logical contract was more frequently
mentioned than was the transactional
component and therefore seemed more
important. Similarly, a recent meta
analysis (Zhao et al. 2007) revealed that
the relationship between relational
breach and job satisfaction, turnover in-
tentions, and organizational citizenship
behaviors was stronger than was the re-
lationship between transactional breach
and these variables. Because of the simi-
larity of the consequences of job dissat-
isfaction, organisational commitment
and psychological contract violations,
Turnley and Feldman (2000) suggest that
satisfaction partially mediates the rela-
tionship between violation and commit-
ment.

Given that the business conditions
facing most firms are continuing to
evolve rapidly, psychological contracts
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must also be flexible enough to allow the
company to adapt (for example, in re-
sponse to changing markets, technology,
etc.). It may also mean that firms need
to be flexible and creative when unex-
pected events or drastic changes cause
losses for employees. Looking for cre-
ative ways to offset such losses (e.g.,
generous severance packages, additional
training, and extensive worker involve-
ment in developing responses to change
pressures) can pay dividends for the firm
by reducing the likelihood that workers
will feel that their psychological con-
tracts have been violated (Rousseau
2004).

Revenge can be a counterproduc-
tive way of coping with perceived
transgressions, as it can lead to fur-
ther retaliation and an escalation of
conflict.

Given the competitive pressures con-
fronting most organizations and the re-
sulting need for organizational changes,
it may not be possible to fulfill every
promise made to a job incumbent
(Robinson & Rousseau 1994, Rousseau
1995). In such circumstances, organiza-
tions should strive to reduce the feelings
of violation by providing adequate ex-
planation for the causes of breach and
redressing the loss to the employee by
other means (Morrison & Robinson
1997). Revenge can be a counterproduc-
tive way of coping with perceived trans-
gressions, as it can lead to further retali-
ation and an escalation of conflict
(Bradfield & Aquino 1999). Managers
can promote trust with their constituents

by expressing recognition, displaying
sensitivity to their needs and concerns,
and establishing effective communica-
tion channels (Handley et al. 2006).

Change management often focuses
on the process. In uncertain times like
ours, it is important to concentrate not
only on the business results (what the
people are able to accomplish), but also
on the people processes (how people
achieve). This might imply adopting a
partnership approach between the em-
ployers and employees. A partnership
would be a means for strengthening the
psychological contract between organi-
zations and employees. Researchers and
employers need to work together to con-
sider how mutuality in psychological
contracts can be formalized and clarified
in ways which lead to a “dual agenda”
of work-personal life integration and
organizational effectiveness (Rapoport
et al 2002). To avoid decreases of trust,
satisfaction, and commitment among
employees, organizations should design
and implement human resource policies
and practices in such a way that psycho-
logical contract breach is prevented. This
can be obtained through realistic job pre-
views (Rousseau 1995), and tailoring
human resource practices to age-related
needs. The psychological contract is
clearly an important ingredient in the
business relationship between employ-
ers and employees and can be a power-
ful determinant of workplace behavior
and attitudes, if handled properly. It is a
new business reality which provides a
potentially fruitful construct with which
to make sense of and explore employ-
ment relationships.
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A Suggested Framework

While the negative implications of
psychological contract breach and viola-
tions have been well reported, the relation-
ship between perceived organisational
obligations and perceived employee
obligations is a research area that needs
further attention. Most of the studies have
focused on only one dimension of the
psychological contract (mostly perceived
organization obligations), hence a more
detailed examination of both aspects of
psychological contract needs to be under-
taken. Psychological contracts are by defi-
nition exchange relationships, and both
sides of the deal need to be researched and
reported on (Freese & Schalk 2008). The
degree of personal importance employees
ascribe to particular benefits and experi-

ences may affect their reactions to prom-
ised and delivered inducements. Future
research on breach and unmet expectations
should explore reactions to inducements
that are rated as more and less important
to employees (Montes & Zweig 2009).
There are other areas too that need to be
addressed in future research. For example,
greater depth of investigation is required
to understand and interpret the role of
more mediating and moderating variables.
One can also examine the nature of psy-
chological contracts in different industries,
especially in the Indian context. Finally,
additional research is needed to determine
factors that exacerbate or attenuate the
impact of PCB on workplace attitudes and
behaviors, and on trust, turnover and re-
tention. A comprehensive framework in-
corporating some of these variables is sug-
gested by the authors in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Suggested Framework for Examining Psychological Contract

It is significant to note that both
transactional and relational elements
are important to understand the impli-
cations of the psychological contract
breach.  Relational contracts were
found to have more significant impact
on the PCB and the PCV. The impor-
tance of relational contract  was also
supported by Herriot, Manning, and
Kidd (1997), who found that the rela-
tional component of the psychological

contract was more frequently men-
tioned than was the transactional com-
ponent and therefore seemed more
important. Similar results were also
found in a meta analysis done by Zhao
et al. (2007), in which it was revealed
that the relationship between relational
breach and job satisfaction, turnover in-
tentions, and organizational citizenship
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behaviors was stronger than was the
relationship between transactional
breach and these variables. These im-
ply that when promises to employees
are broken, the employees are likely to
feel violated and in turn they become
less committed and trustful towards the
organization. And ultimately out of
sheer disenchantment, employees’ in-
tention of leaving the organization gets
strengthened.

Conclusion

Organizations trying to improve
quality or efficiency of employees’ work
by the use of industrial/organizational
psychology can gain a great deal when
taking into consideration the psychologi-
cal contract and its abundant implica-
tions. A strong culture and an effective
psychological contract that are aligned
with the vision and strategy of the com-
pany and honored openly by the organi-
zation can elicit the highest performance
and retention of top talent, thus position-
ing the organization to effectively par-
ticipate in an economic recovery
(Dierking 2009). It is thus necessary to
further examine the role and effect of
psychological contracts in varied indus-
trial settings for better management of
human resources in organizations.
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This paper explores the strength of
association between Organizational
Citizenship Behaviour (OCB) and
social power by using OCB as an
antecedent and the several bases of
social power as criterion variables.
Data were collected by administer-
ing questionnaires to male middle
level executives (N = 250) from
motor cycle manufacturing organi-
sations based in India. Based on a
stepwise multiple regression analy-
sis, OCB was found to be positively
associated with Referent, Expert, and
Intra-Work Reward forms of social
power. Conversely, OCB had a nega-
tive effect on Coercive and Legiti-
mate Power. The implications of the
results are discussed in relation to
the potential benefits of increasing
emphasis on OCB by supervisors as
part of their managerial style in
order to improve his personal effec-
tiveness.

Organisational Citizenship
Behaviour

Traditionally the concept of social
power has been linked with different
forms of influencing strategies be-
tween superiors and subordinates in-
cluding situations engendering reason,
coalition formation, bargaining,
assertiveness, greater authority and
sanction (e.g. Brauer & Bourhis 2006,
Van Dijke & Poppe 2006). Although
power has been viewed as an indepen-
dent variable with outcomes such as
domination, as well as a dependent
variable as is the case with dependency
(Hardy & Clegg 1996), no single pre-
vailing source of social power has
emerged from the literature, suggest-
ing that there are perhaps several ways
of influencing co-worker actions in re-
lation to obedience and conformity. In
general agency, impression manage-
ment and ingratiation are suggested as
potential ways of positively influenc-
ing power and politics in organisations
(Van Dijke & Poppe 2006). In the ab-
sence of prior studies in this area, this
paper explores the strength of associa-
tion between OCB and social power
by using Organisational Citizenship
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Behaviour (OCB) as an antecedent and
the several bases of social power as
criterion variables.

Organisational Citizenship Beha-
viour (OCB) has received increasing
attention by both scholars and practitio-
ners (Howard 1993, Organ & Ryan 1995,
Motowidlo, Borman & Schmit 1997,
LiPine, Hanson, Borman & Motowidlo
2000) as it is thought to contribute indi-
rectly to  organisational development
through the maintenance of it’s social
systems (Organ 1997). The concept of
OCB was first introduced as “A Good
Soldier Syndrome” (Bateman & Organ
1983, Smith, Organ & Near 1983), some-
thing that was considered necessary for
the prosperity and effective functioning
of the organisation. Organ (1988: 4) de-
fines the concept of OCB as “individual
behaviour that is discretionary, not di-
rectly or explicitly recognised by the for-
mal reward system, and that in the ag-
gregate promotes the effective function-
ing of the organisation.” OCB has also
been conceptualised as a core element
of employee performance (Rotundo &
Sackett 2002) which is influenced by
individual attitudinal and dispositional
variables rather than directly by an
employee’s knowledge, skills and abili-
ties (Organ & Ryan 1995, Konovsky &
Organ 1996). According to Podsakoff,
Mackenzie, Paine, & Bachrach (2000)
OCB is a multidimensional construct.
Whilst examining the different types of
citizenship behaviour that have been
identified in the literature, they
categorised them into the following
behaviours: helping, sportsmanship,
organisational loyalty, organisational

compliance, individual initiative, civic
virtue and self-development. In addition
to selected items from the literature, the
present study introduces additional mea-
sures in order to encompass the South
Asian context. Some recent studies dem-
onstrate the positive impact of OCB on
organizationally relevant variables like
personal effectiveness and general health
(e.g. Jain 2009, Jain & Sinha 2008)

Social Power

The relationship of social power and
citizenship behaviour can be identified
from Nietzsche’s (1968) seminal work
on altruistic motive, where the author
proposed human beings as egoistic crea-
tures. Nietzsche (1968) has suggested
that humans can not be truly altruistic
and that the gestures of gift-giving,
claims of love, praise, or indeed nega-
tive acts such as mendaciousness and
physical violence all stem from the same
motive – that is to exert will, or in other
words, power over others.

Power has typically been seen as the
ability to get someone to do something
they normally would not do or even to
get them to do something against their
will  (Dijke & Poppe 2006). In an
organisational setting the concept can be
broadly referred to generally as the in-
fluence to change the actions of others
in some intended fashion (Mowday
1978). Most studies on the concept of
power have been conducted in relation
to observing obedience, conformity,
authority etc, whereby the aim of exer-
cising power would be to reduce any
variability in behaviour, or in other
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words produce the ‘J’ curve of human
conformity characteristic of organi-
sationally determined acts. Allport
(1934) suggested that most people con-
form to social rules, but some people
deviate from the norm. Small deviations
are most common; larger deviations are
atypical. These earlier views however
presented a rather one-dimensional and
negative viewpoint of power. The
present study challenges this perception
and aims to identify ways in which so-
cial power can be beneficial for
organisations by conceptualising it
within an OCB framework.

Most people conform to social rules,
but some people deviate from the
norm.

Several classifications of sources of
power have been proposed by various
social scientists (e.g., French & Raven
1959, Mudler 1971, Brauer & Bourhis
2006). French & Raven’s (1959)
conceptualisation of social power within
five distinct power bases which include
coercive power (manager can mediate
punishment), legitimate power (manager
has the authority to prescribe behaviour),
reward power (manager can mediate re-
wards), referent power (identification
with and attraction to the manager), and
expert power (manager possesses unique
or rare knowledge or skills), is one of
the frameworks most widely used by re-
searchers to study the concept. A wider
review of the literature suggests other
bases of power including information
power (Sengupta 1995) and connection
power (Hersey, Blanchard, & Johnson

2002). Among the above power catego-
ries, coercive power, reward power, le-
gitimate power and perhaps connection
power can be thought to result from the
position one holds in an organisation.
Where as, referent power, information
power and expert power can be consid-
ered as a possession of the personal
qualities (Kumar & Sankaran 2007).
Another classification of differing politi-
cal styles between “institutional” and
“personal power” managers (McClelland
& Burnham 1976) may also be relevant
to power consideration of OCB. Al-
though both kinds of managers seem to
use power effectively, the use of power
by institutional managers however is di-
rected toward collective organizational
goals. Institutional power managers also
have a strong sense of justice and a will-
ingness to sacrifice self interest for the
‘good of the organization’. Personal
power managers on the other hand often
seek and employ power to enhance their
own personal status. While they may in-
spire loyalty and commitment it is to
themselves and not the organization
where their interests lie (Cobb 1986).

Positive Forms of Social Power

Job satisfaction is often studied as a
mediator variable in relation to OCB
(e.g. Bateman & Organ 1983). Some
studies highlight a positive relationship
between job satisfaction and expert and
referent power, and a negative correla-
tion with coercive power (Busch 1980).
Carson, Carson, & Roe (1993) suggest
that expert and referent power are more
strongly correlated with satisfaction with
a supervisor than they are with job sat-
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isfaction. Researchers have also looked
at the relationship between various bases
of power and individual performance
(Student 1968, Ivancevich & Donnelly
1970, Speckman 1979), with suggestions
that expert power, and to a lesser extent
referent power, are seen as positive cor-
relates with individual performance.
Conversely, these studies also indicate
that subordinates consider coercive
power to be a weak reason for improv-
ing performance. It is important to note
here that OCB is conceptualised as a part
of performance considered under the
motivational control of the individual
that is termed ‘contextual performance’
(Griffin, Neal & Neale 2000). As far as
the relationship of social power with
organisational performance is con-
cerned, Sheley & Shaw (1979) found
that the use of reward power by the
leader increases group productivity,
whereas the use of coercive power de-
creases productivity. OCB has also been
highlighted as a predictor of work group
performance and organisational perfor-
mance (e.g., Koys 2001, Walz & Niehoff
2000, Podsakoff, Ahearne & MacKenzie
1997); it is plausible therefore that OCB
may positively predict reward power. In
regard to the relationship of social power
with employee turnover, Student (1968)
reports that an employee’s withdrawal
intentions are negatively related with
their supervisor’s referent power. The re-

lationship of the bases of social power
with outcome variables demonstrate that
reward and referent power, and to some
extent expert power are more important
power bases for organisational function-
ing than coercive, legitimate and infor-
mation power.

The Conceptual Framework

The present research investigates
how OCBs could predict the use of posi-
tive forms of social power rather than
negative forms. Based on findings from
the literature, referent and expert power
are considered personal bases of power
and reward power are considered posi-
tional bases of power. Furthermore, six
power bases are categorized into posi-
tive and negative forms of social power.
The positive forms consist of reward,
referent and expert power, whereas
negative forms of social power com-
prise coercive, legitimate and informa-
tion power.

Definitions of social power imply
the potential for a dependency based re-
lationship (Brauer & Bourhis 2006).
Moreover, if we assume that power is
the function of dependency then we
may also assume that power would be
related to citizenship behaviour as it is
suggested that OCB is directed towards
other colleagues as much as it is to-
wards an organisation. It is also more
likely that the act of citizenship may

The use of reward power by the
leader increases group productivity,
whereas the use of coercive power
decreases productivity.

The act of citizenship may increase
an individual’s capacity to influence
others.
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increase an individual’s capacity to in-
fluence others. It has been proposed that
citizenship behaviours are thought to
improve an organization’s functioning
by “lubricating” its social machinery
(Smith, Organ & Near 1983) and con-
tributes indirectly to the organization
through maintenance of it’s social sys-
tems (Organ 1997). We can therefore
hypothesise that OCB will have a posi-
tive impact on those forms of social
power which are based on positive re-
inforcement, personal ability and skills
such as reward power, expert power and
referent power.

OCB within the Social Network
Framework

Bolino, Turnley and Bloodgood
(2002) argue that OCB helps to create
and develop social capital in organiza-
tions. OCB may therefore enhance one’s
personal and organizational effective-
ness by contributing to the creation of
structural, relational and cognitive forms
of social capital (Nahapiet & Ghosal
1998). Here the structural dimension of
social capital refers to the overall
pattern of relationships found in organi-
zations; the relational dimension of
social capital concerns the nature of con-
nections between individuals in organi-
zations, and the cognitive dimension
concerns the extent to which employees
within a social network share a common
perspective or understanding (Nahapiet
& Ghoshal 1998). Hence OCB may help
in creating an informal network of
relationships by going beyond the task
requirements and expectations of the
job. Indirectly these informal networks

could also help in the successful accom-
plishment of one’s role and responsibili-
ties within an organizational context.

OCB & Social Exchange

Although there is a plethora of re-
search on OCB, progression has been
slow in terms of development of the con-
cept and new insight. Organ’s social ex-
change interpretation of OCB (1988)
seems to have spurred debate by suggest-
ing that supervisor fairness leads to em-
ployee citizenship as a result of the
development of a social exchange rela-
tionship between employees and their
supervisors. When supervisors treat em-
ployees fairly, social exchange and the
norms of reciprocity dictate that employ-
ees reciprocate. Organ (1988) proposes
that OCB may be one likely avenue for
employee reciprocation.

Compared to economic exchange re-
lationships, which are more short term in
nature, social exchange relationships tend
to involve the exchange of socio-emo-
tional benefits (Blau 1964, Organ 1988,
Cropanzano, Rupp, Mohler & Schminke
2001). They are associated with close
emotional attachment, informal, personal
and more transparent obligations. When
individuals form social exchange rela-
tionships with their working organiza-
tions, they tend to demonstrate improved
job performance, enhanced OCB and
weaker turnover intentions (e.g. Wayne,
Shore & Liden 1997, Hendrix, Robbins,
Miller & Summers 1998).

As evidence indicates that not all
forms of social power are equally rel-
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evant for the effective functioning of the
organisation, with some forms of power
identified as rather more significant for
positive outcomes. We assume that OCB
could positively predict these more de-
sirable forms of social power through the
possibility that individuals who possess
high levels of citizenship behaviour may
strengthen their social networks and ex-
change relationships within the organi-
zation. This in turn could lead to these
members consciously or unconsciously
gaining more informal social power
(Pfeffer 1992). For example, they may
frequently be approached by others for
assistance with personal or professional
problems and during the process of help-
ing others or working more favourably
with the organisation, their co-workers
and supervisors might appreciate and
trust them even more (Krackhardt &
Hanson 1993). As a result, involvement
in OCB may therefore be perceived as a
positive influence on the overall reputa-
tion of these citizens within the
organisation. Fiol, O’Connor, & Aguinis
(2001) suggest that over a period of time,
individuals develop consistent percep-
tions regarding the power of others and
that the power of reputation leads to pre-
dictable behaviours within specific con-
texts. In a similar fashion, OCB may also
be conceptualised as a possible base of
social power by increasing the reputa-
tion of good citizens, as other organi-
sational members identify with and feel
attracted to them for fulfilment of their
needs. Managerial reputation contributes
significantly to subordinate perceptions
of legitimate, referent, and expert power
(Gioia & Sims 1983). Moreover, French
& Raven (1959) developed the notion of

referent power to characterise the influ-
ence that one person has over another
based on attraction and identification. It
may be argued that individuals with a
stronger reputation possess greater ref-
erent power due to other individuals’
attraction to them and desire to identify
with them. Similarly, others may reco-
gnise good citizens as the source of ref-
erent, reward and expert power while
taking help in personal or professional
problems.

Thus social networks and social ex-
change may increase the involvement in
OCB towards other employees and the
organization generally, which may in
turn help in creating further bases for
more desirable forms of social power.
Based on this analysis, we hypothesise
that:

Hypothesis 1: OCB will have a positive
impact on positive forms of social power,
i.e., Referent, Expert, and Reward
Power.

Hypothesis 2: OCB will have a negative
impact on negative forms of social power
i.e., Legitimate, Coercive and Informa-
tion Power.

Method

Participants & Procedure: The
sample consisted of 250 middle-level
male executives from four private sec-
tor motorcycle manufacturing plants
located in North India. The manufac-
turing sector in India is dominated by
male workers, thus the absence of fe-
male employees from this research. The
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participants were chosen randomly
from departments within each organi-
sation. All employees were in the 25-
45 years age group, had spent at least
one year in the same organisation, and
almost all of them were married and had
a graduate degree or diploma in engi-
neering.

Potential participants were provided
the background information prior to
being asked to participate in the study.
All questionnaires were in English, but
were adapted to suit the Indian cultural
context through exploratory factor
analysis on newly developed items and
other measures borrowed from the lit-
erature. As the data were collected by
administering questionnaires mainly
during office hours and with the consent
of employer and employee representa-
tives, the response rate was above 80%.
Reasons such as busy schedules were
given by those who could not respond
to the questionnaire.

Measures: A questionnaire survey
was used to obtain data on the variables
included in the study. Apart from the
newly constructed items, OCB was mea-
sured by using existing items from the
work of Bateman & Organ (1983),
Smith, Organ & Near (1983), Organ
(1988), Van Dyne, Graham & Dienesch
(1994), Moorman & Blakely (1995), and
Chattopadhayay (1999); social power
was measured with Singh-Sengupta’s
(1995) 40-item scale. All questionnaire
survey items were rated on a 5-point
Likert type scale ranging from 1 (true to
almost no extent) to 5 (true to a very
great extent).

Results of Factor Analysis

Responses on both the variables
were subjected to exploratory factor
analysis to identify the validity and
reliability of the questionnaires in the
present Indian work context. Before
administering stepwise multiple regres-
sion analysis to test the predictability of
OCB in predicting the bases of social
power, all questionnaires were subjected
to exploratory factor analysis.

The factor analysis results are based
on principal factoring with iterations
and oblique rotations using the SPSS-
X statistical analysis package program.
The criterion of factor loadings equal
to greater than .30 with no cross-load-
ings on other factors and Cronbach’s
alpha reliability coefficient equal to or
greater than .70 (Nunally 1978) was
used for the purpose of identifying valid
and reliable scales. The brief descrip-
tion of factors extracted by factor analy-
sis is as follows.

Form 1: Organizational Citizenship
Behavior: The OCB questionnaire
yielded eleven significant factors upon
factor analysis. The first factor, Emo-
tional Support (ES, á = .88), is measured
through items like, “I make myself avail-
able to my co-workers to discuss any per-
sonal or professional problems they may
be facing”. The second factor, Concern
for Organizational Resources (COR, á =
.83), is measured through items like, “I
conduct personal business on company”.
The third factor, Conservation of Time
(CT, á = .70), is measured through items
like, “I do not spend time in extra con-
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versation”. The fourth factor, Organiza-
tional Pride (OP, á= .76), is measured
through items like, “I show pride when
representing the organization in public”.
The fifth factor, Work Mindedness (WM,
á = .71), is measured through items like,
“I produce highest quality of work,
regardless of circumstances”. The sixth
factor, Civic Virtue (CV, á = .71), is mea-
sured through items like, “I utilize some
creative means to complete my job effec-
tively”. The seventh factor, Social and
Functional Participation (SFP, á = .84),
is measured through items like, “I keep
well informed where opinion might ben-
efit the organization”. The eighth factor,
Altruism (ALT, á  = .75), is measured
through items like, “I go out of my way
to help co-workers with work related
problem”. The ninth factor, Sportsman
Spirit (SPO, á = .70), is measured through
items like, “I always find fault with what
the organization is doing”. The tenth fac-
tor, Individual Initiative (INI, á = .79), is
measured through items like, “I encour-
age others to try new and more effective
ways of doing their jobs”. The eleventh
factor, Generalized Compliance (GC, á
= .70), is measured through items like, “I
give advance notice if unable to come”.
Although the literature highlights seven
dimensions of OCB (Podsakoff et al.
2000), the reasons for achieving 11-di-
mensions may be related to cultural varia-
tions in the construct of OCB within the
present study. However, the factor struc-
ture very much resembles the work done
by Bateman and Organ (1983), Smith,
Organ and Near (1983), Organ (1988),
Van Dyne, Graham and Dienesch (1994),
Moorman and Blakely (1995) and
Chattopadhayay (1999).

Form 2: Social Power. This scale
yielded seven significant factors upon
factor analysis. The first factor, Work
Reward Power (IWRP, á  = .83), is mea-
sured through items like, “I praise them
verbally for their good performance”.
The second factor, Coercive Power
(CP, á  = .89), is measured through
items like, “I write adverse confiden-
tial reports of those who work unsat-
isfactorily”. The third factor, Informa-
tion Power (IP, á  = .89), is measured
through items like, “I know the inter-
nal politics of the head office”. The
fourth factor,  Extra-Work Reward
Power (EWRP, á  = .81), is measured
through items like, “I get extra work
from them by providing light refresh-
ment once in a while”. The fifth fac-
tor, Legitimate Power (LP, á  = .77), is
measured though items like, “I make
them recognize my authority”. The
sixth factor, Referent Power (RP, á  =
.89), is measured though items like,
“My non-managerial staff knows that
I  l ike them”.  The seventh factor,
Expert Power (EP, á  = .86), is mea-
sured through items like, “I prove my
knowledge and skills as and when re-
quired”.  Singh-Sengupta’s  (1995)
study originally identified a six factor
structure to social power. However,
seven factors were identified in the
present study due to two factors relat-
ing to reward power - namely, Intra-
Work Reward Power and Extra-Work
Reward Power. The intra-work reward
power is more intrinsic in nature where
as extra-work reward power is more
extrinsic. Only 1 item was dropped be-
cause of factor loading below .30.
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Results

The results based on correlation and
regression analysis demonstrate a sig-
nificant relationship between OCB and
social power. The descriptive statistics
(mean, standard deviation and correla-
tions) pertaining to all the main variables
in this study appear in Table 1. The re-
sults of descriptive statistics show that

OCB and social power were significantly
correlated and OCB had a significant re-
lationship.

The stepwise multiple regression
was performed to see the impact of dif-
ferent forms of OCB on bases of social
power. This analysis is done to see how
OCB dimensions predict positive forms
of social power.

Table 2: Summary of Stepwise Multiple Regression Analysis with Dimensions of Organisational
Citizenship Behaviour (OCB) Predicting the Dimensions of Social Power

No. Predictor Variables
(Dimensions of OCB) Criterion Variables b t p Adj.

(exact)  R2

1 Emotional Support Intra-Work Reward Power .34 5.75 .001 .35
2 Civic Virtue Coercive Power -.15 -2.37 .02 .02

3 Sportsman Spirit Legitimate Power -.19 -3.30 .001 .12
4 Civic Virtue Referent Power .30 5.19 .001 .34
5 Emotional Support Expert Power .36 5.76 .001 .36

Table 2 shows that OCB is an
important construct for predicting Intra-
Work Reward Power, Referent Power, and
Expert Power positively. OCB had ex-
plained around 35 per cent of the variance
in positive forms of social power. The re-
sults are consistent with the hypothesis (1)
that OCB will predict positive forms of
social power positively. Conversely, con-
firming hypothesis (2), OCB also had a
negative impact on coercive and legitimate
powers which were considered as nega-
tive forms of social power.

Discussion

The present study proposes the con-
struct of OCB as an alternative base for

positive forms of social power. The
regression results are consistent with our
hypotheses. Referent, Expert, and Re-
ward (intra-work) power were positively
predicted by different dimensions of
OCB. However, Legitimate and Coer-
cive Power were negatively predicted by
OCB, and Information Power did not
show a significant relationship with any
dimension of OCB.

This research facilitates further
clarification of the role of OCB as an
antecedent variable in enhancing the use
of positive forms of social power and
reducing negative forms of social power.
Our results suggest that Emotional Sup-
port has emerged as the salient positive
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predictor of Intra-Work Reward Power
and Expert Power. This may be due to
the possibility that when supervisors
provide emotional support to subordi-
nates who are facing personal or profes-
sional problems, then the situation may
give rise to the development of a posi-
tive base for increasing their Intra-Work
Reward Power and Expert Power. Emo-
tional support for other employees also
helps in enhancing one’s power base to
reward others for their expertise in a
given area of work.

Our results suggest that the Civic
Virtue dimension of OCB has a positive
impact on Referent Power. However, it
also has a negative impact on Coercive
Power. It may be that supervisor Refer-
ent Power is based on possession of
socially desirable personal traits. There-
fore, when people think positively and
perform well for their organisation by
doing tasks beyond their normal duties
then it is likely that they will be appre-
ciated and admired by others for their
virtues. Additionally, it may be consid-
ered quite logical to think that Civic Vir-
tue will also reduce the use of Coercive
Power since Coercive Power is based on
the domination over others by the fear
of punishment, while OCB is based on
volunteerism, good will and positive
attitude towards the organisation and its
members. OCB could be a factor in
discouraging the use of authoritarian
leadership and may encourage the use
of more democratic management styles.
OCB could also make employees more
willing and proactive in accepting the
rules and regulations of the organisation,
and create a positive social context of

work in which employees are able to
contribute with more ease and comfort.

OCB within this context could be
categorised as a tool for empowering
others. The Sportsman Spirit dimension
of OCB was identified by this research
as a negative predictor of Legitimate
Power. It may be that a Sportsman Spirit
can motivate employees to tolerate nui-
sance or within the work place includ-
ing the acceptance of others’ strength
and weaknesses. As we are unlikely to
find a completely ideal organisation, we
can possibly be more satisfied at work
when we begin to accept all kinds of
nuisances. An environment where there
is high acceptance may discourage the
use of individual positional power. On
the other hand some professionals who
are regularly involved in dealing with
others who are experiencing stress, strain
or burnout may personally, socially or
organizationally be more effective when
they enjoy a minimum amount of social
power. Otherwise they may be at the risk
of a health hazard over a period of time
due to feelings of powerlessness in a
social system.

The present work has some limita-
tions that require consideration. Apart
from the cross-sectional design of the
study which makes it impossible to as-
certain causal relationships, the use of
self-reported measures of OCB and
social power may cause desirability bias
on the part of respondents. Moreover, the
cultural context of this study may also
limit the generalisation of our findings,
particularly as the research did not in-
clude female participants in the sample.
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Notwithstanding the need for a more
global perspective in organisational psy-
chology (Gelfand, Leslie & Fehr 2008),
in conducting a study of power, particu-
larly within a specific cultural context,
we must highlight the potential influence
of cultural dimensions such as power
distance, uncertainty avoidance, indi-
vidualism and masculinity on self report
measures (Hofstede &  McCrare 2004).
We suggest that additional methods are
adopted in future with a focus on a wider
cultural context. Future research in the
area should also endeavour to compare
OCB with other influencing strategies
such as impression management and
ingratiation for a more comprehensive
examination of the OCB-power hypoth-
esis. The relevance of the concept of
social power may also be studied on
other variables of organisational inter-
ests like general health, reputational
effectiveness and job satisfaction within
the same framework. Fundamentally,
‘reputation’ should be tested as a media-
tor variable between OCB and social
power as it is possible that OCB may
have a greater influence on social power
through other such mediators.

The concept of power is generally
perceived negatively by organisational
members, with individuals who endeav-
our to develop power in organisations
considered to be “politicians and/or ma-
nipulators”. This study advances the
research in both the areas of OCB and
social power by viewing the concept
through a more positivistic approach to
influence within organisations. In our
approach with OCB, we have focussed
on individuals who are committed and

hard working citizens but do not possess
power (perceived as powerless by oth-
ers). The fact that these people contrib-
ute wholeheartedly to the system and as
a result enjoy Referent, Expert and
Intra-Work Reward Power, suggests that
OCB may be considered a potential
source of social power

Summary

Based on our analysis it appears in-
dividuals who possess high levels of
OCB are more likely to be a part of an
informal structure, and have their own
social network within organisations.
Their colleagues may perceive them as
key members of the organisation, due to
their persistent belief in strengthening
and empowering others. It could be ar-
gued from an idealistic perspective that
power should be used to empower oth-
ers for developing organisational excel-
lence. Within the current employment
climate, where organisations are facing
global challenges and competition, the
key is to retain good organisational citi-
zens who are likely to put their
organisation “first” and who make sac-
rifices of their personal interests for the
sake of wider organisational interests.
OCBs may well help to develop manag-
ers who have the institutional power to
implement transformational cultural
change and impart justice and equity in
organizations. As this research highlights
the positive aspects of organisational
behaviour and in particular OCB in cre-
ating a healthier workplace, we suggest
that i t  would be advantageous for
organisations to gain a further under-
standing of the main dimensions of OCB.
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The psychological climate of the
workplace is viewed as one of the
most important environmental
factors affecting an individual’s
workplace attitudes. At the same
time, a favourable climate in the
absence of commitment can be a
source of misuse of workplace free-
dom by individuals. The present
paper attempts to examine the
mediating role played by affective
commitment between psychological
climate and organizational citizen-
ship behaviour. Data for the
present study were collected from
manufacturing as well as service
sector organizations all over India.
The results and their theoretical
and practical implications are
discussed in detail.

Native Mores & Behavioural Aspects
of Business

The increasing global spread of busi-
ness and the greater participation of
multi-national corporations (MNCs) in
developing markets call for focusing at-
tention towards management practices in
different parts of the world (Budhwar
2003, Napier & Vu 1998). It is neces-
sary to examine the cultural factors that
affect the behavioural features of mana-
gerial effectiveness in the organizational
context (Biswas 2006). This viewpoint
is further corroborated by an earlier
study by Zucher (1968) wherein it is
mentioned that in a cross-cultural con-
text it is necessary to study behavioural
constructs especially with the continu-
ous growth of worldwide commercial
operations.

With reference to India in particu-
lar, it was observed that its national cul-
ture has a rich heritage which is helpful
in clarifying different human actions.
These cultural facets are deeply in-
grained in the individual psyche and are
relevant in positive cognition and affect
of individuals at the workplace (Rao &
Abraham 2003). The indigenous culture
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of India has been quick to accept alien
customs and mores while preserving its
distinctive values and rules (Biswas et
al. 2006). This has established the Indian
social order as a classic example of the
oriental world. In terms of socio-cultural
ethos therefore, India stands as a leader
in establishing the norms and practices
that dominate managerial practices in the
contemporary borderless business envi-
ronment (Ralston, Holt, Terpstra & Kai-
Cheng 1997). In a cross-cultural frame-
work, the above discussion indicates that
the stature of India is quite elevated in
the global socio-economic map. Varma,
Budhwar, Biswas & Toh (2005) noted
that India’s traditional cultural systems
are acting as fulcrum of the South East
Asian business environment.

India’s traditional cultural systems
are acting as fulcrum of the South
East Asian business environment.

England and Lee (1974) noted that
during periods of environmental turmoil,
societies in emergent economies such as
India tend to follow a path that leads to
stability. This further implies that in a
bid to maintain internal homogeneity and
acclimatize to the external changes,
society focuses on retaining certain
behavioural aspects that are indigenous
and at the same time give way to a
certain level of novelty. Given that or-
ganizations operate within the domain of
societal norms and values, it is evident
that behavioural aspects of managing
organizations call for further study. The
present study examines the interrelation-
ship between three behavioural con-

structs namely, psychological climate,
affective commitment, and organiza-
tional citizenship behaviour. More spe-
cifically, the present study investigates
the causal impact of psychological
climate on organizational citizenship
behaviour through affective commitment
which acts as the mediator.

Theoretical Background

Before the introduction of the New
Economic Policy (NEP) in 1991, the
Indian business environment was dis-
cernible through the dominance of firms
in the manufacturing sector. These firms,
whether public or private, were usually
large organizations and were marked by
mechanistic processes and rigid prac-
tices (Biswas & Varma 2007). In fact,
firms belonging to the service sector
such as, educational institutions,
healthcare organizations, and media and
communications were basically owned
by the state. This was a direct conse-
quence of Nehruvian welfare philosophy
that emphasized pluralistic utilitarian-
ism. The fall out of such a socio-politi-
cal arrangement was the lack of empha-
sis on individual behavioural aspirations
(Varma et al 2005). Thus, t i l l  the
privatization of the Indian economy in
the early 1990s, Indian organizations
were extremely bureaucratic and were
characterized by one-way flow of deci-
sion making from the top to the bottom.
Indeed, Hofstede (2001) observed that
such managerial philosophies and prac-
tices are not uncommon in social
cultures that are dominated by collectiv-
ism and high power distance norms. With
liberalization of the Indian business
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environment, managerial practices espe-
cially those related to cognitive and
affective facets of individual employees
at the workplace underwent major alter-
ations. Human resource (HR) practices
in Indian firms have experienced a sea
change, as contemporary HR policies
and practices are designed in a manner
that promotes individual involvement
on-the-job and encourages extra-role
behaviour in addition to the in-role
behaviour of employees (Biswas 2006,
Budhwar & Khatri 2001, Pattnaik &
Biswas 2005).  As Biswas and Varma
(2007: 666) observed: “HR practices in
India are increasingly geared towards
improving the way individual employ-
ees perceive their day-to-day working
environment, or the way they perceive
the psychological climate [italics added]
in the workplace”.

Thus, to understand the group of ac-
tions in relation to the administration of
members of an organization, the appro-
priate literature recommends an investi-
gation of those variables that are related
to an individual’s acuity a propos their
immediate workplace atmosphere based
on their everyday experiences
(Schneider 1975, Strutton, Pelton, &
Lumpkin 1993). It is worth noting here
that the relevant literature recommend
the examination of psychological cli-

mate as a primary antecedent of a vari-
ety of individual-level outcomes such as
affective commitment, job involvement,
and organizational citizenship behaviour
(James, James, & Ashe 1990, Parker,
Baltes, Young, Huff, Altmann, Lacost &
Roberts 2003, Woodard, Cassill, & Herr
1994). This paper seeks to empirically
inspect these theoretical suggestions in
the context of the commitment of a
person at the work place, revealed in a
variety of behaviour such as obligation
to his/her organization, his/her immedi-
ate workgroup, or to another individual
at office (Meyer & Allen 1997). The cur-
rent study conceptualizes affective com-
mitment as an attitude borne out of an
individual’s awareness about his/her
daily work settings and the extent to
which he/she is devoted to his/her
employing organization (Blau & Boal,
1987, Porter, Steers, Mowday & Boulian
1974). In fact, affective commitment is
one of the three factors along with
normative and continuance commitment
that makes up the higher-order construct
of organizational commitment (Meyer &
Allen 1997).

Affective commitment has been
stated in literature to be linked with the
variables that pertain to individual char-
acter of employees such as attachment to
job and other role-related issues like job
characteristics, professional behaviour,
and work experiences (Hrebiank & Alutto
1972, Koch & Steers1978, Morris &
Koch1979, Steers 1977, Welsh & Le Van
1981). Of all the frequent consequences
of affective commitment, job involvement
and organizational citizenship behaviour
have received extensive consideration in

With liberalization of the Indian
business environment, managerial
practices especially those related to
cognitive and affective facets of in-
dividual employees at the work-
place underwent major alterations.
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the relevant literature (Hom, Katerberg,
& Hulin 1979, Ibrahim & Rue 1994,
Mathieu & Zajac 1990, Meyer & Allen
1986, O’Reilly & Chatman 1986, Smith,
Organ, & Near 1983, Tett & Meyer 1993,
Williams & Anderson 1991).

Apart from extrinsic returns,
intrinsic rewards induce employees
to improve their performance to a
great extent.

The literature reviewed for the
present study suggested that apart from
extrinsic returns, intrinsic rewards in-
duce employees to improve their perfor-
mance to a great extent (Deckop, Man-
gel & Cirka 1999). However, when or-
ganizations target enhancement of effec-
tiveness as well as efficiency, they call
for their affiliates to bear certain extra-
role responsibilities over and above their
in-role actions (Smith et al. 1983). These
extra-role responsibilities are considered
as those which are not stated overtly in
their job descriptions. At the same time,
the accomplishment of these tasks does
not result in any individual gratuity.

Studies indicate that such extra-role
behaviour displayed by individuals con-
tribute favourably towards overall busi-
ness efficacy (Deckop et al. 1999, Smith
et al. 1983). Conceptually, citizenship
behaviour displayed by organizational
members reflects these extra-role activi-
ties, that is, responsibility undertaken by
individuals beyond what is officially
selected for them (Netemeyer, Boles,
McKee & McMurrian 1997).

On the basis of the above discussion,
the following hypotheses were tested
(Figure 1 presents the conjectured
model):

H1: An individual’s perception of the
PC will have a significant and positive
influence on his/her affective commit-
ment towards his/her employing organi-
zation.

H2: The level of an individual’s af-
fective commitment will have a signifi-
cant positive impact on his/her OCB.

H3: Affective commitment will sig-
nificantly mediate the relationship be-
tween PC and OCB.

 

Psychological  
Climate 

Affective 
Commitment 

Organizational 
Citizenship 
Behaviour 

H1 
H2 

H3 

Fig, 1: The Conceptual Model
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Data Collection

The respondents involved in the
study were executives/managerial cadre
employees from different organizations.
Data were collected from a total of 357
participants through a survey question-
naire.  A covering letter describing the
reasons of the study was attached with
each questionnaire. This letter gave
details about the voluntary and anony-
mous nature of the study.  Participants
were assured that the responses would
be used only for research purpose. The
questionnaires, when completed, were
returned to the researcher via mail.

Sample

Of the 357 participants, 180 (50.42
per cent) belonged to the manufacturing
sector while 177 (49.58 per cent)
belonged to service sector.  While 83.9
per cent of the survey participants were
males, 16.1 per cent were females. The
average age of participants was 36.9
years.  The average weekly hour spent
by the participants at work was 52.4, and
their average years of work experience
was 10.7.  Finally, 7.3 per cent of those
surveyed belonged to senior manage-
ment, 35.6 per cent were from middle
management, and 57.1 per cent reported
working at junior management levels.

Measures

Psychological climate was calcu-
lated using the Psychological Climate
Measure (Brown & Leigh 1996) com-
prising six factors namely, supportive
management, role clarity, contribution,

recognition, self-expression, and chal-
lenge and included 21 items. The reli-
ability measure of this scale was found
to be .90.

Affective commitment was measured
using the eight items (Meyer & Allen
1997). The reliability coefficient of this
scale was .82.

OCB was measured using 16 items
(Moorman 1993) out of which four
measured conscientiousness, another
four courtesy, three altruism, and five
civic virtue. The Cronbach’s alpha of this
scale was .81.

Data Analysis Technique

The Statistical Package for Social
Science version 10.0 (SPSS 10.0) and
the Analysis of Moments Structure
(AMOS 4.0) were used to analyze the
data. The statistical analyses that were
conducted included a measurement and
a structural equation model (SEM). The
path model based on the hypotheses
emerging out of the review of literature
was subjected to structural equation
analysis and fit tests. Apart from the re-
gression analysis, a variety of statistics
including the normed Chi-square (÷2/
d.f.), goodness-of-fit, centrality param-
eters, and normed-fit-indices as provided
by AMOS 4.0 (Arbuckle & Wothke
1999) were utilized to achieve the re-
sults.

Results

Table 1 presents the means, standard
deviations, correlations, and reliability
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indices for the key variables of the study.
The key variables were significantly cor-
related; psychological climate and affec-

tive commitment (r = .38, p = .01); and
affective commitment and organizational
citizenship behaviour (r = .33, p = .01).

Table 1: Descriptive statistics and Correlation Matrix (N=357)

Mean S.D. 1 2 3

1. Psychological climate 3.65 .53 (.90)

2. Affective commitment 3.52 .64 .38* (.82)

3 Organizational citizenship behaviour 3.45 .49 .44* .33* (.81)

*p=.01
Values in parentheses are reliability indices (Cronbach’s alpha)

In order to examine the causal link-
ages, multiple regression analyses were
conducted on the variables.  Table 2
shows the standardized regression esti-
mates between the key constructs.  Af-
fective commitment was significantly
influenced by psychological climate
(standardized β = .64, p ≤ .01). Affec-
tive commitment significantly and posi-
tively influenced organizational citizen-

ship behaviour (standardized β = .54, p
≤ .01).

Affective commitment was signifi-
cantly influenced by psychological
climate Affective commitment
significantly and positively influ-
enced organizational citizenship
behaviour.

Table 2: Regression Estimates

Standardized
β C.R. Remarks

Psychological climate ◊ affective
commitment .64* 7.90 H1 accepted
Affective commitment à organizational
citizenship behaviour .54* 7.22 H2 accepted

* P≤≤≤≤≤.01

In order to calculate the fit indices
that explained the relationship between
the hypothesized paths among the latent
constructs, AMOS 4.0 SEM procedures
(Arbuckle & Wothke 1999) was used.
The present study used the maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) algorithm
to determine the fit indices.  The Good-
ness-of-Fit Index (GFI) and the Root

Mean Square Error of Approximation
(RMSEA) were reported as the absolute
fit measures.   According to Byrne (2001)
absolute fit measures should be used for
comparison of the hypothesized model
in the absence of any other model. The
other measures which were also
reported were the Tucker-Lewis Index
(TLI) and the Comparative Fit Index
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(CFI). These indices indicated a com-
parison between the hypothesized model
and the model with maximum con-
straints. Finally, the normed chi-square
value was also used as an acceptable
measure of fit.

Table 3 shows the fit measures of the
proposed model. For the model as de-

picted in Figure 1, the normed χ2 value
is 2.59.  The GFI is .87.  The TLI is equal
to .86, the NFI value is .82, and the CFI
value is .88. With the threshold value of
RMSEA being 0.07, the value of
RMSEA for the proposed model is 0.07.
Finally, the AGFI and the PGFI values
are equal to .83 and .69 respectively, thus
confirming a good fit of the model.

Table 3: Fit Indices

Normed ÷2 GFI TLI NFI CFI AGFI PGFI RMSEA

Proposed Model 2.59 .87 .86 .82 .88 .83 .69 .07

Independent Model 12.67 .37 .00 .00 .00 .31 .34 .18

Mediator Analysis

The history of mediator analysis is
quite long and significant in the area of
social science research (Alwin & Hauser
1975, West & Wicklund 1980). In this
article, mediator analysis followed the
guidelines proposed by Baron & Kenny
(1986) and MacKinnon, Warsi & Dwyer
(1995). With the aim of placing affec-
tive commitment as the mediator vari-
able, the following two conditions were
taken into account:

(i) whether the direct path from the an-
tecedent to the consequents were

greater than the paths under the con-
dition of mediation; and,

(ii) whether the direct path from the
predictors to the criteria under the
mediated condition was significant.

Since condition (i) was negative and
condition (ii) was positive, the results
showed that affective commitment is a
full mediator between the predictor, i.e.
psychological climate and the criterion
variable, i.e. organizational citizenship
behaviour. These results are presented
in Table 4.

Table 4: Analysis of Affective Commitment as a Mediator

Whether (direct path) Whether (direct path under Results of the
> (direct path under mediated condition) mediator analysis

mediated condition)?  is significant?

Psycholgical
climate → affective NO YES Affective commitment
commitment→organi- is a full mediator
zational citizenship
behaviour
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Discussion & Conclusion

The results established the relation-
ships between psychological climate as
the antecedent of organizational citizen-
ship behaviour mediated by affective
commitment. This implies that positive
perception by an individual of his/her
day-to-day work environment leads to a
greater attachment with his/her organi-
zation. Given that affective commitment
is an affect related component of an
individual’s attitude, acceptance of the
second hypothesis serve as an empirical
support for the premises which argue
that contemporary HR managers must
give due weightage to the emotional fall-

retical statement that emotional connec-
tion to one’s organization charges up an
individual to carry out activities that are
not formally required of him/her.

Finally, analysis of affective com-
mitment as a mediator variable and the
results obtained thereof (Table 4) has its
own theoretical reinforcements. It shows
that mere provision of an encouraging
day-to-day work environment may or
may not translate into higher levels of
job involvement or display of affirma-
tive citizenship behaviour by an indi-
vidual employee. It  is only when
individual employees perceive that the
psychological climate is sympathetic
enough for him/her to be committed to
his/her organization that such favourable
individual-level outcomes can be ex-
pected.

The results of this study are not with-
out implications for the practicing man-
agers especially those who are concerned
with the human resource functions in an
organization. Firstly, managers should
note that they should provide such a
daily working environment to their em-
ployees that the latter does not feel
cognitively or affectively cramped in
discharging his/her duties. This can be
done by providing ample scope for indi-
viduals to express themselves at their
workplace. Secondly, managers should
also observe whether the provision of an
encouraging psychological climate is
contributing to an individual’s affective
commitment. In the absence of a trans-
formation of a positive psychological
climate into a greater affective commit-
ment, there exists a possibility of mis-

The results of the study proved that
affective commitment is a positive
antecedent of organizational citi-
zenship behaviour.

outs of HR policies and practices as this
can have important bearing on employee
performance which in turn will reflect
upon increased organizational efficacy.
Moreover, as an individual’s work lies
within the broader framework of orga-
nizational activities, the acceptance of
the second hypothesis further corrobo-
rates the theoretical presumption that an
individual’s attachment to his/her work-
place as reflected by his/her level of af-
fective commitment will complimenta-
rily influence the degree to which he/she
is involved in his/her job. The results of
the study proved that affective commit-
ment is a positive antecedent of organi-
zational citizenship behaviour. This
again is a testimony to the earlier theo-
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use of workplace freedom by the em-
ployees. Finally, managers should under-
stand that for an employee who is com-
mitted to his/her organization, it is
important that his/her immediate work
settings are valuable to him/her to the
extent that it reduces his/her cognitive
and affective dissonance. Reduction of
cognitive dissonance will lead to higher
levels of job involvement, whereas lesser
the level of emotional dissonance, higher
will an individual exhibit his/her citizen-
ship behaviour.

In the absence of a transformation
of a positive psychological climate
into a greater affective commit-
ment, there exists a possibility of
misuse of workplace freedom by the
employees.

Implications for HR Management

Management in India is currently in
a dynamic state (Agarwala 2003). This
study has some pointers for human re-
source management in India vis-à-vis the
indigenous culture of the country. Firstly,
the study underlines the fact that man-
agers should endeavour to maintain the
worker’s self respect and dignity and not
merely allocate work to him/her. This is
in keeping with the normative ethics pro-
pounded by Indian philosophy. Sec-
ondly, the Indian sense of spirituality
which highlights shraddha  (faith),
santosha (contentment), kshama (control
of mind), and dama (control of senses)
are essential for the development of
managerial ethos and the basis for prag-
matic human resource practices (Mathur

2001). By establishing an interrelation-
ship between the key variables, this
study underlines the need for consider-
ing these basic sanskara (cultural mo-
res) to achieve samadhanamental (equi-
librium).

Thirdly, the nebulousness of the con-
temporary business environment in India
requires that managers look for employee
motivation in tools that are social, inter-
personal, or even spiritual (Sparrow &
Budhwar 1997). This study offers a start-
ing point for Indian HR practitioners in
the sense that it emphasizes some affec-
tive constructs which they need to de-
velop and practice for enhanced perfor-
mance of their subordinates.

Finally, the Indian workplace is an
extension of the social and filial network
for an average Indian employee where
significant decisions are influenced more
by interpersonal affinities than by task
requirements (Sinha & Sinha 1990,
Kanungo & Mendonca 1994, Sharma
1984). In the light of this characteriza-
tion of the Indian workplace scenario
this study has offered the basic indica-
tors for effective HR intervention for the
Indian practitioner.

It is worth noting that the perceptual
change of managerial viewpoint as dis-
cussed above was derived not only from
the turbulence of the business environ-
ment caused by global competitors en-
tering the Indian market, but also due to
the changing profile of the average In-
dian employee. These shifting paradigms
of HR management practices in India
have necessitated that managers start
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anticipating human resource require-
ments and plans keeping in mind not
only the present expectations of a poten-
tial applicant, but also his/her possible
future aspirations vis-à-vis the organi-
zation’s capability to fulfil them. These
are issues that have made talent manage-
ment, employer branding, and employee
engagement matters of significant topi-
cal interest in the Indian management
scenario.

These are issues that have made tal-
ent management, employer brand-
ing, and employee engagement mat-
ters of significant topical interest in
the Indian management scenario.

When on the one hand, require-
ments of high-skilled, highly commit-
ted, and highly motivated workers are
ever increasing, Indian employers are
also keen on recruiting effective man-
agers who provide valuable strategic
leadership to steer the organization
through the tumultuous business envi-
ronment which has more or less become
the order of the day with regards to the
global economy. Increasingly, Indian
managers are questioning the traditional
assumptions of business. There is a
definite focus on multi-disciplinary and
cross-functional views of doing busi-
ness. This is being supplemented by a
change from traditional centralized
management to developing flexible
organizational structures and innovative
methods of doing work. All in all, there
appears to be an exemplary conversion
in the shared values,  beliefs,  and
assumptions of the Indian employee and

his/her management. Indeed, practices
such as ‘joining bonuses, ‘flextime’,
and ‘work-from-home’ which were hith-
erto in conflict with traditional Indian
work ethos are now quite common in
the Indian managerial parlance. In fact,
Government of India has taken steps for
a massive overhaul in the compensation
structure of the public sector employ-
ees irrespective of their sectoral affili-
ations through the implementation of
the recommendations of the Sixth
National Pay Commission. The conten-
tion of the present study is that while,
such extrinsic actions are necessary for
the improvement of employee perfor-
mance standards, the sufficiency clause
shall be achieved when these efforts are
complemented by socio-psychological
interventions as posited by the concep-
tual  model  presented in Figure 1
above.

Future Research Scope

Three areas of future research
emerged out of this study. Firstly, one
may examine the role of identification
as a second-order mediator between
psychological climate and citizenship
behaviour. Secondly, the current study
focused on data related to a single
culture, namely that of India. Future
research may highlight the cross cul-
tural  validity of the study model.
Finally, research may also be carried out
through longitudinal studies on whether
affective commitment continues to act
as the mediator variable between psy-
chological climate on the one hand and
organizational citizenship behaviour on
the other.
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The present study examines the
nature of Organizational Commit-
ment (OC) from the point of view
of Indian executives working in
multinational companies operating
in the country. The grounded theory
and the interpretive approach were
adopted to understand the study
objective. The data was collected
from three multinational companies
representing three different na-
tions: Sweden, UK, and Korea. All
the three companies had wholly
owned subsidiaries in India. The
perceptions of executives were
interpreted with the help of Allen
and Meyer’s (1990) framework.
The main study findings are that
employee’s display continuance
commitment; normative commit-
ment is absent and affective com-
mitment varies. The paper attempts
to explain the reasons for high
continuance commitment and why
affective commitment varies.

Organizational Commitment

It is difficult to find any comprehen-
sive work that does not pay attention to
the concept of organizational commit-
ment OC (Cooper-Hakim & Viswesvaran
2005, Armstrong-Stassen 2006, Solinger
et al. 2008). The exemplary work was
carried out by Bcker (1960), Etzioni
(1961), Buchanan (1974) and Mowday
et al. (1982). In 1990, Allen and Meyer
(and Meyer & Allen in 1997) proposed
a trichotomic classification: Affective
Commitment relates to emotional attach-
ment; Continuance Commitment empha-
sizes cost-consciousness (close to calcu-
lative commitment given by Etzoni);
Normative Commitment reflects obliga-

Affective Commitment relates to
emotional attachment; Continu-
ance Commitment emphasizes cost-
consciousness; Normative Commit-
ment reflects obligation-conscious-
ness.

tion-consciousness. Researchers have
noted that organizational processes and
practices deserve attention as potential
determinants of OC (Appelbaum et al.
2000, Paul & Anantharaman 2004,
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Malhotra et al, 2007, Angel et al 2008,
Grant et al. 2008). Ogilvie (1986) be-
lieved that employee perceptions of
organizational policies reflect a sense of
reciprocity and the levels of concern that
the organization appears to have, for its
employees.

Overall, research has shown that in-
dividuals and organizations are ad-
versely affected by low commitment
and benefit from high commitment
(Mathieu & Zajac 1990, Harrison et al.
2006, Meyer et al. 2002, Sahdev 2004).
However, the changing employment
scenario in a dynamic environment has
disrupted employee commitment
(Cascio 2003, Chen & Chen 2008). OC
in Multinational Companies, therefore,
is a topic of growing importance to
scholars and practitioners (Taylor et al.
2008, Gelade et al. 2008, Hattrup et al
2008). It is thus worth looking at the
status of OC among Indian executives
working in multinationals operating in
India. Most studies have examined the
impact of certain variables on OC, mea-
suring OC with the help of traditional
descriptions (Allen & Meyer 1990,
Buchanan 1974). However, authors
such as Benkhoff (1997) and Swales
(2000) have pointed out that it is diffi-
cult to make a significant contribution
because of the way commitment has
been studied. There doesn’t seem to be
enough work done in this area, in the
Indian context. Most of the studies have
adopted the questionnaire method to ex-
amine OC. Considering these gaps in
literature, the current study adopted the
qualitative approach, as discussed in be-
low.

Methodology

The present study is unique in that
it does not rely on existing question-
naires on OC. Rather the concept is un-
derstood with the help of observations,
interactions and interviews with the
employees. The grounded theory and the
interpretive approach were adopted to
understand the nature of OC in the
present business environment. Accord-
ing to Locke (2001), the interpretive
paradigm focused on understanding the
world of lived experience, from the point
of view of those who live in it. There-
fore, it dealt with subjective reality.
Rubin and Rubin (1995) pointed out that
interpretive social research focuses on
what events and objects mean to people,
on how they perceive what happens to
them and around them, and how they
adapt their behaviour in the light of these
meanings and perspectives. An effort has
been made to understand employee per-
ceptions and intentions with regard to
their association with the organization.

The objective of the study was to
understand what is happening to multi-
national companies in India, as per the
lived-in experiences of employees. The
employees’ commitment towards the
organization is based mainly on their
perceptions about the four organizational
practices: organizational structure, man-
agement style, HR practices and non-
work practices. The data was collected
with the help of non-participatory obser-
vations and in-depth interviews with ex-
ecutives at all levels. Data was collected
from three multinational companies
operating in India. To meet the study ob
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jectives, a multiple case study approach
(Yin 1984) was adopted. Approximately
two months were spent in each organi-
zation, to observe employees in their or-
ganizational settings and collect the data
first hand. Data collection was stopped
when similar trends started emerging.
Theoretical saturation was the base of
ending the data collection phase. 81 ex-
ecutives in the Anglo-American MNC,
59 executives in the Swedish MNC and
24 executives in the Korean MNC were
interviewed, across all levels. A sample
distribution is given in Table 1. The data
was analyzed with the help of a template
analysis (King 1994). According to
King, a researcher identifies the themes
a priori and modifies and adds to them
as he interprets the text. Study reliabil-
ity and validity was achieved keeping in
mind the Eisner (1991) and Lincoln and
Guba (1985) perspective. The study used
multiple sources of data to establish co-
herence and credibility. A similar pro-
cess was followed in each case and simi-
lar questions were asked to achieve study
dependability. The data was validated
first with the help of literature reviews
and thereafter endorsed by a senior re-
searcher who was researching the same
organizations.

Table 1: Executives Interviewed in Three
MNCs

Levels Anglo- Swedish Korean
American MNC MNC MNC

Senior 9 18 7

Middle 32 13 5

Lower 41 28 9

Total 81 59 24

Study Findings

Case 1: A Korean MNC (PC-India,
Pseudonym)

It was noticed that the bosses inter-
acted in a rude manner with the execu-
tives. During departmental meetings,
everybody remained standing and silent
and kept nodding ‘yes’ as and when the
boss spoke. The same style percolated
down the line. There were eight expatri-
ates posted at PC-India, and the interac-
tion between the Indians and the expa-
triates was not cordial. Overall, the HR
department was considered to be very
harsh. The VP (HR) maintained a
distance from the managers as well as
the workers. “If any worker is told that
the VP has called him he feels very ner-
vous”. Even managers hesitated to meet
him. As an executive noted, “The HR
department does not look after the hu-
man aspect of the organization.”

The HR department does not look
after the human aspect of the orga-
nization.

PC places a lot of emphasis on tar-
get achievement. Hence, performance
appraisal becomes an important activ-
ity. Weekly and six monthly appraisals
are verbal and limited to only the sta-
tus of the targets. Every employee’s tar-
gets are measured in a quantified form.
The performance rating of each em-
ployee is clearly displayed on the
board-a blue sticker with a smiling face
on it when targets are met, and a red
one with a sad face when targets are not
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met. This is the visual management per-
spective of the Koreans. It is an effort
to embarrass a person in front of his/
her colleagues. Culturally, Indians are
highly concerned about face saving.
This keeps reminding them about their
inability to achieve targets. Most of the
practices had been transplanted from
the parent company and this did not
have a positive influence on the Indian
employees. Non-work practices like
cleaning the desk, morning exercises,
and birthday celebrations do not influ-
ence performance positively. All em-
ployees including the senior ones
cleaned their tables themselves, with
the exception of the MD who had an
office boy for the purpose. Not all man-
agers liked the cleaning part and were
often seen to throwing the dusters into
the dustbin, as if getting rid of some-
thing very distasteful.

Most of the employees pointed out
that they were paid well and got an op-
portunity to learn fast in order to
achieve their targets. This formed the
basis of their association with PC-In-
dia. It was found that as bonus were
linked to achieving organizational tar-
gets, employees stuck to the organiza-
tion till a better opportunity came their
way. In addition, there was the fear of
losing one’s job because of not achiev-
ing targets. Thus, the nature of OC has
been found to be ‘continuance commit-
ment’.

Thus, the nature of OC has been
found to be ‘continuance commit-
ment’.

The employees were found to be the
most stressed out, due to the excessive
pressure on them to achieve their targets.
One of them confessed: “PC is a good
place for learning, but only for two to
three years. If you plan to stay longer, you
have to plan your retirement early in life!”
Most respondents (both workers and man-
agers), said that while their families felt
proud to be associated with PC as it en-
hanced their social status, they also felt
“bad and stressed when we stay late.”

All important decisions were taken at
the top level and very high levels achieve-
ment was a major cause of transactional
relationships. Employees here met targets
out of compulsion, and “stretch their lim-
its to retain membership of the organiza-
tion”. Keeping in view the conventional
description of identification with the or-
ganization in terms of accomplishing tar-
gets or goals, PC-India employees should
be perceived as committed employees.
Based on observations, it seems more of
an “enforced involvement”. As far as loy-
alty to the organization is concerned, most
revealed that given a chance they would
leave the company.

Summing up the data from the per-
spective of Allen and Meyer, the dominant
nature of OC in the Korean multinational
company was continuance commitment.
Normative commitment was largely absent
and affective commitment was low.

Case 2: A Swedish MNC (AL-India,
Pseudonym)

“We have a competent workforce but
the commitment level is zero”—the lack
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of OC at AL-India was emphasized in
these words, by many employees. One
executive said: “I will leave this job if I
get a better break, but I will quit earlier,
if I keep getting bad treatment from oth-
ers.” Another respondent said, “People
do not have an emotional bond with the
company”. It was sensed that most em-
ployees do not perceive a “sense of sig-
nificance and autonomy” in their job.
There was also a tendency to blame oth-
ers for not performing their duties.

Despite the heavy work pressure, em-
ployees appreciated the good facilities at
the multinational companies. They appre-
ciated that multinational companies does
not worry about petty matters like travel
expenses etc. They also appreciated per-
formance related rewards as compared to
time bound promotions in Indian compa-
nies. The respondents also realized that:
“Multinational companies have not opened
their operations in India for charity. For
them the major driving force to enter In-
dia is cheap labour, while Indians join
multinational companies for better salaries
and a higher standards of living. In return,
the foreign partner demands hard work and
target achievement”.

In AL-India, following the desired
process or making the required effort to
achieve targets was acceptable because
it got one a decent rating in the perfor-
mance appraisal. Employees looked at
the organization as a means of fulfilling
materialistic and monetary ambitions.
Beyond that, there was no drive to do
anything for the organization and they
would not hesitate to quit the job any
day, for a better salary. The high em-

ployee turnover rate and the clogged
relationship between the employees and
the departments made this evident.

Employees looked at the organiza-
tion as a means of fulfilling materi-
alistic and monetary ambitions.

The atmosphere at AL-India appeared
to be tense and full of mistrust. It may be
noted that AL-India had taken over three
organizations in India. However issues
related to mergers needed to be addressed
properly. According to a respondent,
“Groupism is still prevalent among the
employees of the different merged com-
panies.” The first MD, an expatriate, did
a good job of instilling a sense of secu-
rity in employees who were scared of los-
ing their jobs after the takeover. However,
the then MD felt “there are many Great
Wall(s) of China between groups of man-
agers, there are personal power centres
that prevent us from having synergy”. The
differing work cultures that are already
in place might also have a role to play.
The MD felt that inculcating a uniform
‘AL culture’ and getting rid of sub cul-
tures was the top priority for AL-India.

Thus, the nature of OC at AL-India
is ‘continuance commitment’ to the or-
ganization. Moral and affective commit-
ment was absent. In the case of AL-In-
dia, ‘the continuance commitment’ can
be elucidated as—“keep getting materi-
alistic benefits and quit as and when you
get a better job opportunity”. The em-
ployees in the Swedish MNC were not
fearful about losing their jobs, for lack
of target achievement.
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They were seen to be tense because
of lack of job clarity, lack of account-
ability, lack of trust among employ-
ees and personal relationship-
driven processes.

They were seen to be tense because
of lack of job clarity, lack of account-
ability, lack of trust among employees
and personal relationship-driven pro-
cesses. For instance, a management
trainee requested the HR-VP’s secretary
to maintain records of the new trainees
joining the organization. Since this
trainee was looking after recruitment,
she snubbed him, retorting, “It’s your
job, you deal with it.” However, nobody,
not even senior managers were able to
take independent decisions, they con-
sulted the MD or waited for a nod from
him—either to take a decision or to
implement one taken by him. All these
factors were seen as causing anxiety and
stress.

Thus, the possible explanation for
continuance commitment being the
prevalent status of OC in this company,
could be work pressure on the one hand,
and more importantly, the lack of satis-
factory HR practices on the other. Em-
ployees were not found identifying with
the organization, either as members or
in terms of objectives.

Case Study 3: An Anglo-American
MNC (SI-India, Pseudonym)

Most employees felt that SI-India
was “a nice place to work in” and was
an organization that considered human

resources as its most important asset.
The employees felt taken care of and
respected, the organization displayed no
arbitrary hire-fire practice and the cul-
ture was an open culture. The top-level
executives appeared to have the trust of
most, if not all the employees. The MD
was respected but also seen as an em-
ployee of the company, and not its owner.
Overall, there was not much deviation
from the parent company culture. Top
executives, especially the MD and the
Director (HR & Administration), were
perceived as being people who were con-
cerned about the development and ca-
reer growth of their employees. Yet,
some employees felt that there was bias
in granting promotions or relaxations,
but these employees were the exception
rather than the rule, and overall, it was
believed that the organization did not
encourage such practices.

Despite such positive feelings, ‘as-
sociation with the organization’ was
largely based only on the tangible and
intangible benefits offered by the orga-
nization. One employee said, “If you ask
me, I just remember the pay cheque that
I get every month.” However, another
executive revealed, “I was offered
double the salary but I refused to leave
SI.” In the same vein, another executive
revealed, “I joined SI for the money but
later realized that the job portfolio was
indeed good. My expectations at join-
ing SI were pay and culture, which are
fulfilled.” An HR executive shared that
some former employees would like to
rejoin SI. It seems that after comparing
SI with their present company, they re-
alize what they have lost. However, the
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younger generation was open to the idea
of a job change: “Gone are the days when
people were wedded to the organiza-
tion”.

An HR executive felt that in any
case, it is difficult to satisfy everybody
100 per cent. The commonly found per-
ception which is shared by many em-
ployees is that “If you stick with one
company, your market value goes down.
Furthermore, a few young managers also
felt that their services are not fully uti-
lized, as they were also required to do
administrative jobs, supervise house-
keeping, and perform other routine func-
tions. Young managers expressed their
desire for a better [more costly] standard
of living. Therefore, a better salary any-
where would attract them.

Employee identification with orga-
nizational goals existed in moderation,
as most were concerned mainly with the
benefits assured in associating with the
company. The study revealed that the
employees were relaxed and comfortable
and not much stressed out. There seemed
to be a feeling of trust in the organiza-
tional intentions towards its human re-
sources. Employee loyalty towards the
organization therefore, is high, though
not so among young professionals. The
status of OC can be described as a ‘con-
tinuance commitment with a sense of
trust’. Despite appreciating the ‘work
balance’ efforts of SI, its employees feel
SI-India is the not the only organization
that they would be willing to work for.
They would quit the organization for
better job opportunities, mainly on ac-
count of the fact that continuation with

one organization would reduce their
market value, and under utilization of
their skills. To sum up, like in the other
two multinational companies, moral
commitment is absent. Affective com-
mitment varies as compared to the other
two multinational companies.

The status of OC can be described
as a ‘continuance commitment with
a sense of trust’.

Discussion

Keeping in mind the foregoing dis-
cussion, the comparison between the
three case studies on organizational prac-
tices is given in Table 2.

Impact of Organizational Practices

Organizational Structure: Highly
hierarchical and centralized organiza-
tional structures failed to have a posi-
tive impact on OC. Organizational
structure plays a significant role in per-
ceiving organizat ional  fairness.
Schminke et al. (2000) explored the re-
lationship among the three dimensions
of organizational structure — central-
ization, formalization, and size and per-
ception of procedural and interaction
fairness. Data from 11 organizations
(N=209) indicated that centralization
was negatively related to perception of
procedural fairness.

Management Style :  the Korean
MNC has adopted a highly authoritar-
ian management style. The Swedish
MNC has adopted a consultative with a
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slight authoritarian style and the Anglo-
American MNC has adopted a demo-
cratic participative style. The authori-
tarian style did not have a positive im-
pact on OC. The participative style is
positively related to OC (Koopman
1991) and the authoritarian style of
management is negatively related to OC
(Likert 1961).

HR Practices: In all the cases, ex-
cept for the Anglo-American multina-
tional company, HR practices have no
positive impact on OC. Only the Anglo-
American multinational company has
OC, because of value driven HRM.
Patnayak (2000) examined the percep-
tion of the HRD climate and its relation-

ship with OC. Employees, who per-
ceived the HRD climate as positive, had
a higher sense of trust in the organiza-
tion.

Non-work Practices: The Korean
MNC imposed their non-work prac-
tices on the Indian executives. The
Western multinational companies did
not impose but left it to the employees
to choose and adopt any non-work
practices that they were comfortable
with. Bae (2004) found through inter-
views, that Thai employees working in
a Korean MNC did not feel enthusias-
tic about morning exercises. The cur-
rent study reaffirms Bae’s findings in
an Indian context.

Table 2: Comparative Organizational Practices

Organizational Practices Korean MNC Swedish MNC Anglo-American MNC

Management style Authoritarian; Shaming Consultative & a bit Participative
style of Management authoritarian

Organizational Structure Centralized; Centralized; Decentralized;
boundarylessness moderate low & personal moderate (cross-
between departments relationship driven functional teams)

HR Practices Mostly adopted from Tailor made for local Tailor made for local
the parent company; needs; training is not needs; training is con-
training: performance conducted seriously. ducted seriously.
driven. Perception of HR:

Perception of HR harsh & negative lacks efficiency mixed, more positive

Non-work Practices Practices (morning Practices (calling Practices (calling
exercise, desk cleaning)    seniors by first seniors by first name)
are imposed; name) are not are not imposed

imposed

B’day celebration Lacks enthusiasm Lacks enthusiasm  Lacks enthusiasm

Interaction with Not cordial; impersonal Professional & Cordial
expatriates comfortable
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Continuance commitment is com-
mon to all multinational companies
taken in the current study; moral
commitment is absent and affective
commitment varies.

The foregoing section can be
summed up as: continuance commitment
is common to all multinational compa-
nies taken in the current study; moral
commitment is absent and affective com-
mitment varies. Why is continuance
commitment prevalent? Why does affec-
tive commitment vary?

According to Allen and Meyer’s
framework, in all the three cases norma-
tive commitment is low and continuance
commitment is high. It seems that even
though they are happy, people do not
wish to work with one organization. This
shows a shift in the nature of the rela-
tionship between the employee and the
employer. Continuance commitment is
the most prevalent among the employ-
ees working in multinational companies
operating in India. Continuance commit-
ment is similar to the perspective of ex-
change theory (Etzoni 1961) and side-
bet theory (Becker 1960).

In the light of this discussion, it
seems that “identification or a loyalty-
type” model is insufficient to explain our
findings. The present study clearly
points out that “Gone are the days when
people were wedded to the organization”
as well as the fact that, “Divorce is no
more a taboo”. However, as mentioned
earlier, the classic work by Etzioni on
calculative/continuance commitment

partly explained the study findings. The
main factor behind the calculative analy-
sis in Etzioni’s model was the ‘eco-
nomic’ factor or to some extent the con-
straint of finding an alternate job.

In this era of globalization the na-
ture of ‘calculativeness’ also varies.
Now-a-days many job opportunities are
available across the globe. Executives
work for certain obvious reasons such
as better remuneration, or materialistic
favours. As long as their needs which
include better perks and incentives—are
fulfilled, they stay with the organization.
Another reason for staying on was ‘role
satisfaction’.

The exchange analysis is based on
many factors such as avenues to grow,
opportunities to learn, nature of the as-
signments, equal and fair treatment, and
role satisfaction, besides monetary ben-
efits. Thus, continuance commitment
also gets affected by the ‘stress level of
employees’. It also seems to have an
implication on the employee turnover
rate. It has been pointed out clearly in
the literature that most of the executives
experience high level of stress and even
burnout due to demanding work pressure
and competition. Most often, perfor-
mance linked practices are adopted,
which result into causing excessive per-
formance pressure on the executives. Job
stress was negatively correlated with OC
(Pattnayak et al. 1999). Support for per-
sonal and professional development was
found to moderate the relationship be-
tween job stress and OC (Vashishtha &
Mishra 2000). The reasons for high level
of stress could be attributed to organi-
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zational practices such as: performance-
based salaries and rewards, and a target-
based performance appraisal system, and
fear of losing the job in the absence of
target achievement.

Both the Korean and the Swedish
cases are examples of continuance com-
mitment. The nature of the relationship
between the employee and the employer
in the Korean MNC was perceived as a
relationship where an organization can
buy the skills and efforts as long as the
employees get a better price. The em-
ployee is uncomfortable but bears the
discomfort for the sake of beneficial
transaction. The Swedish case is also
similar to the Korean case, though the
employee stress level in the Swedish
MNC is not as high as it is in the case
of the Korean MNC. Mishra and
Shrivastava (2001) found that job stress
has a moderating effect on the OC and
job-satisfaction relationship. As a mat-
ter of fact, in Swedish MNC, target pres-
sure was not as high as in the Korean
MNC. In the case of the Anglo-Ameri-
can MNC, ‘continuance commitment’
prevalent can be differentiated with that
of the other organizations taken in this
study.

On the other hand, in the Anglo-
American MNC, employees felt com-
fortable being associated with the orga-
nization due to various non-materialis-
tic benefits along with the materialistic
exchange, such as work-family balance,
and employee friendly practices. The
Anglo-American case then is an excep-
tion. The employees of the Anglo-Ameri-
can MNC were found to be more relaxed

as compared to the other two cases. This
could be attributed to factors such as: de-
centralized decision making, employee
friendly HR practices (e.g. work-family
balance, concern for the employee’s ca-
reer and development), consultative
management style (the boss listens to
juniors’ suggestions, gives them au-
tonomy in work; no close watch), and a
moderate level of boundarylessness that
exists between the departments. It was
observed that many employees have
been working there since the last two-
three decades out of choice, not out of
compulsion. Studies (Ramsey et al.
2000, Paul & Anantharaman 2004) sup-
port that high employee commitment is
positively related to HRM. This case
appears to be similar to Shore and
Tetrick’s (1994) concept of the new psy-
chological contract, which is based on
an interactive (relational) process and an
exchange (transactional) model. Tripathi
et al. (2000) findings also indicate that
participative organizational culture is
related to identification and involvement
type of OC.

The nature of OC is more continu-
ance than affective, in multinational
companies operating in India.

Based on the above discussion, it is
found then, that the nature of OC is more
continuance than affective, in multina-
tional companies operating in India.
However, the popular meaning of OC
lays greater emphasis on the relational/
affective dimension. It also implies that
while the nature of OC is transactional,
it can be made worthwhile for employ-
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ees, by nurturing them and fulfilling their
needs and expectations. Efforts should
be made to fulfil the materialistic and
role related needs of employees; this may
result in making them more productive,
while at the same time, lead to the
fulfilment of organizational goals.

Conclusion

The above discussion indicates that
employees have continuance commit-
ment with the organization. The Anglo-
American MNC case emerged a little
distinct as compared to the other two
cases. The major reason attributed for
this was their human resource practices
(such as flexi-time, work family balance)
which were more friendly. Thus the em-
ployees’ level and nature of commitment
towards the organization is subject to the
employer’s employee-friendly and car-
ing practices. However, long-term com-
mitment was not visible in the case of
the Anglo-American MNC also, espe-
cially among the younger generation.

Managerial Implications

Organizations should try to make the
transactional deal as favourable as pos-
sible for both the parties (i.e. the em-
ployee and the employer) such as giving
the freedom and flexibility that the
employee desires. Managers must now
put in efforts to fulfil the conditions of
“reciprocal exchange”, hence creating
the “mutually beneficial work environ-
ment”. In the Indian context, it can be
achieved with the help of relational or
familial type of leadership (Virmani &
Guptan 1991, Virmani 2002). This style

is similar to the Nurturant Task leader-
ship style, as given by Sinha (1990). It
involves caring for and nurturing subor-
dinates and also being concerned about
their growth. Along with the nurturant
dimension there seems to be a need to
provide employees with the greater
opportunities to earn, learn, grow and
exposure to varying and challenging
roles or assignments. It may also be use-
ful to provide overseas opportunities.

This paper also leaves the seed for
deeper thinking for the practitioners to
re-examine the nature of association be-
tween the employer and the employees.
However, only one organization has been
studied to represent a country. Therefore
the findings of the present study need to
be implemented with a caution. Further
research is required on a larger sample
size.
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The objective of the present study
was to extend the findings of the
work of Finegan (2000) in a differ-
ent set up. In this study multiple
organizations from a sector spread
across India are considered. The
study supports the argument that
different clusters of values predict
different facets of organizational
commitment. The results of regres-
sion analyses revealed that ‘affec-
tive’, ‘normative’ and ‘continu-
ance’ commitments were each
predicted by ‘humanity’,’ vision’
and ’bottom-line’ value clusters
separately.

Values

Researchers have studied the con-
cept of values extensively. Rokeach
(1973) and Enz (1988) viewed values
as beliefs. Locke (1976) and Dose
(1997) considered values as desires and
standards respectively. Attempts were
made to list out values, which influence
human behaviour. Rokeach (1973)
listed 18 terminal values which became
the basis for many further researches.
Schwartz & Bilsky (1987) clubbed simi-
lar values in domains and came up with
different domains such as, achievement,
self-direction, benevolence, conformity
etc. Similarly McDonald and Gandz
(1991) came up with four clusters of
values viz., humanity, vision, adherence
to convention and bottom-line. Finegan
(2000) compared Schwartz & Bilsky’s
and McDonald & Gandz’s classifica-
tions and noted that ‘humanity’, ‘vision’
and ‘adherence to convention’ matched
with ‘benevolence’, ‘self-direction’ and
‘conformity’ respectively. However
‘bottom-line’ cluster of McDonald and
Gandz did not match with any of the
domains put forth by Schwartz and
Bilsky. Finegan (2000) reasoned that
this was so because Schwartz’s purpose
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was to find business values and not uni-
versal values.

The relationships between the per-
sonal values and attitude have been
extensively studied (Meglino & Ravlin
1998). Literature also shows studies link-
ing organizational values with attitude
like organizational commitment (Finegan
2000). However in the Indian scenario the
studies have tried mostly to link personal
values with job attitudes. This study is
an attempt to extend the work of Finegan
(2000) and see the relationship between
organizational values (perceived) and
organizational commitment among Indian
managers. Unlike in the Finegan (2000)
study, this study considers only the
perceived values of the organization and
not the match between the values of the
person and the organization.

Allen and Meyer (1990), in their
study of 256 employees from two manu-
facturing firms and a university, devel-
oped a scale to measure three compo-
nents of commitment viz., affective
(emotional), continuance (cost of leav-
ing the organization), and normative (ob-
ligation). In another study, they collected
data from a retail department store, a
hospital and a university library (sample
size 337) to examine the scale and also
to relate the components of commitment
to their antecedents. They found the ex-
istence of affective, continuance and
normative components of organizational
commitment. Hackett, Bycio and Husdor
(1994), assessed a three-component
model of organizational commitment.
The results (Sample: 2301 nurses) sup-
ported existence of 3 components of

commitment, i.e. affective, continuance
and normative. Meyer, Allen and Smith
(1993), also tested the 3-component
model of organizational commitment.
The data was collected from nurses and
students. The results supported the three
components of commitment.

Finegan (2000) used the list of val-
ues of McDonald and Gandz (1991),
clustered into 4 categories (a) bottom
line (e.g. diligence, experimentation,
economy, logic) (b) vision (e.g. open-
ness, initiative, creativity, development)
(c) adherence to convention (e.g. cau-
tiousness, formality, obedience) and (d)
humanity (e.g. cooperation, moral integ-
rity, fairness, courtesy, consideration,
forgiveness) and tried to see the relation-
ship of each cluster of values with types
of commitment (i.e. affective, continu-
ance and normative). The participants
for this study were from a large petro-
chemical company who rated 24 values
(in terms of their importance) from their
perspectives and from the organization’s
perspectives. Meyer and Allen’s commit-
ment scale was also filled up by them.
The results did show that different clus-
ters of organizational values predicted
different components of commitment.

The results did show that different
clusters of organizational values
predicted different components of
commitment.

Abbot, White and Charles (2005)
further investigated the work of Finegan
(2000) by studying the relationship be-
tween values and commitment in non-
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commercial organizations out of which
one organization had religious affilia-
tion. Their findings also supported that
different clusters of values predict
different components of organizational
commitment. In her study Finegan
(2000) found that value profiles that
predict ‘affective’ commitment and ‘nor-
mative’ commitment are different from
those that influence ‘continuance’ com-
mitment. ‘Affective’ commitment was
predicted by the values comprising the
‘humanity’ factor and the ‘normative’
commitment by the ‘vision’ factor. She
also found that the ‘continuance’ com-
mitment was predicted by ‘bottom-line’
and ‘adherence to convention’ factors.
Abbot, White and Charles (2005) re-
ported that ‘affective’ and ‘normative’
commitments are predicted by ‘human-
ity’ and ‘vision’ values respectively,
whereas predictors of ‘continuance’
commitment were not consistent.

Present Study

This study, attempts to extend the
findings of the Finegan (2000) study
across different organizations from the
state owned passenger transport organi-
zations from different parts of India. The
organizations are highly labour-inten-
sive. The employee turn over is very low,
as in this particular sector these organi-
zations are perceived as better employ-
ers than their counterparts in the private
sector. Moreover the employees have
limited opportunities outside. On the
basis of the conceptual model, perceived
organizational values were taken as the
independent variables whose correla-
tions with commitment to the organiza-

tion (dependent variables) were ex-
plored.

The employees who perceive that
the organization is operated more by the
values embodied in the ‘humanity’
factor (viz., courtesy, consideration, co-
operation, fairness, forgiveness, moral
integrity) will have greater ‘affective’
commitment to the organization (Hy-
pothesis 1). The employees who per-
ceive that the organization is valuing
the ‘vision’ factor (viz., development,
initiative, creativity, openness) more
will have greater ‘normative’ commit-
ment to the organization (Hypothesis 2).
Those who perceive that the organiza-
tion is operated more by the values
relating to ‘adherence to convention’
(viz., obedience, cautiousness, formal-
ity) will have more ‘continuance’ com-
mitment to the organization (Hypoth-
esis 3). Those who rate the organiza-
tion more on ‘bottom-line’ values (viz.,
logic, economy, experimentation, dili-
gence) will have greater ‘continuance’
commitment (Hypothesis 4).

Variables

Perceived Organizational Values:
Based on Rokeach’s (1973) work,
McDonald and Gandz (1991) developed a
taxonomy of values in the business con-
text. Finegan (2000) strongly recom-
mended the use of McDonald and Gandz’s
taxonomy as it fits well in the organiza-
tional research and has a test-retest reli-
ability of .76 and the inter-rater reliability
of .77. She also clustered the values into
(a) adherence to convention, (b) human-
ity, (c) bottom-line and (d) vision.
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Commitment to organisation: The
commitment scale, which measures the
three components of commitment, was
taken from Allen and Meyer (1990). This
scale has been found psychometrically
sound and is used widely in organisation
research (Finegan 2000). Studies also
support cross-cultural validity of the tri-
component model (Wasti 2003).

Tools & Data

 Values: A set of values (value scale
based on McDonald and Gandz’s tax-
onomy) was rated by the respondents on a
7-point scale. For the respondents to un-
derstand the meaning of the values, their
synonyms were also provided. The values
were clustered based on Finegan’s (2000),
work and expert opinions. The four clus-
ters were ‘Humanity’, ’Vision’, ’Adher-
ence to convention’, and ‘Bottom line’

Commitment: The Allen and Meyer
(1990) commitment scale had in all 24
items, 8 each for different types of com-
mitment. These 24 items were not ran-
domly placed but 3 sets measuring 3
different types of commitment were
presented. Certain items were negatively
worded.

The investigator personally con-
tacted the respondents to fill up the ques-
tionnaire. Each respondent took about an
hour to fill the questionnaire.

Correlation & Regression Analysis

Values: Product-moment correla-
tions of each cluster of values are pre-
sented in the Table 1.

Table 1: Correlations among Dif ferent
Clusters of Values (N = 404)

H          V         AD      BL

Humanity (H) 1 0.16* 0.07 0.46*

Vision (V)           1 0.65* 0.33*
Adherence to
convention (A.D.)               1 0.52*
Bottom line (BL)             1

* p<0.01

All clusters of perceived organiza-
tional values were significantly and posi-
tively inter-correlated except ‘humanity’
values and ‘adherence to convention’
values. The `humanity’ value was posi-
tively correlated to `vision’ value
(r=0.16) and `bottom-line’ value
(r=0.46). The `vision’ value was posi-
tively correlated to `adherence to con-
vention’ (r=0.65) and `bottom-line’
(r=0.33) values. `Adherence to conven-
tion’ was positively correlated to `bot-
tom-line’ value (r=0.52). All the corre-
lation values were significant (p<0.01).
However, correlation between `vision’
value and `adherence to convention’
value was very high (r=0.65) followed
by correlation between `bottom-line’
value and `adherence to convention’
(r=0.52). This indicates that values like
openness, initiative, creativity etc. (vi-
sion) have commonality with values such
as formality, orderliness etc. (adherence
to convention) and values like experi-
mentation, diligence, autonomy etc.
(bottom-line) have similarities with `ad-
herence to convention’ value. Similar
findings were also reported by Finegan
(2000). This reveals that though the set
of values are clustered into four types,
which are distinct, there can be overlaps.
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Commitment: Correlations of each
components of the commitment scale
were computed to find the relationships
among them. The obtained correlations
are reported in Table 2.

Table 2: Correlations among the Components
of Organization   Commitment
(N = 404)

AC CC NC

Affective
Commitment (AC) 1

Continuance
Commitment (CC) 0.02 1
Normative
Commitment (NC) -0.07 -0.20* 1

* p<0.01

Table 2 revealed that ‘normative’
commitment and ‘continuance’ commit-
ment was negatively (r = -0.20) and sig-
nificantly (p<0.01) correlated and other
components were not significantly
related. This indicates that the scale
measures the three types of commitment
and they are distinct from each other.

Components of Commitment

regression analysis was carried out to
find which cluster of values best pre-
dicted each component of commitment.
The results are given in the Tables 4, 5
and 6. The regression analysis was also
carried out between each component of
commitment and the clusters of values
to find the variance explained individu-
ally by each cluster of values in predict-
ing different components of commit-
ment. The results are given in Tables 7,
8 and 9.

As shown in Table 3, ‘humanity’ val-
ues were significantly (p<0.01) and posi-
tively (r=0.65) correlated to ‘affective’
commitment whereas significantly
(p<0.01) and negatively correlated to
‘normative’ (r=-0.22) and ‘continuance’
(r=-0.21) commitments. ‘Vision’ values
were significantly (p<0.01) and posi-
tively (r=0.53) correlated to ‘normative’
commitment. Though ‘adherence to con-
vention’ values were significantly
(p<0.01) and positively correlated to
‘normative’ (r=0.24) as well as ‘continu-
ance’ (r=0.22) commitments, the value
of coefficient of correlation between ‘ad-
herence to convention’ and ‘normative’
commitment was found to be higher. The

Table 3: Correlations of Components of Commitments to Organization
with Clusters of Values (N = 404)

Humanity Vision Adherence to Bottom
Values Values Convention line

Values Values

Affective Commitment 0.65* 0.06 -0.13* 0.18*

Continuance Commitment -0.21* -0.09 0.22* 0.43*

Normative Commitment -0.22* 0.53* 0.24* -0.21*

* p<0.01

C o r r e l a t i o n
coefficient among
the variables,
value clusters and
components  of
commitment were
computed to study
their  relat ion-
ships. The corre-
lat ions are re-
ported in Table 3.
Stepwise multiple
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‘bottom-line’ value was found to be sig-
nificantly (p<0.01) and positively
(r=0.43) correlated to ‘continuance’
commitment, and negatively (r=-0.21)
and significantly (p<0.01) correlated to
‘normative’ commitment.

It can be inferred here that the people
who perceived the organization as being
operated by ‘humanity’ values (e.g. co-
operation, moral integrity, trusting etc.)
were ‘affectively’ committed to the
organisation. People who perceive that
values such as openness, initiative, cre-
ativity etc. (vision) are existing in the

organization were ‘normatively’ commit-
ted to the organisation. Employees who
thought that the organization gives im-
portance to ‘bottom-line’ values (e.g.
diligence, experimentation, logic etc.)
were found to be having ‘continuance’
commitment.

The stepwise multiple regression
analysis (Table 4) revealed that ‘human-
ity’ value best predicted the ‘affective’
commitment explaining 43 per cent of the
variance. Bottom-line value predicted the
‘continuance’ commitment explaining 19
per cent of the variance (Table 5).

Table 4: Stepwise Multiple Regression Analysis between Affective Commitment and Three Levels
of Independent Variables (values)

Values                     Level 1                            Level 2                  Level 3
(Independent)                            

Beta R2 Beta R2 Beta R2

Humanity 0.655* 0.429*
Humanity 0.669*
Bottom-line -0.182* 0.462*
Humanity 0.654*
Bottom-line -0.263*
Vision 0.126** 0.471*

*  p<0.01
** p<0.05

Table 5: Stepwise Multiple Regression Analysis between Continuance Commitment and Three
Levels of Independent Variables (values)

Variables                       Level 1                            Level 2                  Level 3
 (Independent)                           

Beta R2 Beta R2 Beta R2

Bottom-line 0.439* 0.193*
Bottom-line 0.688*
Humanity -0.536* 0.419*
Bottom-line 0.777*
Humanity -0.531*
Vision -0.272* 0.484*

*  p<0.01
** p<0.05
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Table 6: Stepwise Multiple Regression Analysis between Normative Commitment and Three
Levels of Independent Variables (values)

Variables                     Level 1                             Level 2                                 Level 3
(Independent)                           

Beta R2 Beta R2 Beta R2

Vision 0.536* 0.288*
Vision 0.686*
Bottom-line -0.443* 0.462*
Vision 0.688*
Bottom-line -0.366*
Humanity -0.167* 0.483*

* p<0.01

Table 7: Regression Analysis between Affective Commitment Clusters of Values

Humanity Vision Adherence to Convention Bottom-line

R2 0.429* 0.003 0.016* 0.034*
AR2 0.428* 0.001 0.014* 0.032*
Correlation coefficient 0.65* 0.06 -0.13* 0.18*

* p<0.01

Table 8: Regression Analysis between Continuance Commitment and Clusters of Values

Humanity Vision Adherence to convention Bottom-line

R2 0.047* 0.009** 0.049* 0.193*
AR2 0.045* 0.007** 0.046* 0.191*
Correlation coefficient -0.21* -0.09** 0.22* 0.43*

*   p<0.01
** p<0.05

Table 9:Regression Analysis between Normative Commitment and Clusters of Values

Humanity Vision Adherence to convention Bottom-line

R2 0.048* 0.288* 0.059* 0.044*
AR2 0.046* 0.286* 0.056* 0.041*
Correlation coefficient -0.22* 0.53* 0.24* -0.21*

*p<0.01

Table 6 revealed that ‘vision’ value
best predicted the ‘normative’ commitment
explaining 28 per cent of the
variance. Tables 7, 8 and 9 give the

variance explained individually by each
cluster of values in predicting ‘affective’,
‘continuance’ and ‘normative’ commit-
ments respectively.  ‘Humanity’ value pre
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dicted ‘affective’ commitment by explain-
ing 43 per cent of the variance whereas
‘bottom-line’ value predicted ‘continu-
ance’ commitment (19 per cent variance)
and ‘vision’ value predicted ‘normative’
commitment (28 per cent variance).

It was hypothesized that the employ-
ees who perceive that the organization
is operated more by the values embod-
ied in the ‘humanity’ factor (viz., cour-
tesy, consideration, cooperation, fair-
ness, forgiveness moral integrity) will
have greater ‘affective’ commitment to
the organization (Hypothesis 1). This
hypothesis was supported as `humanity’
value that showed significant and posi-
tive correlation with ̀ affective’ commit-
ment also was found to be the best pre-
dictor of `affective’ commitment. The
`humanity’ value had a very high corre-
lation (r=0.65) with affective commit-
ment (Table 3) and also predicted the af-
fective commitment by explaining 43 per
cent of the variance (Table 4).

According to hypothesis 2 the em-
ployees who perceive that the organiza-
tion is valuing the ‘vision’ factor (viz.,
development, initiative, creativity, open-
ness) more would have greater ‘norma-
tive’ commitment to the organization .
The employees who perceived organiza-
tion being operated by ̀ vision’ value had
higher `normative’ commitment to the
organization moreover it was the best
predictor of normative commitment.  The
`vision’ value had a high correlation
(r=0.53) with the `normative’ commit-
ment (Table 3). It also predicted the ̀ nor-
mative’ commitment by explaining 29
per cent of the variance (Table 6).

It was hypothesized that those who per-
ceive that the organization is operated more
by the values relating to ‘adherence to con-
vention’ (viz., obedience, cautiousness, for-
mality) will have more ‘continuance’ com-
mitment to the organization (Hypothesis 3).
‘Adherence to convention’ value showed a
positive (r=0.22) and significant (p<0.01)
correlation with ̀ continuance’ commitment.
Stepwise multiple regression analysis
model excluded the variable `adherence to
convention’ in all the three levels. Individu-
ally `adherence to convention’ explained
only 4 per cent of the variance as compared
to ̀ bottom-line’ values that explained 19 per
cent of the variance. The hypothesis was
rejected because ̀ bottom-line’ values were
found to be the better predictor of ̀ continu-
ance’ commitment. Though an `adherence
to convention’ value was significantly cor-
related to `continuance’ commitment, the
step-wise regression model rejected it. It
could be because of high positive correla-
tion between ̀ adherence to convention’ and
`bottom-line’ values (r=0.52) as shown in
Table 1.

The hypothesis 4 was that those who
rate the organization more on ‘bottom-
line’ values (viz., logic, economy, experi-
mentation diligence) will also have
greater ‘continuance’ commitment. This
hypothesis was supported as ‘bottom-line’
values showed positive and significant
correlation with ‘continuance’ commit-
ment and was found to be the best pre-
dictor of the ‘continuance’ commitment.

Conclusion

It is thus seen that different clusters
of perceived organization values do in-
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fluence the different facets of commit-
ment. The findings of this study largely
agrees with those of Finegan’s (2000).
Affective commitment was predicted by’
humanity’ values and normative commit-
ment was predicted by ‘vision’ values.
In parts the findings matches with those
by Abbot, White and Charles (2005).
However contrary to their findings con-
tinuance commitment was predicted by
a value cluster namely ‘bottom-line’.

Different clusters of perceived
organization values do influence the
different facets of commitment.

The findings suggest that the
perceived organization values influence
the type commitment in organizations.
Hence it is imperative for the organizations
to initiate human resource practices, which
lead to desired values in the organizations.
Moreover the organizations should carry
out perceptual surveys from time to time
in order to find out how employees per-
ceive various organizational values.
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Present study explored relation-
ships between interpersonal needs
and leadership styles in superior-
subordinate context. Interpersonal
behaviour defined by inclusion and
affection dimensions of FIRO-B
related more strongly to participa-
tive and nurturant dimensions than
task behaviour dimension of lead-
ers,  while control expressed
behaviour failed to show any rela-
tionship with task-orientation. Ex-
troversion based on total scores of
expressed components of FIRO-B
demonstrated significant influence
on task orientation, participative
and nurturant leadership dimen-
sions. However, inclusion and af-
fection continued to sustain simi-
lar trend of relationship with the
participative and nurturant dimen-
sions, whereas control expressed
behaviour partly confirmed rela-
tionship with task orientation
being a fragment of nurturance-
task dimension.

Leadership

Leadership makes or  mars the
organization. Subordinates enjoy their
work and function effectively if some
directions in their work activities are
perceived by them. It is also besides
the fact that for each one of them there
must be some guiding and enabling
situation created by the position based
leaders as part of the work process.
Growing research literature in this
field has pointed out ever expanding
boundaries of leadership that need to
be fathomed from different perspec-
tives, such as theoretical-conceptual,
empirical and experimental, besides
identifying snippets of those who have
talked about leadership and leadership
behaviour as a domain of practical util-
ity. The present paper tries to assess
in an empirical perspective how lead-
ers view their leadership styles and
how it is intrinsically determined by
what one prefers in an interpersonal
mode where leaders holding higher hi-
erarchical positions and their reference
group members, mainly their subordi-
nates, are involved.
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Review of Literature

Di-Marco, Kuehl and Wims (1975)
examined the relationship of leadership
style and of interpersonal need orienta-
tion to changes in self-reported leader-
ship dimensions for first and second
level supervisors (n=467) in a manufac-
turing company. Pre-post training
changes in consideration were found
positively correlated with pre-training
supervisory development training scale
and with the FIRO-B subscale scores
except “Expressed Control” which
showed a negative correlation. Pre-post
training change in initiating structure
showed a pattern of correlations with
supervisory training and development
scale and FIRO-B subscale scores ex-
actly the opposite of the pattern of con-
sideration change. Kuehl, Di-Marco and
Wims (1975) further examined the rela-
tionship of interpersonal need structure
using FIRO-B subscales to leadership
behaviour and the Least Preferred Co-
Worker Scale (LPC) in a group of 245
first and second level supervisors. The
LPC score (higher scores indicative of
relationship orientation) and the consid-
eration dimension were found to be re-
lated positively to all the FIRO-B
subscales except expressed control. Ini-
tiating structure, indicative of task
orientation, was found related positively
to expressed control.

Tucker (1983) attempted to replicate
the data of Kuehl et al (1975) with stu-
dent population considered to be more
representative of younger managers, us-
ing 151 students (median age 28 yrs) in
a graduate business course. A battery of

tests that included the Leadership Opin-
ion Questionnaire (LOQ), the Least Pre-
ferred Co-Worker (LPC) Scale, and the
FIRO-B were used for the purpose. Data
from the study by Kuehl et al supported
the idea that task/person constructs in the
questionnaires used (FIRO-B, LOQ,
LPC) underlie their study. However, the
conclusions drawn by Tucker failed to
confirm those drawn by Kuehl et al
(1975) and questioned whether the
values and assumptions about leadership
that were prevalent 20 years ago are still
valid and whether the questionnaires
used have value in predicting leader
behaviour.

Ilgen and O’Brien (1974) investi-
gated the influence of the task organi-
zation and group composition factors on
leader-member relations, using 192
male undergraduates. Leader-member
relations were defined according to con-
tingency model of leadership and the
task organization specified by two
forms of cooperation viz. coordination
and collaboration. Member compatibil-
ity was defined by “interchange com-
patibility” (Schutz 1958) on the three
needs measured by FIRO-B scale. Re-
sults showed that leader-member rela-
tions were affected by the coordination
requirements of the task and the inter-
action of collaboration with member
compatibility.

Leader-member relations were
affected by the coordination re-
quirements of the task and the
interaction of collaboration with
member compatibility.
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A study in a simulated environment
conducted by Lundgren and Knight
(1977) documented relationships be-
tween T-group members’ and trainers’
needs for control and affection and the
members’ evaluative attitudes toward the
group and the trainers. Members and
trainers of thirty one T-groups completed
the FIRO-B scales at the beginning of
the laboratories to assess control and
affection needs; need scores from this
measure were categorized as low con-
trol/low affection, low control/high af-
fection, high control/low affection, and
high control/high affection. Members’
feelings for the trainers and groups were
obtained on the 54-item Interpersonal
Reaction Form, administered once after
four sessions and again after 15 sessions.
Members’ attitudes toward both the
trainers and the groups increased
favourably over the 2 time periods for 3
of 4 of the trainers’ need categories, the
exception being low control/low affec-
tion.

Comparing with the above though
not completely similar Hurley, Feintuch
and Mandell’s (1991) study was more
concerned with how superior-subordi-
nate appraisal leads to more or less con-
structive attitude toward each other. For
the purpose, 95 small personal devel-
opment groups of undergraduates were
assessed for  their  interpersonal
behaviour. It was observed that the mix
of declining appraisals of others with
rising self-acceptance moved leaders
toward a less constructive interpersonal
attitude, perhaps leading to exercise of
task dominant behaviour more often
than required.

The discrepancy theory of leader
effectiveness was tested with twenty
3-person groups (O’Brien & Kabanoff
1981). Each group leader was pre-se-
lected on the basis of scores on the
FIRO-B, which measured control and
participation needs. Half of the leaders
selected had high control and low par-
ticipation needs, and the other half had
low control and high participation needs.
Matched and discrepant group structures
were used with two levels of treatment
that provided either high control and low
participation opportunities or low con-
trol and high participation opportunities.
The effects of leader style and group
structure were tested with rated produc-
tivity on production/discussion tasks
being the dependent measure. Group
structure had a significant effect on
group productivity, but the results
showed no significant interactions
between leader style and group structure.
Group structure accounted for 41% of
variance in the group productivity,
whereas the Style by Structure interac-
tion accounted for 1%.

Group structure had a significant
effect on group productivity, but the
results showed no significant inter-
actions between leader style and
group structure.

In a more structured military envi-
ronment, Polley and Eid (1994) investi-
gated 96 Norwegian Naval Cadets who
rated 112 of their fellow cadets on inter-
personal behaviour and ranked each
other as leaders and peers before and
after an outdoor training exercise. The
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analysis revealed that: (1) leaders were
chosen on the basis of dominance and
conformity, whereas co-workers were
chosen on the basis of friendliness; and
(2) these criteria were affected by the
group’s interpersonal context.

Horne and Carron (1985) assessed
74 female athletes and 9 coaches from
intercollegiate volleyball, basketball,
track and field, and swimming teams
participated for their interpersonal skills,
leadership orientation and athlete perfor-
mance. Compatibility was evaluated
using a sport-adapted version of the
FIRO-B, and a leadership scale for sports
relationship, athlete performance, and
satisfaction with the coach’s leadership
were obtained. Results showed that
discrepancies between the athletes’
perceptions of and preference for coach
reward behaviour and between percep-
tion/preference regarding autocratic
coaching behaviour were associated with
incompatibility.

Interpersonal efficacy is a key
factor that needs to be considered
for evolving a leadership pattern
that produces results.

From the above review of studies
dealing with varied aspect of interper-
sonal relations and leadership behaviour
in diverse situations ranging from inter-
personal behaviour among athletes to
leadership training in structured environ-
ment to group development for personal
effectiveness, it was hinted upon that
interpersonal efficacy is a key factor that
needs to be considered for evolving a

leadership pattern that produces results.
The present study is, therefore, concep-
tualized to test the following questions:

• Is there a relationship between in-
clusion and affection measures of
FIRO-B and participative-nurturant
components of leadership?

• Is there a relationship between
control dimension of FIRO-B and
Task-orientation or nurturant-task
leadership dimension?

• Whether individual differences (high
and low scores) on FIRO-B sub-
scales would relate differently with
leadership dimensions?

Sample

Data were collected from 102 man-
agers of middle management cadre, who
were participants in different Manage-
ment Development Programmes at
NITIE, Mumbai. As a group they repre-
sented a wide ranging industrial set ups
such as heavy/light engineering compa-
nies, chemical/pharmaceutical concerns,
public/private sector organizations, co-
operatives and power generation/supply-
ing organizations etc. The managers
from private and public companies were
represented in the ratio of 2:3. The av-
erage age of respondents was 42 years
with a range from 25 to 55 years.

Instrument

A questionnaire battery comprising
leadership style questionnaire (Sinha
1995) and FIRO-B scale (Schutz 1958)
was used. The Leadership Style Question
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naire consisted of 60 items and each item
is rated on a 5-point scale ranging from
‘1-never’ to ‘5-Always’. Six dimensions,
namely participative, nurturant-task, au-
thoritarian, nurturant, task-orientation
and bureaucratic were assessed by 10
items each. The FIRO-B developed by
Schutz (1958) measured interpersonal
behaviour through 54 items classified
under 6 dimensions such as inclusion
expressed, inclusion wanted, control,
expressed, control wanted, affection ex-
pressed and affection wanted. The items
are rated on a 6-point scale ranging from
‘1-usually’ to ‘6-never’. The scoring pro-
cedure accumulated scores in 6 dimensions
in accordance with the Guttman scoring
technique (Schutz 1958). The scores of
each dimension ranged from 0 to 9.

Results

Table 1 presents descriptive statis-
tics of FIRO-B subscales and leadership
dimensions. From a close scrutiny of the

interpersonal dimensions one can see
that the managers sampled for the
present study are predominantly extro-
verted as reflected in the expressed ver-
sus wanted scores of inclusion, control
and affection areas. A paired t-test within
inclusion, control and affection areas,
using expressed and wanted scores
within the domain, revealed significant
differences for inclusion and control
dimensions but not for the affection dimen-
sion. On the other hand, against the ob-
tainable score of 50 for each dimension of
leadership a narrow range of mean values
from 31.6 to 41.7 was noted for dimen-
sions of leadership, suggesting lesser vari-
ance in perceiving various leadership char-
acteristics or dimensions defined by Sinha
(1980). However, the noteworthy fact is
that authoritarian and bureaucratic dimen-
sions were placed at the lower end whereas
nurturant-task, participative, task-oriented
and nurturant factors of leadership showed
close-knit score patterns and were placed
at the higher level.

Table 1: Means and Standard Deviation of FIRO-B and Leadership Dimension.
(N=102)

              FIRO-B Dimension                                       Leadership Dimension
Mean SD Mean SD

1. Inclusion Expressed (EI) 5.78 1.77 1. Participative 40.11 4.27
2. Inclusion Wanted (WI) 4.14 2.78 2. Nurturant task 41.72 4.80
3. Control Expressed (EC) 5.46 2.43 3. Authoritarian 31.60 5.46
4. Control Wanted (WC) 4.33 2.16 4. Bureaucratic 31.94 4.46
5. Affection Expressed (EA) 5.26 2.63 5. Nurturant 39.77 4.33
6. Affection Wanted (WA) 5.09 2.40 6. Task Oriented 41.61 3.94

Paired t test between EI and WI = 6.93, Between EC and WC = 3.31 and between EA and WA = 0.71

In order to verify the conceptually
defined styles of leadership with statisti-
cally identified clusters of leadership
dimensions a varimax rotated factor struc-

ture was obtained as shown in Table 2.
There were 2 factors, each explaining
38.1 and 24.6 per cent of variance. The
varimax rotated factor loadings showed
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clustering of participation, nurturant,
nurturant-task dimensions as one style of
leadership and authoritarian and bureau-
cratic dimensions together as another style
of leadership. In other words, based on the
composite scores of leadership dimensions
one can say that leadership style comprises
only two major dimensions of which one
is participative-nurturant-task style and the
other is position based authoritarian-bu-

Table 2: Varimax Rotated Factor Structure of Leadership Dimensions.

Leadership dimension Factor I Participative– Factor II Authoritarian- h2

Nurturant-Task Bureaucratic
Orientation  Orientation (Authoritative)

1. Participation .73 -.32 .63
2. Nurturant Task .73 .08 .54
3. Authoritarian -.02 .81 .66
4. Bureaucratic .00 .82 .67
5. Nurturant .79 -.08 .63
6. Task-orient .76 .21 .63

Eigenvalue 2.296 1.48
Per cent of variance explained 38.10 24.63

reaucratic (or authoritative) style. The re-
spondents of the present study do not seem
to perceive more than two styles as they
experienced in the work context. However,
within each style there seems to be some
degree of variation in leadership behaviour
which is expressed through participative
or nurturant-task mode or on the opposite
side through authoritarian or bureaucratic
leadership style mode.

Table 3 presents correlation between
FIRO-B dimensions such as inclusion,
control and affection and leadership
dimensions characterized as participative,
nurturant-task, authoritarian, bureau-
cratic, nurturant and task-oriented. Since
all the three factors of FIRO-B are mea-
sured on expressed and wanted aspects,
total scores for inclusion, control and af-
fection and also expressed and wanted
total scores (representing extroversion
and introversion respectively) were
included in the correlation analysis. It can
be observed that inclusion and affection
dimensions significantly related to par-
ticipative and nurturant style of leader-
ship but failed to relate with other lead-

ership dimensions such as nurturant-task,
authoritarian, bureaucratic and task-ori-
ented styles. On the contrary, it was
expected that control dimension of FIRO-
B would relate with task-orientation
dimension. Surprisingly, it was found that
there was no significant positive relation-
ship with task-oriented leadership
behaviour as conceptualized by Sinha
(1995). It can also be noted that the trend
of relationship was positive but non-sig-
nificant with nurturant-task and task-
oriented leadership dimensions. How-
ever, expressed components of FIRO-B
(expressed total score) showed relation-
ship with participative, nurturant leader-
ship styles besides showing significant
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participative, nurturant dimensions but
not with task orientation dimension.

Table 3: Correlations between FIRO - B and Leadership Dimensions

(N = 102)

FIRO-B Dimension      Leadership Dimensions
                                     

Participative Nurturant Authori- Bureau- Nurtur Task-
Task tarian cratic -ant  Oriented

Inclusion Expressed .32* .07 -.12 .18 .53** .15
Inclusion Wanted .24* .06 -.14 -.16 .34** .11
Inclusion Total .31** .07 -.15 .19* .47** .15
Control Expressed -.09 .18 .12 .02 .11 .16
Control Wanted .16 .06 .05 .04 -.02 -.13
Control Total .04 .19 .13 .06 .07 .03
Affection Expressed .28** .07 -.03 -.00 .33** .11
Affection Wanted .35** .03 -.20* -.18 .26** .13
Affection Total .36** .06 -.13 .10 .34** .14
   Expressed total    .23*    .16    -.00    -.06   .43**    .20*
   Wanted total    .37**    .08    -.15    -.15    .31*    .07

**p<.01;  *p<.05

Table 4 describes relationship be-
tween FIRO-B dimensions and leadership
styles through canonical correlation pro-
cedure that uses two linear composites of
FIRO-B and leadership dimensions with
their unique underlying variations to es-
tablish linkages between the two sets of
variables. The canonical correlation be-
tween the two sets mentioned above es-
tablished a relationship of .57 significant
well beyond .01 level of confidence. The
correlations between leadership dimen-
sions and the respective canonical vari-
ables (i.e. canonical loadings) were very
high for participative style and nurturant
style, whereas other dimensions showed
canonical loadings being low for bureau-
cratic, authoritarian, task-oriented and
nurturant-task dimensions in decreasing

order. The canonical loadings of inclu-
sion and affection needs were very high
whereas the loadings for control needs
were close to zero. The redundancy ex-
plained by leadership and Interpersonal
dimensions was 8.23 per cent and 11.16
per cent respectively. A multiple regres-
sion analysis between FIRO-B dimen-
sions and leadership dimensions one at a
time showed significant contribution of
FIRO-B needs to nurturant and partici-
pative style, explaining 28.84 and 19.91
per cent of variance significant well
beyond .01 level of confidence.

As it is expected that the higher scores
of FIRO-B needs might affect leadership
dimensions differently, an analysis of high
and low scores of six interpersonal needs

relationship with task-orientation of lead-
ers. The wanted components (wanted
total scores) related significantly with
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were carried out with six leadership dimen-
sions. Each interpersonal need scores was
split at the median of respective score dis-
tribution and related separately with lead-
ership dimensions. There was a significant
shift in the correlation pattern for some of
the FIRO-B needs. It can be seen that low
inclusion expressed need related equally
strongly with participative and nurturant
dimensions whereas high scores of the
same component related with nurturant di-
mension but not so strongly with partici-
pative dimension of leadership. Inclusion
wanted low scores related positively and
significantly with nurturant dimension of
leadership but failed to relate with partici-
pative dimension. Control need (both high
and low groups) under expressed and
wanted domain failed to relate with task
oriented leadership dimension; the excep-
tion was nurturant-task and nurturant ori-
entation with which control expressed
(high scores) showed positive and signifi-
cant relationship. Further, affection ex-

pressed high score showed negative sig-
nificant relationship with nurturant-task
dimension and affection wanted high score
related positively and significantly with
authoritarian dimension. In a more or less
similar manner affection wanted low score
and inclusion expressed high score
related negatively and significantly with
bureaucratic dimension. It is interesting to
note that with bifurcation of FIRO-B di-
mension scores, at least two correlations
for bureaucratic dimension turned out to
be negative and significant whereas ob-
serving Table 3 again one could notice that
none of the correlations for bureaucratic
dimension under three interpersonal need
areas leaving aside inclusion total was sig-
nificant.

None of the correlations for bureau-
cratic dimension under three inter-
personal need areas leaving aside
inclusion total was significant.

Table 4: Canonical Correlation between Interpersonal Behaviour and Leadership Dimension.

Root # Canonical Correlation Wilks’ Lamda F ratio P

1 .57 .48 2.04 .001
Leadership Correlation between R2 FIRO-B Correlation between
Dimensions leadership dimensions Dimensions FIRO-B and

and Canonical variable Canonical variable

1. Participative -.63 19.91* 1. Inclusion Expressed -.97
2. Nurturant-task -.10 4.59 2. Inclusion Wanted -.64

3. Authoritarian .27 7.58 3. Control Expressed -.02
4. Bureaucratic .34 7.53 4. Control Wanted -.00
5. Nurturant -.91 28.84* 5. Affection Expressed -.58

6. Task-oriented -.24 6.23 6. Affection Wanted -.57
Redundancy (%) 8.23 Redundancy (%) 11.16

*p<.01
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Table 5: Correlations between FIRO-B and Leadership Dimension under Low and High FIRO-
B Scores

Particip- Nurtur- Authori- Bureau- Nurtur- Task-
ative ant-task tarian cratic ant Oriented

Inclusion Exp: Low (N = 63) .33* -.01 -.11 -.10 .42** .13
High (N = 39) .19* -.12 -.23   -.45** .36* -.01

Inclusion Wanted: Low (N = 54) .12 .17 .17 -.11 .34* .20
High (N = 48) .10 -.26 -.18 .15 .22 -.05

Control Expressed : Low (N = 58) -.22 -.23* .17 .09 .10 .16
High (N = 44) .19 .36* -.19 -.26 .37* .09

Control Wanted : Low (N = 54) .02 -.23 -.04 -.01 -.20 -.20
High (N = 48) .26  .07 -.04 .13 .22 .01

Affection Expressed :Low (N = 61) .02 .07 .06 .17 .19 .13
High (N= 41) -.05 -.33* -.13 .14 -.04 -.17

Affection Wanted : Low (N = 58) .22 -.19 -.10 -.25* .14* -.15
High (N = 44) .01 -.07 .36* -.01 .32* .15

Discussion

The findings have clearly pointed
out that managers of the present study
who belonged to middle management
cadre had relatively higher scores on
extroversion than introversion. Their
extroversion approach does not seem to
be truly outgoing due to the fact that their
average obtained scores on various di-
mensions of FIRO-B as against theoreti-
cal upper limits showed large differences
for both extroversion and introversion
dimensions. This pattern is suggestive of
subscribing to normative standard of out-
going activities that managers may have
committed themselves to, besides main-
taining formal role-based dealings in
various spheres of activity they are
involved with.

The leadership components of man-
agers are expressed through different
behavioural patterns and shades of

styles, sometimes pure and independent
and sometimes overlapping. It would be
of great interest to researchers if the
overlap among various leadership styles
is taken note of. It is worth noting that
the part icipat ive,  nurturant- task,
nurturant and task-oriented dimensions
are perceived together by the managers
of middle management cadre vis-à-vis
authoritarian-bureaucratic (or authori-
tative) dimensions. In view of the fact
that the two styles of leadership are
factorially distinct and are relatively in-
dependent of each other, they seem to
provide some support to the style con-
structs predominantly projected and
practiced by the respondents at the
macro-level as Fleishman (1953) dem-
onstrated in his leadership study. On the
other hand, Sinha (1980, 1995), Ansari
(1990) and Hassan (1986) documented
at the micro-level the constructs or
dimensions of leadership using item
responses. These attempts roughly sug-
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gested the dimension names currently
in use, but do not define the construct
of leadership based on these dimen-
sions. In order to define the leadership
behaviour at  the micro-level i tem
responses are factored, whereas for de-
fining the differentiating capability of
composite scores at the macro-level,
subscale scores are factored applying
second order factoring method. As seen
in the present study emergence of two
clusters distinctly indicated two major
styles of leadership even though there
were six dimensions of leadership
behaviour. These findings can be com-
pared with major research findings
reported in the West, where consistently
two dimensions of leadership are iden-
tified (Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler &
Weick 1970:83-85). In other words, the
current evidence heavily weighs against
6 dimensions or styles of leadership
suggested by Sinha (1980, 1995), rather
our findings have substantially con-
firmed along the lines of Western re-
searches that the managerial leadership
style comprises mainly two major
dimensions i.e., Participative-Nurturant
and Authoritative styles.

The managerial leadership style
comprises mainly two major dimen-
sions i.e., Participative-Nurturant
and Authoritative styles.

A theoret ical  point  that  needs
further elaboration here is that of the
interpersonal skills of managers as em-
bodied in the construct of FIRO-B
(inclusion and affection representing
participation needs) that are assumed to

influence the constructs of leadership
dimensions are fully confirmed in the
present study (Kuehl, Di-Marci & Wims
1975, O’Brien & Kabanoff 1981) . The
managers who establish personal ties,
maintain human relations and carry on
their networking are those who have
strong needs to include themselves into
others’ activities (inclusion need). Ex-
pressing warmth, being open to one self
and to the group signify affection need
or the need for openness. Setting direc-
tions and dominating the group through
ideas, conceptual schemes, schedules
and programmes are indicative of con-
trol or domineering need of managers.
The inclusion and affection needs com-
pel these managers to exercise partici-
pative styles in groups and be emotion-
ally involved with people. The trends
of findings have clearly confirmed these
linkages between inclusion-affection
dimensions and participative-nurturant
dimensions. Indirect support for mod-
erating influence of control need is pro-
vided by negative and non-significant
relationships between inclusion and af-
fection dimensions and authoritative
style of functioning (i.e. both Authori-
tarian and Bureaucratic dimensions). In
fact, it is merely suggestive that being
increasingly participative does not al-
low the managers to be authoritative in
approach and style. Enough evidence,
however, is not available to buttress this
point of view.

With the nexus of inclusion-affection
and the participative-nurturant styles, as
demonstrated above, it is expected that
control dimension of FIRO-B signifying
domineering needs of managers would
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show significant relationship with
nurturant-task style to a lesser extent and
task-oriented style to a greater extent as
because nurturant-task dimension is de-
fined on contingency term, i.e. a leader
becomes more nurturant if better perfor-
mance of subordinates follows. The find-
ings failed to support this assumption and
the hypothetical linkage supposedly
thought of between the two. Nevertheless,
small positive and non-significant rela-
tionships between the above dimensions
were noted, probably suggesting a likely
tendency of control need and leadership
styles, mainly of nurturant-task, task ori-
entations and authoritative styles (i.e.,
bureaucratic and authoritarian dimen-
sions both) to vary together.

Is it possible to prove the above con-
tention in a multivariate framework,
where interpersonal dimensions and lead-
ership styles are used jointly as two lin-
ear composites? The magnitude of ca-
nonical correlation and respective load-
ings obtained for participative-nurturant
dimensions and Inclusion-affection needs
fully validated the above findings of a
close nexus between interpersonal needs
(inclusion and affection) and leadership
behaviours comprising participative and
nurtarant orientation. While the above is
true, surprisingly control need failed to
relate with leadership behaviour envis-
aged as domineering style in the
workgroup generally known as task ori-
entation or authoritative styles.

Nevertheless, extroversion scores
based on expressed scores of three in-
terpersonal need areas revealed positive
significant relationship with participa-

task-orientation of managers. In fact,
these findings are suggestive of mak-
ing control expressed behaviour more
effective if inclusion and affection are
also equally strongly perceived and in-
teracted with control expressed beha-
viour. In fact, this makes the managers
more task-oriented with increased par-
ticipation of subordinates caused by
higher inclusion and affection behaviour
routinely expressed by managers.

A critical issue that requires discus-
sion here is whether individual differ-
ences reflected in the interpersonal need
patterns would explain and support the
above contention in a more cogent man-
ner. For this purpose correlations ob-
tained under high and low FIRO-B need
dimensions (expressed and wanted both)
showed variation in the correlation pat-
tern, which became more obvious with
respect to nurturance orientation than
participative orientation. Besides this,
control expressed behaviour showed, as
expected, significant relationship with
nurturant-task behaviour and nurturant
behaviour of leaders that was not at all
observed in an overall group analysis. It
is also besides the fact that control ex-
pressed need (high and low scores) ut-

These findings are suggestive of
making control expressed beha-
viour more effective if inclusion and
affection are also equally strongly
perceived and interacted with con-
trol expressed behaviour.

tive and nurturant dimensions besides
indicating meaningful co-variation with
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terly failed to relate with task orientation,
authoritarian and bureaucratic dimen-
sions simply suggest a possibility that
control expressed behaviour is more ef-
fective in the context of conditionally de-
fined nurturant style (nurturant-task ori-
entation) but not necessarily with the in-
dependent dimension of leader’s task
orientation. The wanted scores for inclu-
sion, control and affection (split into high
and low scores) also showed a different
pattern of relationship for participative
behaviour than shown for the overall
group analysis, thereby suggesting a pos-
sibility of moderating influence of high
and low tail of score distribution of FIRO-
B dimensions. The findings obtained in
the present study partially confirmed the
hunch about presence of moderating in-
fluence of FIRO-B dimensions. What
appears to be more desirable is to inves-
tigate this issue in a larger sample and
isolate significant differences between
high and low group of inclusion, control,
and affection dimensions for expressed
and wanted dimensions. By and large, the
obtained results signify importance and
partly moderating influence of individual
differences, besides partially testing a
point of view that high control expressed
behaviour does contribute to some aspect
of task orientation measured as a compo-
nent of nurturant-task leadership
behaviour, conceptualized to be contin-
gent upon task performance.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the three dimensional
theory of interpersonal skills demon-
strated positive relationship of Inclu-
sion and Affection dimensions with that

of participative and nurturant styles of
leaders. The Control Expressed dimen-
sion failed to relate with leaders’ Task
Orientation component, thereby the
trend of relationship suggested that
control expressed behaviour in work
context perhaps cannot be characterized
as fully representative of managerial
task oriented behaviour. However, ex-
troversion or outgoing interpersonal
style of managers, epitomized in over-
all expressed component of FIRO-B,
seemingly played a role more than the
introversion component, in making the
leaders more participative, nurtuant and
task oriented, which is rather sugges-
tive of interaction effect of three dimen-
sional model of interpersonal behaviour.
By and large, the individual profile of
subscale scores that altered the corre-
lational pattern with leadership dimen-
sions suggested a possibility of moder-
ating and compounding influence of
FIRO-B dimensions.

Implications

The implication of FIRO-B and Lead-
ership Styles for building skills of prac-
ticing managers to be effective on the job/
role/position is a well accepted proposi-
tion tried by many practitioners and
internal change agents. As the theory
elaborates itself, it is expected that with
inclusion and affections needs being high,
managers may enhance developmental
strategies of their subordinates resulting
in better team building orientation at their
level and with strong control orientation
also exercised simultaneously they might
turn their teams to be high achievers. This
is more likely to happen if across the lev



els of organizations managerial interper-
sonal skills comprising inclusion and af-
fection needs are seen predominantly ex-
pressed all along the control need making
its head way for achieving the targeted
goals of each of the work groups. The
present findings are significant in commu-
nicating a message to the organizational
policy makers that organization’s overall
developmental plan should follow a two
dimensional model of enhancing interper-
sonal skills along with leadership devel-
opment strategies rather than a one dimen-
sional approach of building leadership
potentials alone among managers. Since
interpersonal skills are intricately con-
nected to leadership development it is nec-
essary to enhance one’s ability to be an
extrovert at the workplace together with
being more nurturant-task oriented than be
simply a task-oriented manager.
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The process of global integration
deepens the flexibility in labour
market and renders collective
bargaining increasingly difficult.
This study has attempted to analyse
the impact of union membership on
wages in the organised manufac-
turing industries in India. The
study uses a recent survey data on
labour market in the organised
manufacturing industries. The
estimated wage premium for union
membership is 23.5 percent for
permanent workers. Decomposing
this wage gap indicates that union
membership contributes a signifi-
cant portion of this wage differen-
tial, that is, high unionization can
lower income inequality among
workers. This finding also turns
down the free riding problem in the
organized manufacturing indus-
tries.

Trade Union’s Role

Trade unionism is a legislative sys-
tem of organizing workers and raising
voice for economic and social benefits.
Unions perform the vital role of protest,
of calling attention to both the direct and
unforeseen consequences of managerial
decisions upon workers and the larger
community. In a democratic country
trade unions can essentially be viewed
as interest groups of industrial workers,
the strength and organization of which
are often tied up with political parties.
In the USA, trade union is an economic
association of workers thriving on free
collective bargaining, giving freedom to
workers to choose unions. In Britain
unions maintain their separate identities
as socio economic interest groups and
enjoy full freedom to bargain with the
employers. In France and Italy trade
unions are closely associated with po-
litical parties. In the ex-colonial democ-
racies the trade union movement has
been developed as an aspect of nation-
alist movement and eventually been tied
with political parties. In India, political
parties have traditionally controlled
trade unions.
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The presence of unions is associ-
ated with collective bargaining such as
higher wages and benefits in order to
improve the conditions of workers. The
differences in wages between union and
non-union workers are considered an
important indicator of union control.
Almost all studies uniformly conclude
that there exists a positive union-non-
union wage gap. However, when disag-
gregated calculations are made, union
memberships are not always associated
with positive wage gaps (Booth 1994).
In the USA and Britain trade unions sig-
nificantly reduce wage dispersion
among workers.  Freeman (1982)
showed that the American unions re-
duce intra-industry wage dispersion and
wage dispersion across certain labour
markets. Trade unions in Britain also
reduce wage dispersion within the
union sectors (Gosling & Machin
1993).

Almost all  studies uniformly
conclude that there exists a positive
union-non-union wage gap.

In India less than two percent work-
ers in both formal and informal sectors
are covered by union membership. The
union concentration is very high in
public sector, basically confined to per-
manent workers in the organised indus-
tries. In the organised private sector
union membership represents about 60
per cent workers. However, it is much
less in small and medium scale units. In
the unorganised sectors which employed
90 per cent of the labour force, union is
virtually absent. With the spread of

industrialization and economic develop-
ment, trade union movement has ac-
quired varied colour. One striking
feature is the rapid growth in unionism
among white-collar workers (Sahoo
1999). The impact of union is dependent
on many factors such as quantitative and
qualitative strength and its leadership.
Unions played a dominant role in the
states ruled by leftist parties such as
West Bengal and Kerala. On the other
hand, the North Indian states have com-
paratively low union penetration. Big-
ger firms are more likely to be union-
ized than small firms (Deshpande et al
2004).

Dunlop (1944) was the first to de-
clare a trade union as an economic
theory, which requires that the organi-
zation be assumed to maximize (or mini-
mize) something. According to him, the
aim of trade union is to maximize the
total amount of wages and benefits for
its members. During the seventies and
eighties, the development of human capi-
tal theory and access to better data
sources made possible the rise in new
generation studies of wage differentials
(see Delton & Ford 1977, Freeman &
Medoff 1981, Long & Likn 1983, Dunn
1986). Unions negotiate with their em-
ployer for higher wages, health benefits,
retirement benefits, hours of work and
working environment. Unionized mem-
bers receive same wages as their non-
unionized counterparts. Unions typically
do not try to negotiate lower wages for
non-members. If the non-member work-
ers were paid less, firms would substi-
tute union workers to cheaper non-union
workers, which in turn may drive unions
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out of existence. However, empirical
evidence on union ‘wage effect’ suggests
that union members are getting wage
advantage in comparison to their non-
unionized counterparts.

The effect of unions on the distribu-
tion of earning depends on the size of
the union wage premium, the position of
the organised workers in the non-union
earning distribution and the effect of
unions on inequality within the orga-
nized sector (Freeman & Card 1993). In
the United States, private sector union
members’ gain substantially in terms of
wage and benefits compared to their
counterpart (Budd & Na 2000,
Schumacher 1999). Using British House-
hold Panel Survey Hildreth (1999)
showed that there exists positive wage
difference in United Kingdom. The wage
difference between union and non-mem-
ber workers can be distinguished as
structural effects and the difference that
cannot be traced from the difference in
characteristics which is referred as union
effect. The structural effect includes the
difference in productivity augmenting
characteristics like education, experi-
ence, skills and other job related char-
acteristics. In India, the presence of
union in manufacturing industries
explains only a little portion of the wage
gap between permanent and contractual
workers (Bhandari & Heshmati 2008).

The objective of the study is to in-
vestigate the wage difference between
union and non-union members and the
factors that can be attributed to this dif-
ference. How much union effect is there
in bargaining higher wages? Or is there

any free rider problem? The present
study brings out the wage differential
between unionized and non-unionized
among the permanent workers. Contrac-
tual workers have not been considered
because of low union penetration among
them.

Theoretical Background

Union membership has traditionally
been the principal agent of voice represen-
tation which empower workers in the form
of better wages and benefits, better work-
ing conditions as well as job security
(Booth 1995). Union set wages for all
workers irrespective their membership. It
is very difficult for unions to sell group
incentive schemes to its rank and file, the
beneficiaries being only a small subset of
its constituencies. Hence, there exists a
free riding problem associated with union
membership. Free riding assumes that any
union bargaining is available to all work-
ers whether or not they are members. In a
workplace free riding problem is relevant
where there is no coercion of joining the
union. The reason for joining union in the
absence of coercion is the anticipation of
excludable goods and services offered by
unions (Olson 1965). The excludable
goods might include pension advice,
legal advice etc (Booth & Bryan 2004).
However, empirically it is difficult to esti-
mate the effects of excludable goods
on the decision to join the union by the
workers.

It is very difficult for unions to sell
group incentive schemes to its rank
and file.
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Bargaining in the Age of Reform

Opening up of the economy through
globalization and subsequent increase in
competition has led employers to seek
greater labour market flexibility (for a
more detailed discussion about global-
ization see Bhandari & Heshmati 2007).
Rigid labour laws in the country discour-
age industries to adjust its labour force
according to the requirement. In prin-
ciple, lack of flexibility in the labour
market is hurting job market and erod-
ing competitiveness of the domestic in-
dustry. Bhandari and Heshmati (2005)
found that Indian labour market is not
inefficient in its labour use. Modest
speed of adjustment has led employment
size closer to the optimal level. In prac-
tice, permanent workers are being fired
by means of so-called voluntary retire-
ment schemes, thereby reducing the size
of permanent workforce and increase in
the use of contract workers. At the same
time firms are attempting to increase
labour productivity by making changes
in internal utilization by redesigning jobs
and changing job contents (ILO 1995).

Globalisation has weakened the bar-
gaining position of trade unions as it in-
creases the substitutability of employees
(Rodrik 1997). In India, trade unions have
been loosing the strength ever since the
reform process began. The opening up of
the economy is accompanied by a vigor-
ous campaign for the right to hire and fire
workers freely. As the process of global-
ization and liberalization deepens, em-
ployers are demanding greater flexibility
in labour use so that they can freely de-
ploy or retrench workers if the business

environment demands. As a result there
has been a structural shift in employment
from permanent to temporary, contract or
casual employment. All these develop-
ments have resulted in weakening the
bargaining power of labour unions. The
bargaining power of trade unions has fur-
ther been weakened by new managerial
strategies like outsourcing and parallel
production (Sharma 2006). During the
past two decades, number of maydays lost
due to lockout is higher than strikes by
the workers, indicating the loosing
strength of labour laws that have contrib-
uted to weaken the bargaining power of
trade unions.

The disconcerting feature of orga-
nized manufacturing industries is the
negative employment growth. The drive
for labour flexibility and just-in-time pro-
duction has led to the changes in employ-
ment contract, whereby full-time work is
declining and part time, casual and con-
tractual work is on the rise (O’Connor et
al 1999), Campbell and Burgess 2001).
Official figures indicate that organized
manufacturing industries shed jobs about
18 per cent between 1997 and 2004. At
the same time contractualization is rising
proportionately to the fall in permanent
jobs. Contractual employees are typically
without the legislative protection com-
pared to their counterparts. It is much
easier for trade unions to organize per-
manent workers. In the post-reform era
the total number of jobs has increased but
these jobs are created outside the regular
formal sector where the trade unions have
failed to represent workers. Since the
contractual workers have no formal
employment status and can be retrenched
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anytime, it is difficult to organize them.
Moreover, contractual worker cannot join
the unions of the permanent workers.
However, they prefer to stay away from
any union activities because of the fear
of job and income security. Trade unions
have become more defensive in the age
of reform due to structural transformation
of the economy, which forced them to
reorient their role to ensure the survival
of the industry. As the future of trade
unions depends on the size of workforce,
the growing number of contractual work-
ers might loosen the momentum of the
trade union movement.

As the future of trade unions
depends on the size of workforce,
the growing number of contractual
workers might loosen the momen-
tum of the trade union movement.

Data

The information available from sec-
ondary sources does not permit a com-
prehensive analysis of trade union and
labour market transition in India. The
quality of data collected and published
by the Labour Bureau is inadequate and
poor (Shyam Sundar 1999). The present
study uses field data collected from in-
dividual factory workers from different
industries and from different locations
in the country. The survey was at the in-
stance of Indo-Dutch Programme for
Alternatives in Development (IDPAD)
sponsored research project on “Political
Economy of Labour in a Globalised
Economy”. This data was collected from
selected industrial areas of West Bengal,

Uttar Predesh, Haryana and Delhi dur-
ing 2004-05. The survey contains infor-
mation on workers personal as well as
job related characteristics. The sample
includes 271 workers from different fac-
tories in organized manufacturing indus-
tries. Factories belong to 16 industries
under 2 digit industry groups of National
Industrial Classification 1998. The infor-
mation was collected on the basis of a
structured questionnaire. The samples
were randomly chosen within the frame-
work that the number of workers
restricted to at most five in a particular
firm in order to cover diverse industry
groups. For the sake of comparability
attention was given to select the type of
workers in a firm so that the sample rep-
resents diverse category of workers. As
far as union penetration is concerned
West Bengal has traditionally been the
stronghold of trade unions compared to
other parts of the country. In compliance
with general perception 65 per cent of
the workers are union members, while
35 per cent are from other states.

The descriptive statistics of the vari-
ables used of the study are presented in
Table 2. The union density is 50.6 per
cent in the total sample. The unionized
workers earn higher income compared
to non-unionised workers. Unionized
workers earn average per hour wage of
Rs. 20.84 while non-union workers earn
Rs. 16.65  (The exchange rate at the time
of survey was $1 = Rs. 45). Majority of
the union workers belongs to 31 – 50 age
groups, while most of the non-union
workers belong to lower age groups. The
highest number of workers were edu-
cated up to secondary level, followed by
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higher secondary and graduate educa-
tion. The average job tenure, which is a
proxy of job experience of the workers
was 10.2 years and 6.2 years for union
members and non-members respectively.
A small proportion of workers was found
to have special training. About 75 per-
cent unionized workers were non-mi-
grant, while majority of non-migrant
were non-members. Union penetration
was significantly lower in the Special
Economic Zone (SEZ) areas. Union pen-
etration was the highest in West Bengal,
while in other states non-union members
constituted the majority.

Methodology

The method of estimation of the
impact of union on wage premium fol-
lows the standard practice of human
capital model. The estimation process
is divided into two stages. In the first
stage, the wages of individual work-
ers are regressed on a vector of worker
characteristics (personal and job re-
lated). This estimation is made for
union and non-union workers sepa-
rately. The earning function takes the
following form:

Wi = βXi + εi

where W = natural logarithm of
hourly wage rate; X = a vector of worker’s
personal as well as job related character-
istics (see Table 1 for the list of variables),
β = coefficient of the individual variables
and ε = random error term which is as-
sumed to satisfy the usual properties. The
earning equation is estimated separately
for both union and non-union workers to

investigate the difference in the return of
the individual and job related character-
istics considered in this study.

The estimated earning equation for
union and non-union workers are

W—u = â̂u  X—u (1)

W—n = â̂n X
—

n (2)

Table 1: Variable Descriptions

Variables Definition

Age
Below 31 years = 1 if age below 31 years
31 -  40 = 1 if age between 31 – 40

years
41 – 50 = 1 if age between 41 – 50

years
51 & more = 1 if age 51 years and above

Wage Hourly earning of each
worker (Rs.)

Education
Literate = 1 if literate
Basic = 1 if basic education
Secondary = 1 if secondary education
Higher Secondary = 1 if higher secondary
Graduate = 1 if graduate and above

Job Tenure
Below 10 years = 1 if below 10 years experience
11 – 20 years = 1 if 11-20 years experience
21 years & more = 1 if 21 years & more years

experience
Advanced Skill

Yes = 1 special training
No = 1 no special training

Migration
Migrant = 1 if the worker is a migrant
Non migrant = 1 i f  the  worker  i s  not  a

migrant
Industrial location

SEZ = 1 for Special Economic Zone
(SEZ)

    included in the study
Other Places = 1 for other industrial locations

Region
West Bengal = 1 if industries are located in

West Bengal
Other Places = 1 if  industries are located

outside   West Bengal
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics

Variables                                   Union workers                                Non-union workers
                                              

Mean Standard Deviation Mean Standard Deviation

Age
Below 31 years 0.12 0.33 0.49 0.50
31 -  40 0.42 0.50 0.35 0.48
41 – 50 0.34 0.48 0.14 0.35
51 & more 0.11 0.31 0.02 0.14
Wage (Rs.) 20.84 9.18 16.65 7.80

Education
Up to Secondary 0.77 0.44 0.68 0.47
Higher Secondary 0.16 0.37 0.22 0.41
Graduate and above 0.08 0.27 0.10 0.47

Job Tenure
Below 10 years 0.33 0.47 0.76 0.43
11 – 20 years 0.34 0.48 0.16 0.37
21 years & more 0.33 0.47 0.07 0.26

Migration
Migrant 0.25 0.43 0.70 0.45
Non migrant 0.75 0.43 0.30 0.45

Advanced Training
Yes 0.23 0.42 0.18 0.38
No 0.77 0.42 0.82 0.38

Industrial location
SEZ 0.04 0.19 0.15 0.35
Other Places 0.96 0.19 0.85 0.35

Region
West Bengal 0.91 0.29 0.19 0.39
Other Places 0.09 0.29 0.81 0.39
Number of
Observation 137 134

where the hats denotes estimated pa-
rameters and the bars over variables in-
dicate sample mean. W is the mean wage,
X is a vector of the mean values of the
wage determining characteristics. â is a
vector of estimated coefficients or return
to the characteristics. The gross earning
differential in logarithm form is given by

W—u – W—n = â̂u  X
—

u – â̂n X
—

n

In the second step, following Oaxaca
(1973) methodology, the above equation

has been expanded. The difference in
wages is to be adjusted to identify the dif-
ference in the factors affecting wages.
Since there are two different wage struc-
tures there is no theoretical or empirical
guidance for us to know definite wage
structure prevailing in the market. First,
we assume that the real wage structure
affecting the labour market is union wage
structure and adjust the gross earnings
differential in terms of the coefficient of
the union wage equation, and obtain an
estimate of union and non-union earnings
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differential. Second, we assume the real
wage structure prevailing in the labour
market is non-union wage structure.

ΔW = W—u – W—n = (X—u – X—n ) â̂u  + X—n (â̂u – â̂n)

             = (X—u – X—n ) â̂n –  X
—

u (â̂u – â̂n)

Thus, the average wage differential be-
tween union and non-union workers is de-
composed into two components. The first
term on the right hand side is expected to
correspond to the difference in productiv-
ity or the difference in endowment evalu-
ated according to the non-union returns
(βn), the second term is the differences in
the pay structure between union and non-
union workers evaluated by the mean value
of the union characteristics, which is
termed as union wage premium.

Empirical Results

Table 3 reports the results of stan-
dard earning function of unionized and
non-unionized segment. The estimated
coefficients highlight the importance of
human capital model in determining
earning, following Mincer’s earning
equation. The earning equation is esti-
mated for each category using education
level, occupational experience, skill, mi-
gration and industrial location (Table 3).
The results help us to identify the
impacts of earning determining charac-
teristics of workers. Most of the coeffi-
cients for both unionized and non-union-
ized segment are statistically significant.

As expected, each successive educa-
tion level is associated with subsequent
higher earnings. The estimated earnings

of graduates are significantly higher in the
non-unionized segment than in the union-
ized segment. However, the return to
higher secondary level of education is
higher for unionized segment. The return
to job tenure is significantly higher for
union members than non-members. Spe-
cial training provided by firms pays a sig-
nificant premium for both unionized and
non-unionized workers. It is important to
mention here that advanced trainings are
not provided in the conventional educa-
tion system. Workers have to get addi-
tional technical skill from different train-
ing institutes before entering the job or
employers provide the necessary training
according to the requirement of the jobs.
Earnings of migrant workers differ de-
pending on whether they are union mem-
ber or not. For non-unionized workers
migration is associated significantly with
lower pay, while for unionized workers
the coefficient is positive but not signifi-
cant. Workers belonging to Special Eco-
nomic Zones receive lower wages com-
pared to other areas for non-unionized
members. Let us now turn to the analysis
of the decomposition of the wage differ-
ence for these two segments of workers.

Decomposition

Based on the formula |exp(D) – 1|,
where D is the difference in log points in
the earning between union and non union
workers, there is an earning difference
0.221, representing an adjusted pay
difference of 23.5 per cent. Measured with
union members’ coefficients, 59.34 per
cent of this difference is due to the wage-
determining characteristics. When evalu-
ated with non-members’ coefficients, the
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Table 3: Decomposition of the Wage Equations: Comparison by Union Membership

                                Union Member                                  Non Member
                                            

Coefficient t-value Coefficient t-value

[Age 15-30]

31 -  40 0.045 0.380 0.012 0.171
41 – 50 0.006 0.045 0.083 0.797
51 & more 0.025 0.143 0.307** 1.894

[Education:
Up to Secondary]

Higher Secondary 0.232* 2.424 0.131 1.745
Graduate 0.226** 1.810 0.252 2.442

[Tenure: < 10 years]
11 – 20 years 0.248* 2.621 0.064 0.691
21 years & more 0.470* 4.031 0.036 0.268

[No special training]
Special Training 0.338* 3.738 0.369 4.321

[Non migrant]

Migrant 0.025 0.292 -0.291 -4.155
[Other areas]

SEZ -0.225 -1.219 -0.089 -0.891

[Region: West Bengal]
Other regions -0.080 -0.585 -0.222 -2.347
Constant 2.615* 18.166 2.829* 37.714

Adjusted R Squared 0.306 0.295
F Statistics 6.462* 6.049*

Note: Omitted reference category are shown in brackets
Coefficients of industry category and area are not reported
*Statistically significant at 0.01 level; ** at 0.05 level of significance

difference in observed characteristics
explains 24.98 per cent of the pay differ-
ence. This variation may due to structural
differences among some attributes of the
non-unionized workers. The unionized
workers are expected to be more motivated
and prepared to invest in productivity-aug-
menting factors (Budd & Na 2000).

Thus, union wage premium, the
higher return earned by the unionized
segment for the same characteristics is in
the range of 40.66 per cent and 75.02 per
cent. This indicates the impact of wage
reservation by the unions for their mem-
bers in the organised manufacturing sec-
tor. Thus, workers are not able to grab the
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opportunity of free riding the benefits of
collective bargaining by unions.

Summary & Conclusions

There has been increasing interest on
the bargaining power of trade unions in
the age of globalization. This paper esti-
mated the pay difference between union
members and non-members in the
organised manufacturing industries. The
result indicates that in Indian manufac-
turing industries trade unions are able to
reserve higher wage for their members.
Unionized workers earn 23.5 per cent
more compared to their non-unionized
counterparts. A standard earning decom-
position model is applied to investigate
the factors responsible for this gap. Pro-
ductivity related characteristics explain
59.3 percent wage gap when evaluated
with the coefficients of unionized work-
ers. However, when evaluated with non-
unionized workers’ coefficient the pro-
ductivity related characteristics explains
only 24.9 per cent wage difference. The
variation in wage determining character-
istics between unionized and non-union-
ized workers might explain this differ-
ence. A higher proportion remains unex-
plained of what is referred to as union
premium. This highlights the fact that
non-unionized workers are getting advan-

Table 4: Decomposition of Union/Non Union Wage Gap

Decomposition Total Gap                Portion Attributed to Difference in
                  

Characteristics Union Premium

Returns to union member are baseline 0.211 0.125 0.086
(100.00) (59.34) (40.66)

Returns to non member are baseline 0.211 0.053 0.158
(100.00) (24.98) (75.02)

tage of union bargaining. The result indi-
cates that unions are able to reserve higher
wages for their members. This in turn
highlights the fact that high unionization
can reduce inequality of earnings and help
raise overall industry wage rates.
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This study makes an attempt to
assess the level of responsibility of
line managers in HR activities. The
information is collected from 176
line managers. Its analysis indicate
that line managers have moderate
responsibility for HRM. However
their level of responsibility appears
to be more in performance manage-
ment and training and development
related activities and less in com-
pensation related activities. The
study identifies significant differ-
ence in certain HR activities of line
managers based on the nature of
business, ownership of the organi-
sations, the length of services and
functional area of line managers.

HR Responsibilities & HR Managers

The devolution of HR responsibili-
ties from HR managers to line managers
is both growing and a global trend
(Larsen & Brewster 2003). Historically,
HR activities have always been a part of
the line manager’s job. In small busi-
nesses, the owner-manager looks after all
HR activities. As the business expands,
the owner may employ an HR profes-
sional or establish an HR department that
provides expert advice and support for
undertaking various HR activities.
Brewster and Larsen (2000) identify that
development of cost-centre or profit-cen-
tre based approaches for managing
organisations, comprehensive approach
to people management, growing influ-
ence of service industry, real time deci-
sion making, and changes in the philoso-
phy and structure of organisations are
responsible for the assignment of HR
issues to the line.

Earlier Literature

Pigors and Myers (1973) indicate
that personnel administration is a line
responsibility and staff a function. It is
a basic management responsibility, per-
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meating all levels and types of manage-
ment in all organisations. Beer et. al
(1985) prescribe a general manager’s
perspective for HRM with four HRM
policy choices such as employee influ-
ence, HR flow, reward system and work
system. Brewster and Larsen (1992),
Hoogn-doorn and Brewster (1992),
Brewster and Soderstrom (1994) present
evidence that HR role is increasingly
assigned to line managers and that the
extent of such assignment varies from
country to country. At a minimum, line
managers conduct performance reviews,
promotion decisions, and communicate
terminations (McGovern et.al 1997).
Jackson and Schuler (2000) treat man-
aging human resources as a responsibil-
ity shared by line managers, HR profes-
sionals and employees. They propose
partnership roles and responsibilities
among these stakeholders for managing
human resources. Line managers have re-
sponsibility for HRM in their respective
work floors and HR professionals have
to help line managers and coordinate HR
function across the organisation.

Line managers have responsibility
for HRM in their respective work
floors and HR professionals have to
help line managers and coordinate
HR function across the organi-
sation.

Earlier research indicates positive as
well as negative consequences of line
managers’ responsibility in HRM.
Budhwar (2000) observes that devolve-
ment enables HR problems to be solved
at a lower organizational level, creates

more responsible line managers, and
improved efficiency of employees. On
the other hand, Bond and Wise (2003)
believe that HR responsibility of line
mangers can result in devoting less time
by line managers to HR issues than HR
specialist would. This may result in
people management that is fragmented,
inconsistent and generally less effective
than HR specialists could deliver.
Renwick (2003) finds that line manag-
ers are eager to take additional HR
responsibilities, but are inadequately
completing some HR work and try to
reduce decision making time by by-pass-
ing procedures. He also presents mixed
evidence for whether line managers treat
employees fairly and consistently. Perry
and Kulik (2008) find a positive impact
of devolution of HR to line managers on
people management effectiveness.

Present Study

Research studies are conducted in
Europe (Brewster & Larsen 1992,
Brewster & Soderstrom 1994, Brewster
& Larsen 2000, Larsen & Brewster
2003) and the USA (Perry & Kulik 2008)
to examine the role of line managers in
HRM in those countries. Some of the
research papers mentioned above pre-
sents variations in line management
responsibility for HRM. There is no
similar study in India to examine the line
management involvement in HRM. This
has prompted to design and carry out the
present study to:

1. Assess the extent of responsibility of
line managers in various HRM ac-
tivities.
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2. Examine the variations in line man-
agers’ involvement in various HRM
activities.

3. Find out the differences in their in-
volvement based on the nature of
business, ownership of organisations,
length of line managers’ service and
functional areas.

Questionnaire Design

Based on the literature and research
survey, 23 HRM activities were identified
in which line managers have some role to
play in their organisations. A questionnaire
was prepared with these activities that
cover almost all HRM activities from
human resource planning to employee ter-
mination and covered: 1) human resource
planning, 2) recruitment, 3) selection, 4)
placement, 5) new employee orientation,
6) training needs identification, 7) train-
ing nominations, 8) training evaluation, 9)
designing performance appraisal, 10)
driving appraisal process,11) evaluating
performance, 12) performance counseling,
13) career planning, 14) transfer decisions,
15) promotion decisions, 16) salary deci-
sions, 17) incentives, 18) employee
benefits, 19) grievance handling, 20) dis-
cipline management, 21) managing absen-
teeism 22) managing attrition, and 23)
employee terminations. The respondents
are expected to rate the level of their
responsibility in discharging these HR ac-
tivities. A five point scale is used to record
the responses. One in the scale represents
for ‘no responsibility’, two ‘minimum
responsibility’, three ‘moderate responsi-
bility’, four ‘high responsibility’, and five
‘complete responsibility’ of line manag-
ers for that HR activity. In the last section

of the questionnaire respondents answered
questions relating to the nature of business
the organisations carried out, ownership,
and respondent’s functional areas and the
length of service in the present organi-
sation.

Sample

The questionnaire has been admin-
istered among 250 line managers (a man-
ager who deals with any of the functional
areas other than HR is considered as line
manager for the purpose of the study).
All these managers work in different
organisations in which there is a HR
department to support, help, and guide
line managers in people related issues
and coordinate HR function across the
organisation. 176 line managers could
give usable filled in questionnaires for
the purpose of the study. 41. 48% of them
represent manufacturing organisations;
37. 05% are from IT/ITES; and the
remaining 20.02% represent service sec-
tor. Ownership wise 28.41% of the
respondents belong to public sector,
28.98% work in private sector compa-
nies other than multinationals, another
23.86% represent Indian multinational
companies, and the remaining 18.75%
belong to foreign multinational compa-
nies located in India. Functional area
wise, the respondents are distributed
among operations (34.9%), marketing
(28.41%), systems (19.32%), and main-
tenance (18.18%). 43.75% of the respon-
dents have less than five years of work
experience in their respective organi-
sations; 38.64 % range from five to ten
years; and the remaining have ten and
above years of experience.
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Table 1: Background Information of the Respondents

SL. No Item Number of Respondents Percentage

1 Nature of business
a) Manufacturing 73 41.48
b) IT/ITES 66 37.05
c) Service 37 20.02

2 Ownership
a) Private sector 51 28.98
b) Public sector 50 28.41
c) Indian MNC 42 23.86
d) Foreign MNC 33 18.75

3 Functional Area
a) Operations 60 34.09
b) Marketing 50 28.41
c) Systems 34 19.32
d) Maintenance 32 18.18

4 Length of service
a) Lees than 5 years 77 43.75
b) 5 – 10 years 68 38.64
c) 10 and above years 31 17.61

Method of Analysis

Item wise analysis was carried out
using percentages, means scores and
standard deviations. One-way ANOVA
tests are used to find out differences in
various responsibility items based on the
nature of business, ownership of the
organisation, the line managers’ experi-
ence and their functional areas. Tukey’s
HSD tests (not reported in this paper due
to space constraints) are used for mul-
tiple comparisons among the items for
which one-way ANOVA tests have found
significant differences.

Analysis & findings

The percentages, means scores, and
standard deviations of all 23 items of
HRM are presented in Table 2. These

items may be classified
into human resource
acquisition, training and
development, perfor-
mance management,
internal mobility, em-
ployee compensation,
and employee relations.
This classification cov-
ers all major functional
areas of HRM, in which
line managers have re-
sponsibility.

Employee Acquisi-
tion: Human resource
planning, recruitment,
selection and placement
are included in em-
ployee acquisition ac-
tivities in this study. It is

calculated that together the average
mean score of all these four items is 2.95
indicating moderate responsibility of
line managers in employee acquisition
function. When compared with the four
items, placement and selection have se-
cured more score, whereas recruitment
activity has secured a relatively lesser
score. One-fourth of the respondents do
not have any responsibility with respect
to recruitment of their employees. On the
other hand, a single largest group
(36.93%) has high responsibility in em-
ployee selection.

Training & Development: New em-
ployee orientation, assessment of train-
ing needs, nominations to training
programmes, and training evaluation are
included under training and development
function in this study. The overall re-
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sponsibility level of line managers seems
to be moderate with regard to training
and development also. They have a high
level of responsibility in training needs
assessment and nominating employees
for various training and development
programmes, however.

The overall responsibility level of
line managers seems to be moder-
ate with regard to training and
development.

Performance Management: The
items included under performance man-
agement are: designing performance ap-
praisal system, driving appraisal process,
evaluating employee performance, and
performance counseling. In this func-
tional area of HRM also, the level of re-
sponsibility of line managers appears to
be moderate. However, line managers
have a high level of responsibility for
evaluating their employees’ performance
and extending performance counseling to
them. But the line managers’ role is less
than moderate in the activities of design-
ing performance appraisal system and
driving performance appraisal process.
Nearly one-fourth of the respondent line
managers have no role to play in design-
ing appraisal system for their employees.

Internal Mobility: The items such as
career planning, transfer decisions, and
promotion decisions are included in this
study. The average mean score of all the
three items together indicates moderate
responsibility of line managers. It has
been noticed that their responsibility
level is higher in promoting employees

than career planning and transfers.
Transfer decisions item has secured rela-
tively lesser score.

Overall, the line managers have not
much role to play in this vital func-
tion of HRM

Compensation: Salary decisions,
incentive payment and employee ben-
efits and services are included here to
find out the level of responsibility of line
managers in employee compensation
related matters. Overall, the line man-
agers have not much role to play in this
vital function of HRM as the mean score
of all three items together indicates the
minimum responsibility of line manag-
ers on compensation issues. More than
one-fourth of the line managers have no
role to play with respect to salary issues
of their employees; about 34% of the
respondents have the same position with
regard to incentive payments for their
employees and nearly 50% of them are
in a similar situation as far as employee
benefits and services are concerned.

Employee Relations: Items such as
grievance handling, discipline manage-
ment, managing absenteeism, managing
attrition and employee termination are
included under employee relations. The
responsibility level of line managers
seems to be moderate on employee rela-
tions issues. However, they have rela-
tively more responsibility in managing
absenteeism, discipline, and handling
grievance of their employees when com-
pared to managing attrition and em-
ployee terminations.
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Comparative Analysis: As presented
in Table 3, the overall mean scores indi-
cate not much difference in line manag-
ers’ responsibilities in HRM. It seems
that all line managers, irrespective of the
organisations they belong to, their length
of service and their functional areas,
have moderate responsibility in HRM
activities. However, line managers in IT
and ITES business appear to be slightly
more associated with HR activities fol-

lowed by manufacturing and service
organisations. Ownership wise, on the
whole, it seems that line managers of
multinational companies, both Indian
and foreign, are slightly better associ-
ated with HR activities than the others.
With respect to length of service, it has
been noticed that line managers with 5-
10 years of service are slightly better
associated with HR activities than their
counterparts. It seems that line manag-
ers working in systems area are better
involved in HR as compared to other line
managers in the functional areas of op-
erations, marketing and maintenance.

Nature of Business: One-way
ANOVA test results (Table 4) show that
out of 23 HR responsibility items, sig-
nificant differences are found in three
items such as orientation, promotion
decisions, and employee benefits and
services based on the nature of business.
The results of Tukey’s HSD test for mul-
tiple comparisons indicate that the in-
volvement of line managers in new em-
ployee orientation programmes and pro-
motion decisions is relatively more in IT/
ITES organisations as compared to
manufacturing and service organisations.
However the responsibility of line man-
agers belonging to manufacturing sector
appears to be relatively more with re-
spect to employee benefits and services
as compared to others.

Ownership: As presented in Table 5,
one-way ANOVA test results indicate
that there is a significant difference in
the responsibilities of line managers with
respect to five items out of 23 items
based on the ownership of the organi-

All line managers, irrespective of
the organisations they belong to,
their length of service and their
functional areas, have moderate re-
sponsibility in HRM activities.

Table 3: Overall Mean Scores

SL. No Item Mean Scores

1 Nature of business

a) IT/ITES 3.05
b) Manufacturing 3.01
c) Service 2.94

2 Ownership

a) Indian MNC 3.11
b) Foreign MNC 3.10
c) Private sector 2.99
d) Public sector 2.88

3 Functional Area

a) Systems 3.28
b) Maintenance 3.10
c) Operations 2.90
d) Marketing 2.90

4 Length of service

a) Lees than 5 years 3.00
b) 5 – 10 years 3.05
c) 10 and above years 2.93
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sations. They are: performance counsel-
ing, career planning, salary decisions,
grievance handling, and employee ter-
mination. Based on the results of Tukey’s
HSD test for multiple comparisons, it has
been observed that the line managers
working in Indian multinational compa-
nies take more responsibility with
respect to performance counseling and
career planning of their employees as
compared to other types of ownership.
This is followed by private sector. How-
ever, the line managers in foreign multi-
national companies are more associated
with salary decisions as compared to

Table 4: One-way ANOVA Test Results on the Responsibility Items by Nature of Business$

Responsibility Items  Mean Score (SD) F-Statistic
                                         
 Manufacturing Service IT & ITES

(N=73) (N=37) (N=66)
 

Orientation 3.03 (1.18) 2.59 (1.54) 3.24 (1.25) 3.003*

Promotion Decisions 3.33 (1.27) 2.84 (1.07) 3.58 (1.05) 4.876*

Benefits and services 2.08 (1.09) 2.00 (1.31) 1.65 (0.89) 2.992*

* Significant @ .05 level
$ Only those items for which F-Statistic is significant are shown

others. Further, line managers in Indian
multinational companies are more
involved in their employee grievance
redressal as compared to line managers
in private sector. With respect to em-
ployee terminations, the line managers
in foreign multinational companies have
more responsibility than their counter-
parts.

Line managers in Indian multina-
tional companies are more involved
in their employee grievance redre-
ssal as compared to line managers
in private sector.

Table 5: One-way ANOVA Test Results on the Responsibility Items by Ownership$

Responsibility Items                                               Mean Score (SD)                                      F-Statistic
                                        
 Public (N=50) Private (N=51) IMNC (N=42) FMNC (N=33)

 
Performance Counseling 3.48 (1.30) 3.24 (1.12) 3.93 (0.92) 3.55 (0.97) 3.058*

Career Planning 2.80 (1.48) 3.12 (1.14) 3.57 (1.27) 3.39 (0.86) 3.341*

Salary  Decisions 2.10 (1.25) 2.71 (1.14) 2.62 (1.21) 3.00 (1.12) 4.327*

Grievance Handling 3.10 (1.04) 2.76 (0.99) 3.36 (0.98) 3.27 (1.04) 3.095*

Termination 2.26 (1.34) 2.65 (1.21) 2.62 (1.31) 3.06 (1.12) 2.728*

* Significant @ .05 level
$ Only those items for which F-Statistic is significant are shown

Length of Service: One-way
ANOVA test results show a significant

difference in one of the items of respon-
sibilities that is orientation (Table 6).
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Interestingly, it has been observed that
line managers with less than five years
of experience have relatively more re-

sponsibility in new employee orientation
programmes than those with five and
above years of experience.

Table 6: One-way ANOVA Test Results on the Responsibility Items by Length of Service

Responsibility Items                                       Mean Score (SD) F-Statistic
                                          
 Less than 5yrs. 5 - 10 yrs. 10yrs. & above

 
Orientation 3.23 (1.19) 2.71 (1.23) 3.16 (1.59) 3.279*$

* Significant @ .05 level
$ Tukey’s HSD test is significant for less than 5years visa-a-vis 5 - 10 years of service group

Functional Areas: There are varia-
tions in six HR responsibility items of
line managers based on their respective
functional areas (Table 7): recruitment,
training evaluation, salary decisions,
grievance handling, managing disci-
pline, and managing attrition. Line man-
agers in functional areas of maintenance

and systems are more associated with
recruitment activities as compared to
their counterparts. Salary decisions,
grievance handling, managing disci-
pline, and managing attrition, involve-
ment of the line managers in systems
area is more than others.

Table 7: One-way ANOVA Test Results on the Responsibility Items by Functional Area$

Responsibility Items                   Mean Score (SD) F-Statistic
                                    

Operation Marketing Systems Maintenance
(N=60) (N=50) (N=34) (N=32)

 
Recruitment 2.28(1.19) 2.54(1.05) 2.97(1.34) 3.09(1.28) 4.257*
Training Evaluation 3.02(1.16) 2.70(1.15) 3.82(0.83) 3.09(1.15) 7.256*
Salary Decisions 2.22(1.21) 2.58(1.16) 3.03(1.09) 2.72(1.30) 3.617*
Grievance Handling 2.92(1.06) 2.94(0.98) 3.50(0.99) 3.25(0.98) 3.082*
Discipline Management 3.13(1.10) 2.96(1.32) 3.68(1.04) 3.22(1.21) 2.622*
Managing Attrition 2.38(1.09) 2.86(1.29) 3.12(1.23) 2.81(1.18) 3.134*

* Significant @ .05 level 
$ Only those items for which F-Statistic is significant are shown

Discussion

It seems that line managers have
moderate responsibility for all HR func-
tions. This might be because of sharing
of responsibility of HRM between HR
department and line managers in these

It seems that line managers have
moderate responsibility for all HR
functions.

organisations. All respondents’
organisations have a separate HR depart-
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ment in place that conducts and coordi-
nates HR activities. However, one way
or the other, line managers are involved
in HR activities. In some of the HR ac-
tivities, namely, employee performance
evaluation, performance counseling,
training needs assessment, and nominat-
ing to training programmes, line manag-
ers have a high role to play. This will
help the organisations in its human re-
source development efforts. However,
with regard to employee compensation
issues such as salary decisions, incen-
tive payments and employee benefits and
services, the role of line managers is not
significant. This might be because of
organisational polices and practices.
Generally pay scales are decided and
revised through collective bargaining
process in the unionized organisations.
Individual bargaining takes place for
salary fixation in non-union situations
during final selection process. HR de-
partment plays a critical role in this is-
sue to bring equity, both internal and
external, in employee compensation. In-
centives might be decided in collective
bargaining agreement or as per company
polices and practices. Employee benefits
and services are extended to employees
as agreed in collective bargaining or
company polices that are in conformity
with the prevailing legal framework. HR
department, being a centralized agency
for coordinating HR function across the
organisation, administer employee ben-
efits and services. Thus line managers
are relieved from these HR activities that
help them to focus on their respective
operation activities and HR issues of
their employees at the operations level.

With regard to employee compen-
sation issues such as salary deci-
sions, incentive payments and em-
ployee benefits and services, the
role of line managers is not signifi-
cant.

Conclusions & Implications

Line managers have higher respon-
sibility with respect to performance man-
agement, and training and development
and lower responsibility in employee
compensation systems. There are signifi-
cant differences in the role of line man-
agers based on the nature of business
undertaken by their organisations in the
areas of performance counseling, career
planning, salary decisions, grievance
handling, and employee termination.
Based on the ownership of the
organisations; there are significant dif-
ferences in line managers’ role in per-
formance counseling, career planning,
salary decisions, grievance handling, and
employee termination. Based on the
length of the service of the respondents,
however, the difference in the HR role
of line mangers is found only in new
employee orientation. Functional area
wise, the differences are observed in the
responsibilities of recruitment, training
evaluation, salary decisions, grievance
handling, and managing discipline and
attrition. On the whole, it seems that line
managers have moderate responsibility
for HRM. This indicates sharing of HR
responsibility with HR department. It
may be concluded that there is a part-
nership relationship between HR depart



ment and line managers in discharging
people management function. This
enables line managers to solve HR prob-
lems at the operations level with the help
of HR department.
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Like business and industry, the edu-
cation field is discovering the need
for talent to meet the new quality
standards demanded by the society
and the next generation. This pa-
per attempts to highlight some of
the areas of concern for upcoming
business schools. The objective is
to investigate the issues related to
talent management in business and
technical schools which can
contribute to the growth and devel-
opment of these institutions. The
paper is based on a survey of
faculty members from various man-
agement schools. Factor analysis
revealed areas perceived important
by them. The findings of this study
may be helpful in the identification
of factors which lead to attaining
an effective talent management
system in these institutions.

Three Pillars

The three pillars of any higher edu-
cation institution are: quality of faculty,
infrastructure facilities and learning
environment. With the increasing
demand-supply gap, organizations are
facing immense war for talent. Like busi-
ness and industry, education field too is
discovering the need for talent so as to
meet the new quality standards demanded
by the society and is also facing leader-
ship crisis. While most higher education
institutions, especially professional insti-
tutes and colleges are able to develop the
needed skills in students for success in
the working world, experience shows that
the management of upcoming technical
and management institutions has failed to
be just and fair in the treatment of their
faculties. This paper has used the survey
method based on which faculty members
of the various management and technical
schools were being interviewed. The
objective of the paper is to investigate the
issues and factors related to talent man-
agement in business and technical schools
which can contribute to the growth and
development of these institutions. For the
study faculty are being considered as
talent. The finding of this study may be
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helpful for the management of these
institutions and the policy makers for
developing a more effective and better
education system.

Research on the development of
higher education reveals that India’s po-
sition is 76 out of the 94 developing
countries (World Conference on Higher
Education, UNESCO, Paris 5-9 October,
1998).  At present India is striving to
compete in a globalized economy in
areas that require highly trained profes-
sionals, and thus the quality of higher
education has become increasingly im-
portant. Experience which the students
will derive from higher education is, to
a large extent, dependent on the perfor-
mance of faculty, both as teachers and
researchers. The faculty has a major role
in student learning and thus in the
present research, the attempt has been
to formulate an approach to prioritize the
initiatives that institutions need to take
for faculty satisfaction and to attain lead-
ership in higher education through tal-
ent management.  The present study has
used seventeen parameters to explain the
expectation of faculties in a business
school.

Expansion of Higher Education

Higher Education in India has ex-
panded many folds since Independence.
The number of universities has in-
creased from 20 in 1947 to 378 in 2005,
colleges from 500 to 18064, teaching
staff from a meagre 1500 to nearly 4.80
lakhs and student population in higher
education from 1 lakh in 1950 to over
112 lakhs.  Many fold expansion in in-

stitutional capacity in higher education
has enhanced enrolment ratio from less
than 1% in 1950 to about 10% in 2007
(Jyotsnarani 2007). Since Indepen-
dence, the system has grown around 22
fold in terms of universities and 33
folds in terms of number of colleges
suggesting a transition from an elitist
system of education of the British In-
dia to a mass based one characterizing
a democratic republic. In this era of cut
throat business competition there is a
burning need of world class business
managers and executives. Further the
phenomenal growth of Indian industry
over last two decades has also resulted
in increasing demand for efficient busi-
ness mangers from business schools.
While the top B-schools of India are
increasingly getting recognized interna-
tionally, the many thousands of remain-
ing management institutes in the coun-
try have felt the need for improving in
all the basic parameters. It also can not
be denied that  i t  is  Indian higher
education system that, to a significant
extent, has contributed to India rising
to become the World’s second fastest
growing economy, the World’s third
largest  economy, fastest  growing
mobile phone market, owner of the larg-
est bandwidth capacity and the second
largest pool of scientists and engineers
in the world.

Phenomenal growth of Indian
industry over last two decades has
also resulted in increasing demand
for efficient business mangers from
business schools.
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Theoretical Framework

Talent management is a process that
emerged in the 1990s and continues to
be adopted as more companies come to
realize that their employees’ talents and
skills drive their business success. The
term was coined by Mckinsey & Com-
pany following a 1997 study. There is
the process perspective which proposes
that talent management includes all pro-
cesses needed to optimize people within
an organization (Farley 2005). This per-
spective believes that the future success
of the company is based on having the
right talent, so managing and nurturing
talent is part of the every day process of
organizational life. There is the cultural
perspective according to which talent
management is a mindset (Creelman
2004), and that you must believe that
talent is needed for success (Michaels
Handfield-Jones & Axelrod 2001). This
can be seen where every individual is
dependent on their talent for success due
to the nature of the market in which they
operate, and is typical of organizations
where there is a free internal labour mar-
ket, with assignments being allocated
according to how well they performed
on their last assignment. Alternatively,
this can be an organization where the de-
velopment of every individual’s talent is
paramount and appreciated, and allow-
ing people to explore and develop their
talent becomes part of the work routine.
There is the competitive perspective
underpinned by the belief that talent
management is about identifying tal-
ented people, finding out what they
want, and giving it to them. This tends
to be the default perspective if no other

perspective is taken, if only as a reten-
tion strategy. It is also seen in the profes-
sional services firms where they gener-
ally adopt the competitive approach
because their business proposition is
based on the talents of their people. There
is the developmental perspective that pro-
poses talent management as about accel-
erated development paths for the highest
potential employees, applying the same
personal development process to every-
one in the organization, but accelerating
the process for high potentials. Hence the
focus is on developing high potentials or
talents more quickly than others.

Extant literature underpins the im-
portance of faculty for quality in higher
education (Ewell 1991, Cornesky 1991,
Chen et al 2006). Research on academic
quality in higher education is by and
large focused on students as customers,
their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with
various programs. Faculty satisfaction
has been given only a cursory impor-
tance. Chen et al (2006) have adapted
Importance – Satisfaction model (I-S
model) in higher education illustrating
quality improvement in terms of satis-
faction. Tribus (1995) developed an
early model of customer-supplier for
higher education (cited in Raouf 2004).
It has been argued that if the quality of
the service is to be determined then the
beneficiaries have to be clearly defined
in terms of their needs and expectations
(Raouf 2004). The model conceptualizes
faculty as customer in the education in-
dustry, and states that, similar to the con-
cept of internal and external customers
in business, there are also internal and
external customers in education.
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Table 1: Raouf Model of Customer-Supplier for Higher Education

Customers Suppliers Service

Faculty member Curriculum design leadership
Students Administrators material & equipment

Governing body system development policy

Faculty member Administrators material & equipment
knowledge, wisdom, know

Parents Higher Education System how, character
Industry Higher  Education System knowledge, wisdom, know

how, character

Faculty member Faculty member knowledge, wisdom, know
how, character

Source: Raouf (2004)

It is therefore important to highlight
faculty satisfaction from the point of view
of job satisfaction also. Managing faculty
satisfaction as talent remains relatively
under researched as compared to manag-
ing employee satisfaction as talent in
business. Faculty as the main resource is
central to appropriate educational activ-
ity. Therefore, faculty satisfaction is an
essential pre-requisite for excellence in
faculty performance with reference to
quality in education (Shagbemi 1997b).
Research on the quality of higher educa-
tion has now also started to look at the
job satisfaction of faculty members
(Korey 1995). Faculty satisfaction is a
key to quality output in terms of profes-
sional commitment of faculty members
(Ewell 1991) and how well that is aligned
with the over all goals of universities for
quality enhancement. Schonberger’s
(1990) emphasis on internal customer
relationship supports the idea that the fac-
ulty may be seen as the customer of the
educational manager; it is the manager’s
task to minimize problems that hinder fac-
ulty from performing at their highest lev-
els of ability (Rowley 1996). So far there

has not been research in the area to look
for faculty as talent and institutionalize
talent management process for academic
institutions.

Faculty as the main resource is cen-
tral to appropriate educational
activity.

Talent management refers to the pro-
cess of developing and integrating new
workers, developing and keeping current
workers and attracting highly skilled
workers to work for a company. Concep-
tual framework established in this paper
considers faculty as talent and suggests
derive talent management strategies on
the basis of influencing factors, focus-
ing on relative importance and level of
satisfaction among the faculties.

Faculty as Talent in Business Schools

Talent management is being con-
sidered today by corporate as a key
business process and like any business
process it also takes inputs to gener-
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ates output. In educational institutions
faculty are the major inputs in the pro-
cess of generating learning as a major
output among others. A structured tal-
ent management process will system-
atically close the gap between the fac-
ulties an institution currently has and
the competent faculties it will eventu-
ally need to respond to challenges and
create right set of skills in students.
This will help faculties achieve their
best individual potential; it helps in-
stitutions respond to challenges with
right set of talent available. An insti-
tut ion with talented facult ies  can
develop a reputation for being great
place to work, with great learning en-
vironment where quality in education
is expected. An institution in higher
education therefore needs to be able to
develop and deploy faculty who can ar-
t iculate the passion and vision of
institution and satisfaction of students.
Faculty members as internal custom-
ers satisfy the working environment of
universities (Chen et al 2006). This
implies that in order to enhance fac-
ulty performance certain aspects and
functions of their job have to be pri-
oritized. The issues related to faculty
are sufficiently significant for an
analysis to be appropriate, to under-
stand the ‘whole picture’ and suggest
possibilities to sustain quality and
leadership in institution of higher edu-
cation. The conceptual talent manage-
ment model has been shown in the fig.
1.  The first important aspect to con-
sider in structured talent management
process for institutions is to align the
complete process with the institutes’
vision, mission, and strategy as this

will define the talent of faculties for
that  inst i tution,  i t  may vary from
research focused or teachings focused
institutions. With the idea of compe-
tencies required for faculties to define
them as talent, institutions can draw
the talent management initiatives and
model for that institution. This will
enable knowledge creation and tapping
the full potential of talent available, ul-
timately results in effective learning.

The first important aspect to
consider is to align the complete
process with the institutes’ vision,
mission, and strategy.

Fig.1: Conceptual Framework

Vision, Mission
Strategy of Institution

Structure, Roles
Competencies required in faculties
(Selecting, developing, retaining)

Talent Management

Knowledge
Tapping Full Potential

Effective Learning (Performance)

Methodological Framework

The present study is exploratory in
nature. The findings of this study are
based on a survey conducted with ma
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jority of the responses from Delhi-NCR.
The objective was to understand the fac-
tors important for faculty and their sat-
isfaction so as to suggest factors to be
considered in designing talent manage-
ment process and in attracting, develop-
ing and retaining star faculties.  A struc-
tured questionnaire was used in the sur-
vey. Faculties and directors of manage-
ment institutions were asked to fill the
responses. The questionnaire contained
about the expectations of faculties and
their satisfaction with the actual. Twenty
two parameters were used in the ques-
tionnaire to analyze the expectations of
faculties at different business schools.

Pilot Study

After designing the questionnaire,
opinions from 5 experts (academicians)
were gathered and necessary corrections
were carried out. Then the pilot study

selected after review of literature. The
questionnaire was administered with fac-
ulties having minimum three years of ex-
perience and two research publications
with business schools having student
feedback system in practice as men-
tioned in their websites. Faculties have
been asked to rate seventeen variables
in a 5 point scale on their importance
level.  Questionnaires were distributed
to 130 faculty members of the business
institutes. 82 completed questionnaires
were received out of which 16 were
disqualified to satisfy conditions of
experience and publications.

Findings & Discussion

Faculty members of the business
schools were selected through convenient
sampling. Demographically, these faculty
members were asked to indicate their,
designation, length of service and gender.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics (N=75)

                                                  Descriptive Statistics
Mean           Std. Deviation

Work life balance 4.28 1.031
salary structure 4.4800 .64650
teaching load 3.74 .694
behaviour of management 3.74 1.275
behaviour of colleagues 4.4200 .85928
opportunity for learning 4.4400 .50143
research funding 3.3800 .49031
incentive for hard work 4.7400 .44309
incentive for loyalty 4.6000 .49487
opportunity for growth 4.8600 .35051
attrition rate of faculty 3.8200 .59556
infrastructure facilities 4.0000 .69985
role clarity of faculty 4.4200 .53795
self study and research hours 3.6200 .66670
performance appraisal 4.4800 .50467
support from administration 4.6800 .58693
recognition of good work 4.6800 .47121

was done with 24 respondents.
During the pilot study, prob-
lems faced by the respondents
in filling up the questionnaires
were identified and necessary
corrections were incorporated.

Data Collection

A questionnaire was devel-
oped to gather information
from the faculty members of
management & technical insti-
tutions, keeping in view the
nature of their work and envi-
ronment. The questionnaire
was divided into A & B. A con-
sist of demographic aspects
whereas B consists of variables
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The analysis of open ended questions
were also added in the questionnaire to
find out any additional information
related to important factors for faculty
and their satisfaction. These factors were
analyzed by taking seventeen variables.
The respondents were asked to rank the
variables on a five point scale. Then data
reduction is done by doing factoring.

Factor analysis is a method of reduc-
ing data complexity by containing the
number of variables. With regard to the
factors that are important to faculties and
influence them, a total of seventeen vari-

ables were subject to factor analysis.
KMO Measure of sampling is 0.626
which is in the acceptable range, being
more than 0.5; hence factor analysis
could be administered further. The re-
sult of factor analysis was obtained by
Principal Component Analysis and
specifying the rotation. Data were ana-
lyzed on Eignvale 1 and varimax rota-
tion.  The total variables that can be ex-
plained with the above factors are more
than 80% (Table 3). Outcome of factor
analyses are evident in Table 4 which
shows extraction of five factors which
are considered important by faculties.

Table 3: Total Variance Explained

KMO & Bartlett’s Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .626
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 766.068

Df 136
Sig. .000

Total Variance Explained
Component          Initial Eigen values                                  Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
                                

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %

1 5.442 32.010 32.010 3.715 21.852 21.852
2 3.524 20.732 52.742 3.714 21.849 43.701
3 2.369 13.933 66.675 2.965 17.440 61.141
4 1.440 8.470 75.145 2.154 12.670 73.812
5 1.240 7.296 82.441 1.467 8.630 82.441
6 .612 3.603 86.044
7 .537 3.161 89.205
8 .476 2.798 92.003
9 .358 2.109 94.112
10 .296 1.743 95.855
11 .206 1.213 97.068
12 .165 .968 98.036
13 .134 .786 98.821
14 .101 .592 99.413
15 .058 .341 99.754
16 .026 .151 99.904
17 .016 .096 100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
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Factor 1

Many factors are considered impor-
tant by faculties. The first factor includes
research funding, opportunity for learn-
ing, self study and research hours, role
clarity of faculties and also support from

administration as these items have high-
est loading as shown in the table. Re-
spective loadings of items are .911, .829,
.741, .684, and .609. Because of com-
mon nature of these items, the researcher
has identified these factors as ‘learning
opportunities’.

Table 4: Rotated Component Matrix

Rotated Component Matrixa

         Component
  

1 2 3 4 5

Research funding .911
Opportunity for learning .829
Self study and research hours .741
Role clarity of faculty -.684
Support from Administration .609
Teaching load .939
Work life balance .895
Infrastructure facilities .821
Behaviour of colleagues .645
Behaviour of management .608 .501
Incentive for loyalty .823
Incentive for hard work .793
Attrition rate of faculty .597
Recognition of good work .855
Opportunity for growth .797
Performance appraisal .641 .654
Salary .889

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 10 iterations.

Factor 2

Items which have high loading on
second factor are teaching load, work
life balance infrastructure facilities,
behaviour of colleagues and behaviour
of management. The researcher inter-
prets this factor as ‘working environ-
ment’. Among the working environ-

ment group teaching load has the high-
est loading, closely followed by work
life balance and infrastructure facili-
t ies.  Behaviour of colleagues and
behaviour of management came the
next. Faculties expect to have high
quality of work life as physical envi-
ronment and ambience affects learning
environment also.
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Factor 3

Incentive for loyalty, incentive for
hard work, attrition rate of faculties, and
behaviour of management constitute the
third factor. The researcher characterizes
these items as incentives. Incentive for
loyalty and long term stay with the
institution are important constituents
which faculties look in business schools.
Incentives are extrinsic motivators for
loyalty and hard work which also affects
attrition of faculties.

Factor 4

Recognition of good work, opportunity
for growth and performance appraisal com-
prises the fourth factor. They are termed as
‘recognition’. Even though faculties are
more specific about learning opportunities
and working environment, they consider
‘recognition’ also an important factor.

Factor 5

It represents salary and is the only
variable which has loading more than
0.5, hence termed as salary only. It is im-
portant to find that salary has
appeared as a distinguishing factor with
no other variable; its variance (8.63) is
the least among all the factors.

The most important of all factors is
learning opportunity since its Eigen
value and percentage of variation ex-
plained by this factor are 5.442 and
21.85 percent respectively followed by
working environment with 3.524 and
21.84 respectively. It was evident that
opportunities for learning and working
environment have items with the high-
est loading and are important factors. In
this study seventeen variables are estab-
lished and factor analysis has illustrated
five factors which are important in re-
cruitment, development and retaining of
talent and hence for formulating talent
management strategies and processes.
Talent management includes early iden-
tification of potential and competency
success profile analysis, talent manage-
ment process design, assessing readiness
for promotion and performance manage-
ment. Business schools need to under-
stand faculty as talent and construct tal-
ent management strategies considering
relative importance of various factors
similar to the practices in corporate. Per-
formance management focus is mainly
on facilitating environment which
requires conducive environment for per-
formance. Therefore it’s inevitable to un-
derstand and create environment across
factors important to faculties. In sum-
mary, talent management should focus
on variables important in performing key

The first factor includes research
funding, opportunity for learning,
self study and research hours, role
clarity of faculties and also support
from administration as these items
have highest loading as shown in the
table.

Business schools need to under-
stand faculty as talent and con-
struct talent management strategies
considering relative importance of
various factors similar to the prac-
tices in corporate.
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jobs and key individuals. These are fac-
ulties and teachings that are critical in
ensuring long term success of the insti-
tution. Succession planning and readi-
ness for promotion depends upon iden-
tifying the key talent and providing
development initiatives. In a learning
institution potential talents are the fac-
ulties and providing opportunities for
learning is the way to increasing readi-
ness among them.

Limitations & Directions

While generalizing the finding of the
study for different academic institutions,
caution should be made, considering
sample size and area of study and that
study was conducted in private business
schools with similar vision and purpose.
Since the study focused only on faculty
as talent, other contributors in educa-
tional institutions also need to be iden-
tified. The study can not be implanted
in its present form in other academic in-
stitutions with different structure and
purpose. Future research is needed in es-
tablishing a model which can guide aca-
demicians and bureaucrats in under-
standing and establishing effective learn-
ing and research environment.

Conclusion

Faculties as talent for business
schools require their competencies as per
the vision and objectives of business
schools. As evident in the conceptual
framework, specific competencies
required in faculties, which will decide
attracting; selecting and developing
strategies need to be according to the

vision and objective of institution. This
study shows that opportunities for learn-
ing and working environment are impor-
tant factors. Therefore effective talent
management strategies should be made
in line with the learning and develop-
ment of faculties aligned with institution
vision. A research focused institution
will need different competencies in fac-
ulties as compared to those in a teach-
ing focused and student centred institute.
Present study shows that faculties in
business schools consider learning op-
portunities, working environment, incen-
tives, and recognition as important fac-
tors for them. Considering faculty as tal-
ent and establishing effective talent
management practices with focus on de-
velopment, learning opportunities and
performance based rewards would
reduce attrition. A facilitating working
environment may positively result in
internal growth of faculties, which is
also ranked an important factor by them.
With effective practices of learning and
growth opportunities, quality faculties
can be built within the business schools
which would help in building leadership
position of the institution while also
achieving internal career growth aligned
with the vision and strategies of the
institution.
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The emerging business scenario is
largely driven by market forces.
The businesses, due to market com-
pulsions, have resorted to very
painful and difficult options like
relocation and or closure of plants.
The employees have to undergo a
number of hardships as a result of
closure and or relocation of plants.
Can one maintain a balance be-
tween business compulsions and
employees’ interests? The case
study of Pepsico’s  Naroda plant is
one  example where a balance has
been maintained between the two
extremes. A number of meaningful
initiatives have been taken by man-
agement to minimize the hardships
of workers given VRS at this plant.
The case discusses the process and
dynamics of closure of the plant
through VRS in about three weeks
time.

Pepsico Naroda Plant

On 30th December, 2008 everyone in
Naroda Plant of Pepsico was in a differ-
ent mindset as the decision of closing
down the plant was inked a week before.
Every worker, after their name was an-
nounced, came closer to the Vice Presi-
dent (Human Resources) and received
three different cheques and hugged him.
This was a defining moment in the his-
tory of Naroda plant after 13 years of
takeover by Pepsico from Gujrat Bot-
tling plant on 7th November 1995. This
was a remarkable day for Pepsico man-
agement as everything got settled peace-
fully in just three weeks time.

Naroda Plant, located in the middle
of Saurashtra and Central Gujrat Border,
was set up in 1966 by Pure Beverages
Ltd. and produced CCX brands till 1977.
It continued to manufacture local brands
till 1991. Voltas started manufacturing
“Pepsi” brands from 1992. Finally,
Pepsico took over this plant in 1995. All
Workers of erstwhile Gujrat Bottling
Plant were taken in to the services of
Pepsico. A safety clause was inserted in
the agreement between the union and
management which says that “The First
party company also agrees that in the
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case of stoppage or closure of produc-
tion activities for any reason, the em-
ployees mentioned in Annexure 1 shall
be absorbed in any of the sister concerns
in accordance with the provisions of law
and in case of any difficulty experienced
in implementing this clause the same
shall be discussed with union and the
decision their on shall be binding.”

Naroda Plant currently employed
138 persons including 85 workers (As-
sociates) 22 executives and about 31 in
other categories. On an average 67 work-
ers are needed for operating two lines.
The need for contractual workers ranges
between 25 and 175 depending upon the

volume of production. The plant nor-
mally runs in three shifts. The overall
operations of the plant are taken care off
by the plant manager and the responsi-
bilities of people management remains
with plant personnel manager. The plant
has two lines of production i.e. Carbon-
ated Soft Drink (1995) and Juice (2001).
Total Productivity Maintenance (TPM)
was introduced in 2007. The plant has
an excellent track record of social re-
sponsibility.

Key Performance Indicators

Table 1 presents performance indi-
cators of the plant in the last five years:

Table 1: Index of Key Performance Indicators during 2004 - 08

Indicator 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Mean Index
(2005 -08)

Production Volume 100 84.56 60.59 58.41 49.54 63.26

Line Productivity 100 96.54 101.2 96.40 100.50 98.66

Utility Cost 100 124.7 142.8 151 224.30 162.70

Cost of Variable Labour 100 91.89 83.78 90.5 100 91.54

Concentrated Yield 100 100.14 100.2 100 100 100.01

The performance of the plant on
production volume and line productiv-
ity has shown a downward trend whereas
utility cost has gone up during 2005 –
08. The downward trend in the cost of
variable labour indicates instability in
production.

Union & Workers (Associates)

Gujarat Kamgar Panchayat (GKP) as
the sole representative of workers in

Naroda Plant is an independent and ex-
ternal union. It represents about 100
other unions in Gujarat. The union was
formed in 1991. A fourteen member lo-
cal committee (LCU) is responsible for
day to day affairs of the union. GKP has
four members in addition to the fourteen
LCU members. The key positions like
President, Vice President, General Sec-
retary and Treasurer are with GKP rep-
resentatives. Naroda plant has 85 asso-
ciates. The average age of associates is
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about 49 years. Most of the associates
were taken from erstwhile Gujarat Bot-
tling Plant. Their past services have been
protected by Pepsico in compliance of
the agreement with union. “The employ-
ees whose names are mentioned in the
list appended herewith are agreed to be
taken in service by the first party and
considering their experience with the
previous employer peculiar to this indus-
try in which the first party is engaged
in, will be given the benefits and rights
of the total period of service with the
immediate previous employer for the
purpose of gratuity and compensation in
accordance with law.”  Out of the 85
workers 84 have completed 20 years of
service. Half of the workers are SSC and
above in terms of educational qualifica-
tion. Nine out of them are graduates and
eleven of them are having technical
qualifications to their credit.

Market Situation

There are 130 distributors and
60,000 outlets of Pepsico in Gujrat. The
company strives for getting more and
more share and ensures that it gives best
value to customers. The cola market in
the last 3-4 years is experiencing a down-
fall for the following reasons:

(a) Glass Bottle Consumption is
coming down for a variety of reasons
whereas PET Bottles and Cans Sales are
growing up. Naroda Plant has only the
capacity of Glass Bottles.

(b) The taste of consumers is chang-
ing towards health drinks.

(c) Cola market is very price sensi-
tive.

In order to face the challenges
posed by the market, Pepsico has intro-
duced various promotional schemes
both for trade community as well as
customers. In order to control the sales
team the company has a third party au-
dit of sales to know the share of Pepsi
vs. others. Based on the findings of the
audit, suitable measures are taken to
correct the situation in the market. Pro-
motional programmes are launched both
nationally and at local levels. The lo-
cal level initiatives include hoardings,
signboards,  consumer events  and
schemes like ‘Under the Crown’. There
is also a Territory University which
documents entire sales performance.
Future plans of sales team in Gujarat
include:

(a) To gain more share and more
dealership in the market;

(b) To introduce newer products like
Tropicana and Twister.

In spite of the best efforts being
made by the sales team, there are com-
plaints that benefits of various promo-
tional schemes do not reach the small
vendors and customers. In case of any
reported default the company first gives
warning to distributors and drives them
out in case of repeated defaults. Apart
from this the company also controls the
route agents who carry bottles from dis-
tributors to retailers.
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Process of Closure

Annual Operating Plan (AOP) in
consultation with the corporate office
plans the activities. The experience of
AOP vis-à-vis corporate office was not
very encouraging so far as the progress
of Naroda Plant was concerned. It was
monitoring the performance of the plant
for a long time. The total volume
dropped significantly to almost its half
in 2008 and this was on a continuous
basis in previous years as well. In spite
of the best efforts by the marketing
team, demand for glass bottle especially
CSD continued to drop. In view of the
escalating fixed cost and no hope for
revival of glass bottles, the AOP in con-
sultation with corporate office sug-
gested closure of the Naroda Plant. A
negotiating team was constituted with
VP (HR) Western Market and Manufac-
turing Director as its members. The ne-
gotiating team was constrained by the
following two factors:

(a) Since the number of workers in
the plant crossed the magic number
100, in case of closure provisions of
Chapter V-B of ID Act will  apply
which requires permission of Appro-
priate Authority. If workers raise any
issue it will take a long time to close
the plant.

If workers raise any issue it will
take a long time to close the plant.

(b) Safety clause of the agreement
with GKP Union pre-requires either ab-
sorption of workers in Bharuch Plant of

Gujarat or negotiate with the union for
any other viable option.

The Negotiating Team preferred to
negotiate with the union against taking
a legal route. A camera meeting was ar-
ranged with two top union leaders i.e.
President and General secretary in a ho-
tel in Ahmedabad. The team explained
in detail the position of the company in
terms of both cost and market and tried
to convince the union leaders that com-
pany has no option but to close down the
plant. The union opposed this and wrote
a letter to the Vice President (HR) with
a copy to Director (HR) on the follow-
ing grounds:

“After the commencement of Naroda
Plant, you have established another plant
at Bharuch in the year 1997. You have
also obtained the Provident Fund Code
No. for Bharuch Unit. The Employee
Provident Fund Organization had issued
a separate Code No. under the follow-
ing condition:

M/s. Pepsico India Holding Pvt. Ltd.
(Ahmedabad) and M/s. Pepsico India
holding Pvt. Ltd. (Bharuch) are not as
separate or independent units and the
establishment will be treated as a branch
of M/s. Pepsico India Holding Pvt. Ltd.
(Ahmedabad) and employment strengths
of both the establishment will continue
to be reckoned together for all purposes
under the Provident Fund Act.

Without prejudice to the above facts
and submission, it is well established that
there is a functional integrity of both the
units as well as the ownership of both the
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units is the same. Under these circum-
stances you can not close down the Naroda
unit without any express permission from
the specified authority appointed under the
Industrial Disputes Act.”

The union further gave the follow-
ing options to the management:

a. The workers of Naroda Plant agree
to postpone the issues of wage revi-
sion for a period of 2 years.

b. The present age of retirement of
workmen can be reduced from 60
years to 58 years.

c. Workmen are also ready to work
other than in production activities
like marketing etc.

d. The present strength of workmen can
be reduced up to 20% by way of in-
troducing VRS in consultation with
union.

The proposal was discussed by the
management but turned down. It was fi-
nally decided to close the plant and com-
pany was ready to face all the conse-
quences. The Negotiating Team ex-
plained the Union top brass that although
the company can take legal route to close
the plant but keeping in view the long
meritorious services of workers it would
prefer other options like VRS by all
employees. The Union leaders after de-
tailed discussion with the local commit-
tee union members and workers in gen-
eral agreed to proceed on the VRS pro-
posal of the Negotiating Team. The
Union demanded a Rs. 20 lakh package
for VRS which was rejected outright by

the management. The Negotiating Team
explained that as per the legal provisions
of ID Act on an average a worker would
be entitled for about Rs.3 lakhs and
hence a package of Rs.5-6 lakhs would
be appropriate. The Union objected to
this but reduced its demand to Rs.12
lakhs. Several rounds of negotiation hap-
pened to arrive at a final package. The
Union further reduced its demand to
Rs.11.25 lakhs and management wanted
to close somewhere between Rs.9-10
lakhs. After careful discussions and ups
and downs it was finally agreed that av-
erage payout including VRS package and
legal dues would be Rs.10.5 lakhs. This
included following:

1. Salary for the month of December,
2008

2. Loyalty Bonus

3. VRS Amount

4. Bonus

5. Gratuity

6. Leave Encashment

The next crucial step was to con-
vince the workers about their social se-
curity in future. Management represen-
tatives in co-operation with the nearest
State Bank of India Chief Manager ex-
plained that if VRS money is kept in
fixed deposits of the Bank, the monthly
earning on account of interest will re-
main almost equivalent to their monthly
salary. Over and above workers will also
get provident fund and pension as per
their entitlements. Finally, workers
agreed and a settlement was signed un-
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der section 2(p) read with 18 of ID Act,
1947 on 25th of December, 2008.

The salient features of the settlement
are as follows:

1. The VRS shall be worked out based
on the Income Tax Act 1961 whereas
the compensation amount would be
a minimum of amount equivalent to
three months salary for each com-
pleted year of service or monthly
emoluments at the time of retirement
multiplied by the balance months of
service left before the date of his
retirement on superannuation.

2. The contribution to the Union fund
will be deducted from the said VRS
payments @7%

3. The VRS will commence from 26th

December 2008 and closed on 29th

December 2008.

4. The workmen will also be entitled
for leave encashment including Sick
leave and Earned leave.

5. All pending cases in court including
seniority will be withdrawn by the
Union at the next hearing of the case.

The agreement was signed by repre-
sentatives of management, union and all
workers. The cheques were distributed
in the afternoon of 30th December, 2008.
A farewell party was organized on 31st

December, 2008.

Initiatives of the Management

Apart from negotiating VRS pack-
age management simultaneously hired

the following consultants to take care of
workers concerns in future.

Psychological Counsellor: Pepsico
had a tie up with Human Dynamics and
for Naroda Plant they have hired a well
qualified clinician and psychological
counsellor. The major issues raised by
workers could be seen as follows:

I. Before announcement of VRS pack-
age:

1. The amount of package

2. Alternative job as many of them
have no other skills.

3. Social security concerns in the
long run

4. Education of children who are
studying in convent schools.

5. What is the fault of workers? The
problem is with the demand in
the market and not with the
performance of the plant.

6. Pepsico was like mother and it is
like departing from mother.

II. When package was announced:

1. Some of them were happy with
the VRS package

2. Some of them were concerned by
identity and status

3. Most of them were shocked with
the abruptness of the way it
happened. The total duration of
negotiation and exit was
completed in less than three
weeks.
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4. Many workers even did not share
with their wives and families.

Financial Consultant A qualified
Chartered Accountant was hired to coun-
sel workers on financial matters. The role
demanded following key activities:

1. To ensure that proper tax deductions
(TDS) are made under VRS Scheme

2. To ensure best investment as per In-
come Tax Act, 1961 the workers
were advised to invest in NSC, LIC
or PPF.

3. Interactive sessions with employees
for proper investment.

4. Financial advice on filing returns

5. Home loan EMI was not allowed
under form 16; this was done in the
larger interest of the company.

Banker:The Chief Manager, State
Bank of India, Naroda Industrial
Area was invited to counsel the
workers on investment issues. The
major concerns of the workers raised
with Bank official were:

1. To ensure that interest payments on
fixed deposit were equivalent to
their salary.

2. Operation of the account in case
workers are not in Ahmedabad.
About 30% of workers are from
Rajasthan.

23 new accounts were opened same
day and cheques deposited were cred-
ited the same day to get benefit of 1%
extra on deposits. About 55 workers ben-

efited from the fixed deposit scheme of
the Bank with overall investment of
Rs.1.5 crore.

Job Placement Consultant: M/s.
Shine Consultant was roped in by the
management. The following initia-
tives were taken by the placement
agency:

1. Analysis of employee profiles to
understand the nature of jobs to be
explored.

2. Professional CVs were prepared for
all 85 employees. The interests and
preferences of the employee were
also taken in to account for the pur-
pose of planning.

3. Preparation for interviews.

4. Negotiating and meeting with differ-
ent companies for possible place-
ments.

The placement company charges
Rs.500 as registration fee from the can-
didates. It charges to the Employers @
8.33% of the annual package provided
employee stays in the Company for at
least three months. Pepsico has promised
to extend all support needed for place-
ment services of its workers. Till 31st
March 09, 37 employees had obtained
jobs with an average pay of Rs 5500 per
month through the initiative.

All the activities of counsellors were
co-ordinated by the Manager (HR) from
the Mumbai Office. This Manager (HR)
camped at Naroda for about 15 days to
facilitate the whole process.
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Reasons for Closure

Management View Point: View
point of the management can be seen
best in the settlement of closure which
reads as: “Over the last few years, the
overall profitability of Naroda Plant
has gone down due to declining plant
volumes, as a result of prevailing dif-
ficult market conditions. Further due
to constraints of available space in the
plant, the company has been unable to
invest  in  newer technologies  and
manufacturing lines to reduce the
manufacturing cost in the plant. Manu-
facturing operations carried out in the
plant with the existing number of
workmen will result in further loss to
the company. Therefore in the interest
of the company and the workmen, it is
proposed to reduce the strength at the
plant and minimize the loss at the fac-
tory through a Voluntary Retirement
Scheme for the benefit of the workmen
in the Plant.”

The other views expressed by man-
agement representatives are as follows:

“We expected an annual increase of
20%, contrary to this the market share
came down drastically in 2008 and we
had no option but to close the plant.”

“Demand suddenly started decreas-
ing after 2004. Our area is limited and
we can afford only two lines. Custom-
ers are demanding more PET based soft
drink which our Jhagadia (Bharuch)
Plant is capable. We can not install
PET line in Naroda. Moreover Gujrati’s
are more in health drinks. Pesticide

controversy in 2004 also hit cola busi-
ness”.

“The demand for Glass Bottle is de-
creasing and PET is increasing. Product
cost at Naroda plant is very high due to
low volume, increasing cost of raw ma-
terial and packaging material rates, and
higher fixed cost.”

“The reasons for closure in spite of
improved performance could be attrib-
uted to market viability, volume drop,
cost escalation and shift in consumer
preference for health drinks”.

Union Views: Interestingly union’s
views on reasons for closure remain the
same as management view point. Some
of the views of union officials are sum-
marized below:

“Our experience with closure of
Baman Bore (Rajkot) was encouraging
as we were very sure that closure of
Baman Bore was due to water shortage
(external factor). Similarly, the compul-
sion of market was the main reason (ex-
ternal factor) in the case of Naroda Plant
as well”.

“Market was viable for us. We were
being monitored by the Company for the
last three years. The actual sale was de-
clining due to change in consumer taste
and limited pocket (affordability) of con-
sumers for soft drinks”.

“The plant started deteriorating after
2004; TPM was also not very good. There
was confusion in management. The local
management did not involve workers in
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planning.  Marketing team is not making
efforts, why to blame workers. Local
management always threatened for clo-
sure and they have proved it. ‘Bazar day’
was discontinued. Promotional schemes
were not reaching the small vendors.
There is vacuum of 25% in the market”.

There was confusion in manage-
ment. The local management did
not involve workers in planning.

Workers View Point: When workers
were asked to comment on the issue their
understanding was slightly different.
They viewed this problem from shop
floor angle. Some of their views are sum-
marized below:

“Reducing demand, increasing cost,
high expectations of management, lack of
work culture and shop floor mismatches
are the real culprits for the closure”.

“We simply know that this was an
order from top. Although productivity
improved due to TPM but reasons for
closure are not very realistic. There
could have been some other alternative.”

Media View Point: Although media
has stayed away from reporting the clo-
sure of Naroda Plant one local newspa-
per reported that recession is the main
reason for closure of the plant and work-
ers have accepted it.

Why Workers Were Happy?

What made workers so happy about
the deal as all workers hugged manage-

ment team? The answer to this question
may be found in the observations made
by different stakeholders reproduced
below:

Management View Point: “We were
very transparent and honest in our deal-
ings from the day one. We knew that le-
gal route is very long and unpredictable
as well we were very truthful in nego-
tiations and we have given one of the
best packages in the industry”.

We knew that legal route is very
long and unpredictable.

“We have taken care of every aspect
of employees. We were concerned about
their social security and future as well
hence we hired the services of consult-
ants to counsel and prepare employees
for the future.”

“Approach towards the issue was
very practical and it was very well
grounded. We have given high commit-
ment to what we promised. We believe
that VRS package will give the same
benefits as their regular salary. We hired
qualified consultants to advice workers.
Everybody is happy”.

Our connect was very good. Offic-
ers were very open and transparent.

“Our connect was very good. Offic-
ers were very open and transparent. Ev-
erything went very peacefully. We had
very good relations with government
agencies. The VRS package was very
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much suiting to all the workers as most
of them had more than 20 years of ser-
vice to their credit”.

Union View Point: Union represen-
tatives were seen quite satisfied with
VRS package.

“The VRS package itself is very en-
couraging. Apart from this, the quality of
negotiation, transparency was the main
factor for a good deal. We are also happy
because company hired counsellors”.

“Take home salary has been pro-
tected by way of interest on fixed de-
posits. Now workers are free for alter-
native jobs”.

“There are mixed views on celebra-
tion of VRS. Although we are happy with
the package but everybody is not happy.
We are concerned about our social sta-
tus, children’s education and alternative
jobs”.

Workers’ View Point: Workers view
point on this issue is also mixed.

 “Workers are happy with VRS pack-
age, this is more than what workers of
Baman Bore plant got in 2002 but this is
reasonable and attractive. Workers are
not happy with closure; there could have
been other alternatives”.

“VRS package is good but continu-
ation of job would have been better. Now
my son wants to discontinue his educa-
tion and search for a job. This will also
create problem in the marriage of chil-
dren”.

Alternatives to Closure

The plant was closed when it was at
the peak. Some innovative practices like
TPM were just introduced. The views of
different sections of stakeholders on this
issue are as below:

Management View Point: “The space
crunch seems to be at the top. The total
plant area is 15339 M2 (3.7 Acres) and
built up area is 5800 M2. We have left with
no other choice, but there was a possibil-
ity of one PET line on the first floor simi-
lar to Duke’s Plant in Mumbai”.

“There was no viable option; how-
ever employees could have been utilized
differently”.

“There was no alternative as we can
not run the unit in loss due to overheads.
This was ideal time to close the plant
otherwise next year it would have been
more difficult to sustain the package.
Closure of the plant of high note was
very well deserved”.

“We have definite constraints of
space. Putting a new line of PET would
require huge investment and infrastruc-
ture as well. Our Jhagadia (Bharuch)
plant can take care of glass as well as
PET bottles demand”.

Union View Point: Union view
points on this issue are different with
management as may be seen in the fol-
lowing observations:

“We wanted to save the plant and we
had given four options to the manage
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ment viz. wage freeze, reduction in re-
tirement age, ready to work in the field
and 20% VRS but management has not
considered our proposal”.

“Top management was misguided by
local management. 80% of wage bill was
of executives and managers. We prom-
ised to improve sales with only 2 man-
agers but no body listened to us. We
wanted one chance in 13 years; this was
not fair to us”.

“We made a proposal but it was
turned down. This was a hasty decision.
Company could have given a serious
thought on our proposal and we were
confident that a better alternative was
possible”.

Workers View Point: Workers are
very sure that the plant could have been
saved through mutual discussions and
consultations. Their views are repro-
duced below verbatim:

“Local management should have
convinced shop floor people. The alter-
native will come from shop floor. The
way to efficiency and productivity is in
the hands of local management and shop
floor people”.

“The plant could have been saved by
exchanging one bottle line from Naroda
to one PET line in Jhagadia.

Best Practices

The closure of Naroda plant through
VRS has seen several ups and downs and
some of its best practices could be the

best learning both for management and
union. Some of the best practices as
identified by different respondents are
as below:

Management Representatives: “The
best practices of this VRS could be iden-
tified as two-way communication, trans-
parency, trust and congenial atmosphere.
We did proper justice to the cause”.

“The best practices could be; taking
employees into confidence, bringing
consultants, getting the best deal and
overall supportive management”.

“Good connect, mutual trust, good
communication, behavioural training for
the last one year as a part of TPM ac-
tivities and counselling of employees as
well as their families are the best prac-
tices”.

The best practices could be; taking
employees into confidence, bringing
consultants, getting the best deal
and overall supportive manage-
ment.

“Preparing employees for VRS
through various consultants was the best
part of management initiative”.

“Outplacement services, emotional
support and caring for the people in the
best manner are the best practices”.

Union Representatives: Union rep-
resentatives do agree that the whole pro-
cess of VRS has been in a very co-op-
erative and open atmosphere and that is
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why this VRS is a benchmark in corpo-
rate world.

“The whole approach of the Com-
pany in this matter since beginning has
been very encouraging and transparent”.

“Pepsico closure should not be re-
peated again. Union is proud to get a
better deal from the management. Union
plans to support its members on finan-
cial matters and in cases of emergency.
We do not want to plant ourselves in
Bharuch although we exist in that area.
We will support employees of Bharuch
plant in case they approach us”.

Workers View Point: “The best part
is that the company could meet out our
expectations. Company is also support-
ing in financial matters as well as get-
ting alternative jobs”.

Corporate Image

Every company is concerned about
its image among the customers. Pepsico
is not an exception to this. How this
whole episode will affect the image of
the Company is a very relevant concern.
The views of different stakeholders are
given below:

Management View Point: “Corporate
image of Pepsico is very good. There has
been no negative reporting by media”.

“This will not impact on our image.
We have extensively worked in the area
of corporate social responsibility. We
have done nothing wrong”.

“We have a very loyal base of cus-
tomers and we do not think that our cus-
tomer and dealer base will be affected
in any way”.

Union View Point: “Corporate image
will be affected as the news spreads to
the public. The Company needs to work
hard”.

“Closure of plant through VRS is not
a good sign for Pepsico. Two of its plants
have been closed in Gujrat for one rea-
son or the other and the Company will
have to pay the price for that”.

“Corporate image is not good. Small
vendors will take back their deposits.
The Company has already given one
VRS in 1997 to 56 workers. Marketing
people are not participating in annual
events of workers”.

Workers View Point: “Demand
should not come down; otherwise image
will also come down. Marketing and
sales team are responsible for downward
trend in the market. In order to improve
the image marketing people should come
to the office only once in a month and
rest of the days they should be in the
field”.

“The image as well as demand will
be affected. Supply from Bharuch Plant
to whole of Gujrat would be difficult.
Transport cost will be high. Coke has
about 65% of the market share and it will
increase further. Marketing people
should make more efforts”.



Views of Deputy Labour
Commissioner

Understanding of the Case: “The
proposed closure of Pepsico, Naroda
plant through VRS has been very suc-
cessful due to two reasons, one, Pepsico
is an MNC and could afford a very at-
tractive closure package and two, Trade
Union in Pepsico is very cooperative and
matured”.

Handling of the Case: “Both the
Union and the Management were very
positive in their attitude and approach.
Had there been any other union it would
have been very difficult. Union was very
much aware that intervention of Labour
Court is very lengthy and less yielding.”

Uniqueness: “As I have been in-
formed, the manner in which manage-
ment used different types of consultants
to understand the concerns of the work-
ers was very unique and at least I am not
aware of any other company in Gujrat
going to this kind of arrangement. We
are like doctors and we advice when any
matter is reported to us. In case of
Pepsico they have gone to alternative
treatment”.

Peaceful Closure: “I would like to
quote two examples one, the case of VFC
Ltd. Baska in 2006 where dues were paid
to about 200 workers and no case was
reported to Conciliation or Labour Court
in spite of several odds. Second was the
case of NACHMO Ltd. (Ashima Group)
of 2008-09. The cases were related to clo-
sure of its two factories due to overdraft
of IDBI Bank. The matter was referred to

High Court and subsequently rejected.
Letters were sent by workers to the Chief
Minister threatening to commit suicide.
The matter was referred to us by Gujrat
Government. The closure of first factory
could be amicably resolved after a long
discussion and workers agreeing to the
offer of management. The closure of sec-
ond factory is still pending.”

Legal Aspects: “In order to close
down the plant under section 25FFF of
Industrial Disputes Act the Company
should wait till the average daily work-
ers strength in the last twelve months
drops to less than 100, in this case no
notice for closure would be required.”

Next Step

The Company is still reviewing the
manner in which plant will be legally
closed. One option is to wait till the av-
erage daily employment in the last
twelve months comes less than 100 and
in that case section 25 FFA i.e. notice
for closure and 25 FFF pertaining to
compensation shall not be applicable.

The Company also plans to return
the factory license as per rule no. 13 of
Gujrat Factory Rules.
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Book Reviews

FINANCING OF SMALL & MEDIUM ENTERPRISES IN
INDIA by Ashok Kumar Mohanty& Durga Madhab Mahapatra,
Serials Publications, New Delhi, 2007, pp. xiii+213, Rs. 550 (Hard
Cover)

The book deals with the evolution
and growth of developmental financial
institutions and small and medium en-
terprises sector in India. It also covers
development of SME sectors and the
operational performance of Orissa State
Financial Corporation (OSFC) during
1990/91- 1999/2000.  The New Indus-
trial Policy of 1991 proposed several
changes relating to small sector with a
view to making small enterprises eco-
nomically viable and financially strong.
With regard to financial support to the
sector, the policy envisaged adequate
flow of credit, equity participation to
the extent of 24 percent by non-SME
undertakings, provision for supply of
risk capital through limited partnership
and measures to ensure speedy payment
arising from sale of products. The work-
ing capital needs for SME sector are
met mostly by the commercial banks.
The medium and long term finances for
these units are primarily provided by
Development Finance Institutions.
State Financial Corporations (SFCs)
have been playing a pioneering role in
the promotion and development of
small and medium industries in the
states.  There are 18 SFCS in the coun-
try, out of which 17 were established
under SFCs Act 1951.  The Tamilnadu
Industrial Investment Corporation Ltd,

established in 1949 under the Compa-
nies Act, also functions as SFC.

SME Sector contributes signifi-
cantly to Indian economy. As per the
third All India Census held for the year
2001-02, there were 105.21 lakh enter-
prises in the country, out of which 13.75
lakh were registered working enter-
prises and 91.46 lakh unregistered en-
terprises.  Their contribution to produc-
tion was valued at Rs. 2, 82,270 crore
and the employment was 249.32 lakh
persons.  The SME sector has been con-
sistently registering a higher growth
rate than the overall industrial sector in
the past few years.   Despite recession
and economic slow down  small scale
units still accounts for one-third of
manufacturing GDP and more than two-
thirds of manufacturing employment.
The authors note that with lower labour
costs and skilled manpower, SMEs have
the potential to cater to the outsourcing
needs of large scale units and MNCs.
Emergence of high-tech sectors such as
aqua culture, tissue culture, agro pro-
cessing industries, green-house farming
etc., in rural areas open new vistas for
growth for SME sector. However, for
SMEs to surge ahead they must remain
competitive.
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The SMEs in India are confronted
with problems in the areas of finance and
credit, raw materials, marketing, entre-
preneurship, skilled managerial person-
nel, technology, competition from large
scale units, infrastructure and industrial
sickness etc. Some remedial measures
like proper selection of appropriate busi-
ness/industry, right type of technology,
managerial expertise, provision of ad-
equate credit, marketing facility, power
and above all the drive towards quality
and efficiency are suggested to imbibe
dynamism and viability to this sector.

The Second All India Census of Reg-
istered Small Scale Industrial Units in
1987-88 showed that of the 9.87 lakh
registered SSI units as on March 1988,
3.05 lakh units constituting 31 per cent
of the total registered units had closed
down; of these 1.49 lakh units had closed
down within five years of the commence-
ment of operations. Moreover, a large
number of units are sick, their number
which was nearly 23 thousand in 1980,
stood at a staggering 2.6 lakh units, with
locked outstanding bank credit of Rs.
3700 crore in 1996 (pp 82-83).

By the end of 2006-07, there were
about 4550 micro, small and medium
enterprises in Orissa, with an investment
of Rs. 271.14 crore, providing employ-
ment for 20,839 persons.  The State is
also providing institutional and financial
support with various incentives and con-
cessions for promotion of small scale,
village and cottage industries. Despite
the abundant natural resources, Orissa
remains an industrially backward state
in India.  The reforms introduced by the

New Policy include deregulation and de-
bureaucratization, better flow of credit,
integrated infrastructural development,
and participation by industrial undertak-
ings in the small units.  The reformulated
Industrial Policy 2001 of the State aims
at hammering the potentials of the vast
natural resources consistent with the pro-
tection of environment for accelerated
industrial growth.  The policy envisages
the strengthening of rural economy
through development of agro-based in-
dustries, agriculture, handlooms and
handicraft and development of skills.
More particularly the stimulation and
broadening of entrepreneurial base con-
stitutes an integral part of the policy.
DICs will operate as the model agency
for the development of SSIs and for rec-
ommending grants of various incentives.
It is hoped that if the trend which is now
prevailing in the state continues for a
decade or so, Orissa will be one of the
industrially advanced states in the coun-
try.

Orissa State Financial Corporation
(OSFC) was established started func-
tioning in 1957.  The main objective of
the corporation is to provide long term
and medium term credit to SME units
for construction and modernization of
plant and factory buildings, purchase of
machines and other requirements.  It also
guarantees loans from scheduled banks
or State Cooperative Banks for a period
of 20 years.  It guarantees deferred pay-
ments for capital goods purchased by
industries from within the country.  It
undertakes the issue of shares and loans
by industrial concerns and meets foreign
exchange requirements of SME sector.
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OFSC also provides financial assistance
for expansion and modernization of ex-
iting units and rehabilitation of sick
units.

OSFC had assisted basic and capital
good industries like motels, electrical,
transport equipment, chemicals and fer-
tilizers machinery, etc. to the extent of
44 per cent, followed by services 37 per-
cent, and traditional 19 per cent.  Other
SSI units receiving assistance comprised
services and modern units like electri-
cal, electronics, engineering, computers,
plastic and polymers, glass and ceram-
ics etc.  It was found that financial as-
sistance to no Industry Districts (NID)
and Backward Districts taken together
fell short of the assistance provided to
developed districts during the period of
study.  Hence, there is a need to make
concerted effort by the Corporation to
enhance the assistance provided to Back-
ward and No Industry Districts.

There is a suggestion that financial
institutions including OSFC can make
use of the study while deciding about the

organizational structure and for formu-
lating improved operation of sanction
and disbursement of their loans and their
recovery.  The IDBI at the national level
may use this study while deciding about
their refinancing policies for OSFC. It
is also useful to the DIC and SIDO while
planning their promotional and incentive
policies.  The authors emphasize the
need to undertake a study by collecting
data from the primary sources.  This will
undoubtedly expand the scope of the
study and give a better insight in to the
problems of institutional financing. Per-
haps, it would be useful to study the per-
formance of some SME units assisted by
OSFC. The book about the operational
performance of OSFC may be of inter-
est to students and teachers of econom-
ics, commerce and management inter-
ested in financial management.

P.C. Bansal
Former Scientist

Defence Research &Development
Organization

New Delhi

The Strategic Competency Management – Indian Perspective By
Avinash V. Deolekar, Labour Law Agency, Mumbai, 2008,
pp. xiii+201, Rs. 250.

This book is a reflection of the
author’s experiences in the field of Com-
petency Management and its execution
in the form of competency mapping, as-
sessment and development.  He has
drawn heavily from his dissertation sub-
mitted to Mumbai University for his doc-

toral degree. The author believes that
success of Competency Management is
assured if line management’s initiative
is integrated with HR initiative.  He has
described competency as an underlying
characteristic of a company or an indi-
vidual which enables them to deliver

P.C. Bansal
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superior performance in a given role,
situation or a job.

How do competencies differ from
skills and knowledge?  The author has
brought out the differences in a fasci-
nating style through following expres-
sions:

• Competencies do not include knowl-
edge but do include applied knowl-
edge or behaviour applications of
knowledge; competencies do include
skills but only manifestation skills.

• An individual, rich in skills and
knowledge, may excel only if he ex-
hibits the right attitude towards his
work, sense of belonging, team spirit
etc.

The author has recapitulated what is
contained in the earlier publications on
the subject. His contribution is, however,
more note-worthy and innovative in
Competency Management. The most
important suggestion made by the author
is to develop a competency dictionary
specific to the organization concerned.
If an organization wishes to systemati-
cally develop job descriptions based on
competencies, improve selection sys-
tems by assessing skill level in the re-
quired competency, and/or train to
needed competencies, then it is in its best
interests to first establish a comprehen-
sive list of competencies that will be
used in the organization.  This is valu-
able because using a common set of com-
petencies will eliminate the confusion
which will result if different jobs use
different terms to describe the same or
similar behaviours. For example, most

managerial jobs will include some form
of decision making as an essential com-
ponent of the job.  It makes no sense to
label or define that competency differ-
ently in two separate job descriptions.
By using one set of competencies
throughout the organization, personnel
specialists can evaluate components of
the HR system and make strategic deci-
sions.   Likewise, developers of training
can identify competencies that are
shared by several different jobs and de-
velop generic training programmes that
will be applicable to a number of posi-
tions. Competency Management has,
thus, emerged as the single most power-
ful tool that can integrate all HR pro-
cesses to a single card.  Competency
Management at one end has a direct re-
lationship with the person, the position
that he operates and performance that he
delivers.  These three linkages can also
be used to determine the compensation
package of an individual in the organi-
zation.

The author has taken pains to list the
conclusions that have emerged from a
series of seminars organized by the
Harbridge House (Consulting Group).
Important among them are:

• Many people felt that the manage-
ment competencies were becoming
a mine-field.

• Opinions were split around generic
versus organization specific ap-
proaches.  Both have a place in the
context of flatter organizations and
business-linked management devel-
opment.
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• There was a need to distinguish job-
based competencies from those
termed as strategic or organization
wide.

The author has taken note of today’s
business environment which is a mixture
of globalization, competition and sur-
vival of the fittest. The job of a manager
is now far more challenging.  A success-
ful manager is now required to be out-
ward looking, customer oriented, qual-
ity conscious, alert, positive and inno-
vative. Managers who continue to be
mere administrators cannot survive.
Value addition and dynamism are “in”
and middlemen are “out”. The author has
re-capitulated 10 qualities of global man-
agers for the competitive environment as
mentioned by Jack-Welch of General
Electric.  These are multi-skilling, pro-
active, master-in-charge, global vision to
fight global competition, becoming to-
morrows’ manager today, winning strat-
egies, the complete manager, global
mindset, managing complexity and glo-
bal local balance.

The author attended a round table
conference of prominent and successful
CEOs where one of the CEOs revealed
the secret of his handling a large busi-
ness house successfully as:

“I do not do anything. I really do not
do anything.  My managers manage busi-
ness so effectively and successfully that
I only manage and take care of them”.

The book carries an exclusive chap-
ter on competency modeling and places
competency models into two categories:

‘single job competency model’ and ‘one
size fits all model’. Both the models
have limited value in selection and
training for specific jobs and in match-
ing individuals with specific jobs. To
overcome this limitation, the organiza-
tions are now embracing a three-tier
competency based framework consist-
ing of core, functional (or group) and
job specific (or task) competencies.
Details of developing a model suitable
to a particular organization have also
been outlined. Case study of a Mumbai
based survey which was conducted to
find out different levels of perceptions
of organizations regarding managerial
competencies also figures in the book.
This would be of great value to the prac-
titioners on the subject.

Is it essential for all organizations,
irrespective of size, to set up an Assess-
ment Centre? To answer this question,
the author has relied on the view that “it
is vital to have the necessary expertise
either in-house or available via appro-
priate qualified external providers to
ensure appropriate design and effective
delivery.  Just like anything else, the rub-
bish in/rubbish out principle applies.  If
the process is delivered by un-trained/
un-skilled assessors, it will tell the or-
ganization nothing of value and will be
a waste of money”. Of late, the term
`Assessment Centre’ is being replaced by
`Development Centre’. While the con-
tent part remains more or less the same,
the latter one is considered friendlier and
less threatening.

The author has visited 200 organi-
zations, both Indian and multinational.

K.L. Rawal
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He met with 200 managers at differ-
ent levels.  He has found a shift in mana-
gerial competencies and has enumerated
the important conclusions drawn from
the aforesaid survey which should be of
great value to the managements, re-
searchers and practitioners.

In the chapter ‘Competency Driven
Business Strategy’, the author has
quoted the work of C.K. Prahalad and
G. Hamel where they said “In the 1990s,
managers will be judged on their ability
to identify, cultivate and exploit the core
competencies that make growth possible
– indeed they have to rethink the con-
cept of the corporation itself ”. Consid-
ering that the book has been published
18 years thereafter, the author should

have taken care to find out and record
whether the anticipations made by
Prahlad and Hamel have fructified?  If
not, why not?  Hopefully, this will be
taken care of in the next edition.

The book carries many editorial er-
rors which distract the concentration of
the reader. The book has added value to
the literature on the subject.  It has
pieced together the contributions of
prominent writers and has given a prac-
tical orientation to the subject based on
author’s own experiences.

K.L. Rawal
Senior Consultant

Shri Ram Centre for IR & HR,
New Delhi
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